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The Belfast Base Ball Team has had a
busy week and met some strong opponents.
August 30th a nine came from Lynn,
Mass., and were defeated by Belfast, 12 to «.
Conroy struck out 8 men, and his opponent
A two-base hit was made by Patterson;
1.
three-base hit by O’CoiJnell, and a home
run by Murphy.
Following is the score by
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Aug. 3ist the Belfasts went to Camden
and defeated the home team, 20 to 6. Conroy made two home runs; Crockett and
Wiley got three-baggers, and Patterson,
Gilley and Prescott two-baggers. Several
changes were made in the position of the
players during the game, which, on the
whole, was not an exciting one.
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Sept. 1st, the Bangors came to Belfast
and met their usual fate, a defeat by a score
of n to 6. Conrov struck out 5 men and
Boss 4. Belfasts got 13 safe hits, including
a home run by Murphy
Bangor got ll hits,
with a three-bagger by Ring. Two double
plays were made. Brown struck out and
Burke threw to Conroy who put out Barrington at the home plate. Patterson was
caught out by Brown, who threw to King at
2d, where F'arwell met his doom. The score

Municipal < dficers
:

RIKRIX'GTOX.

ia> was pretty well
lllj number °f T1'e Kiris’ Home, a
quarterly published by the Children's Aid
testimony. There .society of Maine, is mainly a memorial of Mrs.
Harrington, who was the president of the
:*->s trouble between the
society from its organization until her death,
May 11, IPOo. The tributes to her memory
are many and
.cars, and when Mr.
eloquent, coming from Judge Wm. P. Whitehouse of the Maine
Supreme by innings:
■t> burned his
suspicions Court Lev I{. G. Harhuttof Searsport, Mrs. A. C. Paul of Fort
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Isaac W. Partridge of Stockton Springs
s. marines who
among the gallant l
lost their lives at the battle of Tien-Tsiu.
The particulars of his death, as
reported
here, show' that on July 12th, about twenty
of the marines, including Mr. P., were commended for bravery, and on the lath the
plan was to form a triangle with the point
near the city wall, and as this was a
dangerous position four volunteers were
called lotto take places at tin*
point. Air. Partridge
and three others volunteered and he lost his
life and was buried with military honors
the next day at Tien-T-dn. Air.
Partridge
wa> a straight-forward, industrious
young
man, 22 years of age.
He was the second
sou of Mr. Lyman
of
Stockton
Partridge
Springs and the sympathy "t thecommuuity
is extended to the
sorrowing father and
mother and the four sisters and live brothers
left to mourn their loss.
was

A ball in the interest of the Belfast Ball
Association was held in the Belfast Opera
House last Friday evening and netted a
goodly sum. The music was by Ames’ Full
Ezra J. Roberts Killed by a Train.
Orchestra. The card of 15 dances was as
follows:
Ezra J. Roberts of Belfast was
Our Hustling Manager
instantly Grand March,
“Take it, Cy!”
killed by a railroad train in Belfast Thurs- Waltz,
The Campground Quartette
Quadrille,
day afternoon. The freight train, due at Schottische,
“Slide, Freddie, Slide!”
i.lfl p. in., was coming in, and after
passing Boston Fancy, “Nice hit, Coleord, Old Boy.”
the curve beiow the Rolerson
Quadrille,
;“I gart it, Murph!”
the
crossing
Waltz,
“Veil, take id, Mae.”
fireman and engineer saw a man
walking on Two step,
Come on, Ralph.”
the track.
The usual alarm was
“Over the fence, Funny !’■'
sounded, Virginia Reel,
and the mail, who was then on the outside Waltz,
“Hit it out, Dan.”
“Good eye, Burke.”
Quadrille,
of the rails, stepped between
them. He Schottische,
Our Loyal Supporters
was walking towards the train
with his Lancers, Our faithful guardian of the gate
head bowed, and the engine struck him and W aitz,
Little Micky
Remember the team.
knocked him over the embankment. As Extras,
Soon

us

the alarm

wus

sounded tlm engineer

applied the air brake and the train was
stopped, but nothing could have saved
him.

The man was found to be Ezra -J.
Roberts, who was living with his son,
Freeman < ». Roberts, on Bridge street.
‘'inner < buries R. Coombs was called and

impanelled the.following jury:

The Belfast team went to Rockland Monan excursion on steamer Castine and
met the Warrens on neutral ground. The
Knox County aggregation, alias the Warren
Base Ball Club, was strengthened at every
point for the purpose of downing Belfast,
but were unequal to the task, the score at
the close of the hotly-contested game stand-
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Miss Elizabeth A.
Tuesday for a visit.
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of the person you want to vote
for, or stick on in this vacant space a sticker
bearing the name of this person. Do not
paste the sticker over the name you intend
to cut, because that will make the ballot defective and it will be thrown out.
Study these rules and you will make no
mistakes.
name

batting

victory. Accepting eight chances out of
nine and making three hits with a total of
four isn't bail for a young gentleman of his
dimensions.
The Warren-Belfast series this season resulted in two games for Warren and one
for Belfast. This ought to be glory enough
for Mr. Saunders and his men.
The Belfasts go to I >ld Town to-day and
to-morrow. They will play the Geralds of
Fairfield on the Congress street grounds

Saturday.
Petit Manan.

Among the arrivals in Cherrytiehl by
Thursday evening's train wasE. F. Hanson,
Esq. of Belfast with several other directors
of the recently organized Maine Coast Club.
These gentlemen were on the way to Petit
Manan point, which property they propose
to develop, and the Times hopes to be able
at an early date to give some of their plans
for booming this very beautiful and desirable
tract of sea shore property. The only thing
that Mr. Hanson, who is clerk and treasurer
the company, has to say at present in reto the matter is that another year will
see many great and important changes at the
the point. If the gentlemen who accompanied him on this trip have never visited
Petit Menan before they w ill most surely be
impressed with the beauties of the place and
the great advantages it possesses as a place
of resort. [Narraguagus Times.
of

gard

The Vermont

Election.

Vermont held her .State election Tuesday
and elected the full Republican ticket by a
majority estimated at 27,000, which is the
average majority for the last three Presidential years. The Republicans, as usual,
will control the general assembly, having
elected the thirty senators and a large majority of the 240 representatives.
Arthur Sewall

Dying.

Hon. Arthur Sewall of Rath was stricken
with apoplexy at his home at Small Point a
few days ago, and the report yesterday
morning was that he could live but a few
hours. His death will be a great loss to
Rath and to Maine.

Ralph

Kelley

went

to

Bangor

L. C. Putnam went to Boston
business.

A. A. Stover of Appleton visited relatives
in Belfast last week.

Mrs. Marietta Carter is
bert A. Koix.

Mrs. Grace Brown is spending the week
with friends in Lewiston.

Brockton, Mass.

to

Bennett of Boston arrived Sunvisit the family of W. F.. Marsh.

Tuesday

on

visiting

Mrs. Al-

Miss Maud Johnson spent
Camden last week.
N

a

few days in

Walter Cooper left yesterday for St.
John,
B„ on business.

John M. Kilgore and family left
Tuesday
for Worcester, Mass.

F' rank SI. Staples and family will move
back from South Hancock to Belfast in
October.

Mrs. Evelyn Clough of Bangor is
visiting
her sister, Mrs. Henry G. ivttee.
Miss Jane A. McLellan and Miss Louise
llazeltine spent Sunday in Camden.

Ilarriman, Esq.

two ago tiie Improvement .Society, organized by the ladies of Belfast,
who have shown a public spirit that is not
discernible in some other quarters, came to
the rescue of the dwellers on
Jiorthport
avenue, and took steps toward making a
gravel walk on that thoroughfare. They
had at the outset, as might be
expected,
the hearty and generous support of those to
be directly benetitted, and
encouragement
as well from the
community at large. Work
was begun under the direction of
Mr. J. F.
Wilson, who gave his time and labor for a
week; and rocks were cleared, the ground
plowed, harrowed and rolled, ready to receive the gravel, from the end of the plankwalk opposite the Girls' Home to a point
this side of the house of Daniel G. Hinds.
A. J. Mudgett gave the services of himself
and a pair of horses for one
day; Mr. J. F.
Wight did most of the harrowing, and worked three or four days; Willis Read and team
worked several days, and Messrs. Patterson,
Mendall, Brown, Clarke and Thorndike each
contributed a day's labor.
The remaining
work was done by the day, the Village Improvement Society contributing $15 and the
additional money required was given by
individuals.
The city was then petitioned to gravel
the walk, with assurance that there was on
the Read farm a pile of pin gravel that
would cover at least one-third its length
and which could be had for the cost of hauling a short distance. It was also asked that
a crossing be provided over the culverts. A
few planks only were required except at the
culvert opposite the house of Joseph Wilson, where a short bridge is needed, and that
could not cost much over live dollars. The city
government voted to gravel the walk, but refused to bridge the culverts, it reminds us'
of the story of the young couple who were
anxious to be married. The girl said she
was willing to try it if they had to live on
bread and water. “All right," said the
young man, “you furnish the bread and I'll
skirmish around after the water."
The ladies will no doubt build the bridge.
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Mrs. Irving Torrie of Moncton, N.
It., is
visiting her sister, Sirs. Warren E. Slarsh.

Hon. John F. Hill of Augusta was in Belfast Aug. -t*th and doth, a guest of James S.

or

Tuesday

James G. West arrived
yesterday from

Willard

day

single family.

Pitcher went to Boston

business.

Sirs. (.', A. Bowden and daughter
Gladys
visiting friends in Rockland.

walks have been built for miles in
every
other direction, along roads less travelled
aud with less taxable property. Indeed, we
are told that a considerable piece of
plankwalk was laid for the accomodation of a
A week

spending the week in

are

Sirs. Emily Trussed and son Ernest of
North Weymouth, Mass., are
visiting Sir.
and Sirs. Geo. 0. Trussed.
Sirs. A. T. Ringold and daughter Helen
returned to Gardiner last week after a visit
of several weeks in Belfast.
l.

hobmson ami daughter Lottie
of Somerville, Mass., returned home
Aug.
-!tli, from a visit at II. W. Marriner’s.
.Mrs.

r.

Walter P. Carter of Malden, Mass., arrived Sunday morning for a short vacation
with his family, who are spending the summer here.
Charles II. Field has returned from his

yachting trip in the Ventura. lie left the
yacht at Boothbay, from which port she
sailed for Boston.

Mrs. Arbeila Cunningham and son Charles
of Belfast, and Mrs. Kobie F. Alexander of
Belmont left Saturday for visits in Lewiston and Keadfield.
Mrs. Wm. Crosby returned last
Saturday
from visits to her sisters in Winehendon
and Fitchburg, Mass. She spent Old Home
Week in Portland.
Mrs. Annabel Underwood returned home
to Lewiston Monday after visiting her parents, Wales L. Miller and wife. Her mother
went, with her for a short visit.
Mrs. Nettie Wheeler and daughter Afillv
of Cambridge, Mass., and George Telfer of
Waltham, left for home Saturday, after a
visit of a few weeks in Belfast.
Mrs. Carrie K. Peirce returned home last
Thursday, after an absence of three
months. She visited in Everett, Mass., and
at Lake Pleasant, Saratoga, N. Y.
Mrs.
from a
tended
tion of

C. Aug. Brown returned Thursday
week's visit in Boston,where she atthe New. England Gallaudet Associadeaf mutes held at the Bevere House.

Misses Annie and Jennie Ware of Brockton, Mass., are in Belfast. The former expects to spend the winter here, but Miss
Jennie will return to her school in that city.
Alonzo Hart arrived Tuesday to visit his
father, Gilbert Hart. He belongs on the
steamship Hamilton of the old Dominion
Line, plying between New York and Norfolk.
Mrs. F. J..starrett left yesterday to join
her husband ill Boston. He is in Filene's
dry goods store, No. -j-iu Washington street,
where he will be pleased to meet any of his
friends.
'1'. < Jerri sir id' Boston, author oi Tim
Blue and the Gray, Will Newton, the
Young Volunteer, and many other ...
for hoys, is in Dockland, registered at the
Thorndike.
Kev.

A. A. .smith

came {nun G]<u,coster,
Muss., last Sunday and held services in the
Universalist church, returning to Mas.sichusetts Monday. lie will arrive home with
Mrs. Smith Saturday.

Misses Isabelle Towle and Grace PendleGreenville Saturday to resume
their schools. They were accompanied by
Mrs. May Clark of that place, who has been
visiting Miss Pendleton.
ton went to

.1. (). Whitcomb and wife, after visits in
Belfast and vicinity, left Thursday for
Springfield, Mass., where they are to reside.
Their marriage recently in Sorrento was
reported at the time in The Journal.
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E. R. ConClins. Fi. Owen, Frank M. Patterson,
j
William K. Nutt, ln*put\ >in*ri:t and a ( his. K. Sherman, ,!. \V. Burgess, S. <L ing, Belfast, 12; Warren, 8. Over a thouprominent politician of Fairfield, Me., died Norton. 1 he witnesses were Frank Lowe, sand people witnessed the game and the au! «Aug. :.oth. He wa> a member of >t. umar engineer: Fred Savery, fireman; and Fitz dience was liberal in its applause of the good
ommamlery, Knights T‘inpiar. of Water- W. Patterson.
The latter was walking on play s. Crockett pitched for the Belfasts and
Secret Societies.
ville; >iloam Lodge, F.
A. M.. iif Fairheld. and Fairfield Lodge. 1. < >. it.
Mr. the track and saw tie* accident. He agreed struck out 7 men, and let 2 men to first on
Nutt was well known in Belfast through with tlie
In
balls.
Saunders
of
the Warrens struck out
tin-man and engineer as to the
Detroit, Aug. 2Sth, at the "ixtli biennial
b'> eonneetiou with tin*
Fidelity Rupture particulars of the accident. It was
learned lb men and let nobody down on balls. Base assembly of the Pythian Sisterhood, supreme
‘ire.
Short but impressi\.*
w.-re
held at the late home. Saturday.
There was that Mr. Roberts was very deaf, and had hits were made by in Belfast and 15 Warren lodge, the gavel was wielded by Mrs. II. P.
a huge delegation of st.
men.
Two-base hits were made by Saunders Libby of Portland, Me., supreme chancellor.
Uner Commaudory
been frequently warned about
going on the
I W aterville, of whieli the decea>«*d was a
and II. McDonald of the Warrens, and Mur- In her address she said that Maine is the
track,
lie had a narrow escape a short
member, present, and the Fl ights Templar
ritual was used. There v,as a large atten- time ago from being run over by tlie passen- phy 12) and Wiley of Belfast. A three base banner State in membership, having 2,22s
hit was made by Johnson, and home runs members in eight assemblies. < Hiio is second.
dam-e of friends pre>ent to pay their last g*‘i train. J
liursday lie started out after
respects to a man who was generally beloved dinner to go
by Kenniston and Conroy. Johnson, though Mrs. George W. Adams of Ilarerhill, Mass.,
up the track for blackberries,
in the town.
'The remain" were taken to
from an injured hand,
held supreme keeper of records and the seals
Freedom, Mr. Nutt s former home, for and when lie was struck by the train was I suffering
burial, and the final *t-r vices held there.
walking towards it, but with his head bow- Crockett’s delivery in tine style and made a of the Sisterhood, reported that nine States
ed and his hat over his eyes. His forehead good record at the bat. He bit the ball 4 have grand assemblies, seven of them under
went out on Hies twice, and got a supervision of the supreme assembly.
Isaac Jipson died at tin* home, of? his was crushed in the
centre, and there were times,
daughter, Mrs. Flla \. small, at Sandy- several bad bruises and
Murphy and Number of assemblies 132, a gain of M2, and
wounds on his per- j single and a three bagger.
point, Aug. 27tli, at tlie age of 7;’. years,
Wiley did some line work at the bat, and an increase of membership of 2,000. The
'■*
months and i.‘» days.
He leaves four son. Death was instantaneous. The jury
children, Mrs. Flla A. small of Sandypoint, found that Ezra J. Roberts came to liis Conroy's home run was a line piece of play. present membership is given at nearly 7,000.
Isaac M. Jipson of Boston. Mrs. Annie M. death
by being hit by a locomotive of the Belfast got in a double play in each of the
The Supreme Lodge, Knights of Pythias,
Robertson of Baldwinsville, Mass., and
first three innings—Wiley and Burke in the
Mrs. Lizzie A. Murray of Salem, Mass. Maine Central Railroad Co., while walking
in session at Detroit, Mich., Aug. Mist, electMcGuire
and
in
the
on its track, and that the
Burial at Camden, Wednesday, Aug. 2t*th.
Wiley
second; ed officers as follows:
employes in charge first;
Supreme Chancellor,
and Burke in the third. Brown of
of the train were not in fault, as
they did Wiley
II. Fethers of Jonesville, Wis.; Supreme
everything in their power to stop the train the Warrens was knocked senseless by a Vice Chancellor,
HOW TO VOTE.
Tracy R. Bangs of North
and prevent an accident. Mr. Lowe, the pitched ball,in the second inning,but recoverFork, Dak.; Supreme Keeper of Records
Rules for Handling the Australian Ballot.
engineer, feels very badly about the matter, ed and continued the game, except that he and Seals, R. L. C. White of
Nashville,
To vote a straight ticket make a cross (X) as he is an old man who has been all his had a substitute run for him. Following is
Tenn., re-elected; Supreme Prelate, (’. I‘.
in tlie square above the political designa- j life on an engine, and this is the first fatal the score by innings:
Kasly of Santa Fe, N. M.; Supreme Master
12 3 4 5 t; 7 8 !)
tion of the ticket you desire to vote. If you accident in which he was ever involved.
Innings.
of the Exchequer, Thomas I). Mears of
:f 0 0 5 1 2
Belfast.0
1
—12
want to vote the straight Republican ticket !
Mr. Roberts was born in Brooks, and was
Warren.0 1 0 0 3 2 2 0 0— 3 Wilmington, N. C.; Supreme Master at
make a cross in the square above the word 72 years, 5 months and 15 days old at the
Arms, W. Simmons, Wilmington, Del.; InRepublican; if the Democratic, make the time of his death. In early life he worked
ner Guard, J. Fred Beane of Portland, Me.:
The
Rockland
Courier-Gazette
of
the
says
cross in the square above the word Demo-1 on farms in
Aroostook, but went into the Belfast-Warren
Outer Guard, John Thompson of Washinggame:
crat, and if the Prohibition make across in army and served as a private in Co. 1 of the
D. ('., re-elected. The Supreme Lodge
The Belfast team again demonstrated ton,
the square above the word Prohibition.
15th
Maine
i
Regiment. After the war he that it is away up in hall playing, although confirmed the re-appointment of General
If you want to split a ticket proceed as settled on a farm in Knox, where he lived it looked for awhile as
though Saunders’ James R. Carnahan of Indianapolis as maj
follow's: First make a cross in the square until within a few months, when he came curves were going to mark the downfall of jor
general commanding the uniform rank.
j
the
batsmen.
Crockett
was in fine
up-river
the
above
political designation of the ticket to Belfast to live with his only son, Freeman
fettle, and though hit hard at times managed San Francisco was chosen for the next
the most of which you propose to vote. O. Roberts. His wife,
formerly Lydia J. to pull Belfast out of many a tough predica- biennial Knights of Pythias gathering by a
Then follow down the list until you come to Wentworth of Knox, died about 7
ment. Johnson caught him with a badly
years ago.
practically unanimous vote.
gashed hand, but the faithful little fellow
me name ui
me
culminate you desire ro
did a good chore. Wiley of Camden played
cut, Draw a line through that name.
Then
short for this team and to his excellent fieldA Belfast Artist at Bangor.
News of the Granges.
in the vacant space below either write in
and
Belfast owes much of the
ner.

The Bangor papers speak in complimentary terms of the exhibit of Hart L. Woodcock of Belfast in the art department of the
Eastern State fair. The Daily News says:
ack trimmings. Birchj In the centre space of the rear wall the
water-colors of Hart L. Woodcock, the Belaldo was best man.
A
fast genius, shine out conspicuously, and it
after the ceremony, and
is perfectly within the critic's license to say
that these Maine coast views of Woodcock's
The bridegroom is a
seem actually redolent, of the green and
1
a son of Mr. and Mrs.
Lieul. Roy L, Fernald Drowned.
salty sea. There is a strength of individu"I Waldo,
lie has been
ality.a pronounced and grateful atmosphere,
about these water colors that appeals at
l» dilic schools in Waldo,
M axii.a, Sept. 1. A dispatch from Iloilo once to the
lover of real art—which is naand is now book-keeper announces that Lieut.
Roy L. Fernald of ture well reflected. Mr. Woodcock also has
"t .1. W. Jones,
lie the t'lith lT. S. volunteers, belonging in Win- on exhibition some oils, very meritorious,
Me., was drowned in the Duman- but it is upon the fishers and their
c ji. r of the
Sons of Vet- terport,
boats,
gas river this morning.
the white beaches and the green seas, that
li*‘ Second Lieutenant of
the fame of Woodcock chiefly rests, and
The bride is an intelliL.
21
l!oy
Fernald,
years old, was a grad- upon these that
every eye is cast in admira<1 \tiling lady, agradu- uate. id' the University of Maine in the class tion.
of ism; and for some time was engaged in
H i-h school, class of
The Commercial says:
I8i*n, civil engineering in the West,
lie enlisted j
her father’s boot and in the regular army in Boston for the SpanHart L. Woodcock, the Belfast artist of
ish
war and tvas wounded in the battle of
much marine fame, has a noteworthy collecicsents to the happy pair
San Juan Mill. Although wounded he show- tion of unframed works, numbered from 07
id came from a large cired extraodinary courage and refused to leave ; to 95, inclusive. This series is characteristic
xii aid Mrs. Harding left the tiring line,
lie came home on leave of of Mr. Woodcock's best marine work and
stearner fora short wed- absence, took the examination and receiv- the influence of his last season's shore life
ed a commission as second lieutenant, and is easily detected. While the pictures pres■* ch
they will reside at wais sent to the
Philippines with the tilth ent nothing particularly novel they are in
•ic > parents.
They will Volunteers. He was one of the most popular every way worthy of the artist and are elomen
in
college, noted for his courage and quent of the beauties of Maine coast scenes
s**pt. 12th.
skill in athletics.
He was a member of the and fisher-life, which is perhaps one of
Beta Theta Pi fraternity.
He was the son their best points when the fair and its purJ C Talbot Dead.
of Capt. A. E. Fernald of Winterport, who poses are remembered.
was a medal of honor man in the Civil war.
Mr. Woodcock was awarded first prem: a Talbot
died August Hist Voting Fernald has a great many friends in iums as follows: Best oil
painting; best disMachias after a pro- this vicinity and was held in the" highest rej'■ ast
Hie age of eighty-four, gard.
play of oil paintings; best oil painting of
life-long active Democrat,
flowers, professional; best oil painting of
n,an «>f the board of selectCommander-in-Chief of G. A. R.
fruit, professional; best display of water
, k for
many years and was
“i “late for
colors; best water color painting.
Governor in 1876.
vc
until he received a fall
Chicago, Aug. 30. Judge Leo Rassieur
"as the
probable cause of of St. Louis was Thursday morning elected
W. C. T. U. Convention.
"as a
lawyer by profession by acclamation commander in chief of the
11' president of the Shore Line Grand Army of the Republic for the ensuing
The Maine State Woman’s Christian Tem1 rector of the
Washington year. There was no opposition and the perance Union will hold its annual conven‘'"' for two
years. He was election went through with a hurrah. D. C. tion at Calais,
1,1
Sept. 20, 27 and 28. The
btiwdoin college in ’40, at Milliken of Maine was chosen senior vice friends of
the organization are invited to
was one of the trustees of
commander, and Frank Seamons of Tennes- join the members
in making this one of the
1
and had always taken see; junior vice commander; John A. Wil^st in the town affairs. He will kins, Delta, O., surgeon general; Rev. A. largest of their State gatherings. While
only delegates receive free entertainment,
Id
? bis townspeople and Iirahms., San Quentin, Cal., chaplain in all attending the convention may avail
the county.
He chief. There was no opposition to any of themselves of the reduced rates over
a
the
lbree daughters and one son. the candidates.
new Washington County Railroad.
1

for wheels

True Ilayforil is
Lewiston.

track, and those on foot are forced to take
refuge among the rocks and brush which
innings:
line a considerable portion of the
highway.
4
5 6789
12 3
Innings.
In the spring the road is impassable for foot
Belfast. 0 2 6 4 0 0 0 0
—12
and
sometimes
for teams also,
Lynn. 0 2 0 0 0 1 1 0 2—6 passengers,
because of neglected culverts and clogged
Two Belfast players were crippled in
ditches.
For
many years the dwellers and
this game. O’Connell sprained an ankle,
Patterson took 2d base, and Brown went property owners on the avenue have sought
into the field. Johnson injured his lame relief from this condition of things, without
hand and Conroy caught for him. In the avail. Time and again petitioners have been
“leave to withdraw” without even
subsequent games the players were changed given
tile courtesy of a hearing.
Meanwhile
often.

\;

Valladolid
Day and
"liveiiUon.

Northport avenue is one of the principal
thoroughfares of our city, the favorite
pleasure drive and also the favorite walk,
so far as pedestrianism is possible.
Often
when the roadway is in good condition
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Joseph Williamson went to Frankfort
yesterday for two days, on business.
M. B. Lawrence and wife are
spending the
week at Lewiston, attending the fair.
Miss Bessie Knowlton went to Boston last
week to attend a commercial college.
Mrs. Willard C. Gray and son Elmer of
Penobscot are visiting Mr. s. <;. Small.
Geo.

K Merritt of Boston visited his sis-

ter, Mrs. Francis Whitmore, the past week
Mrs. Eliza Perkins and daughters Bertha
and Florence are visiting relatives in Belfast.
Mrs. Abbie Stanley of Brockton, Mass., is
visiting her parents, Franklin O. Greer and
wife.
Geo. Wadsworth of Camden visited his
ot the
week.

brother, W. B. W adsworth, the first

Miss Jennette McCloud of Hunter River,
1*. E. I., is visiting her sister, Mrs. William
R. Holt.
P. F. Trefrey returned home to Boston
Monday from a visit at Geo. W. Davis’ in
Morrill.
Mrs. Mary E. Ingalls arrived home yesterday, after spending the summer in Stoneham, Mass.
Clifford Bradbury and family left Tuesday
return to Washington, 1). C., after a short
visit in Belfast.
to

Mrs. M. L. Roiersou of Brockton, Mass.,
has been visiting Mrs. Sadie Clarke on

.Northport

avenue.

Geo. E. Brackett went to Lewiston Tuesday to manage the (loud Templar headquarters at the state Fair.
F. A. II. Boody of Lawrence, Mass., left
for home Monday, after a visit of two weeks
in Belfast and vicinity.
Miss Mary A. Bickford fell at her home
Cedar street last Friday and broke one
bone of her right wrist.

on

Mrs. F. C. Getcliell and Mr-. Whitehouse
\ assalboro are guests of Freeman W.
Shepherd of Poor's Mills.

of

Way la lid Bryant

of Melrose, Mass., called
Iriends in Belfast yesterday, while on
his way to visit friends in Knox.

on

('apt. Alzo M. Carter arrived yesterday
from Boston, where he arrived >unda\ from
Norfolk in sdi surah W. I aw:*:—.
Mr. and Mrs. A. <Ti
and Geo.

a

Green and wife

Mich.,were
Monday.

r-

in <>f

Parliaibor

of

bar

<

Papids,

_St :e.| at tin* Windsor Hotel

Mr. Amos cvnient and family arrived
1'relax from >eal Harbor, where they
spent the summer. Mr. <'i**n,.-m returned
a>t

Tuesday.
Mr. George Millenu Everett. Mass..an iv'-d Sunday to join his wife ami son to: a
-b: to Mr. and Mrs. dames II. Dodge,
John street

■'apt. W. S. Wentworth, Horace Wentworth and Mrs. n. A. Wade of Poor's Mills
left Monday for Hartford, Cr., tin* Messrs.
W entworth to join coal barges and Mrs. W.
to meet her husband
Sergt. John epourke arrived at Bucks
Sept 4th from Ft. Sheridan, III., to
take charge of Ft. Knox, in placeol Sergt.
Leopold Hegyi, deceased, and relieving
Janies Pierce, who has been acting as
port

keeper.

K.

A.
party at the national
Politics and the Lime Industry.
encampment in Chicago last week numbered
148, and included the following. Mrs. Nancy
Hon. Charles K. I.ittlelield addressed the
LaGross, Mr. and Mrs. A. K. Whitmore, people of Appleton on the leading issues of
Bucksport, Hon. A. E. Nickerson, Swanville, the day recently. Riverside hall was crowdand Katherine C. Brier, Searsport.
ed with an interested audience, which inB. L. Smith, Esq. of Patten, was in Bel- cluded many of our Democratic friends.
fast a short time last week. Mrs. Smith, The “Lime Trust” was dwelt upon and its
who has been with her brother, L. II. March, workings explained in a manner that should
will return home in a few days. Her son have been satisfactory to all
unprejudiced
Bert arrived here Tuesday. Mr. Murcli’s people: but some Democrats are hard to
health has much improved.
with
facts. For mans years the
satisfy
Edgar G. Pratt, Esq., of New York, who workmen in the lime industrv in Rockland
will address a Republican rally at the Opera have been obliged to take their pay for serHouse to-morrow evening, graduated from vices from the stores, and the farmers who
At all points in Maine where the national
the Belfast High school in 1892, having the sell produce and garden stuff to the inhabimaster has been addressing assemblages of
Patrons of Husbandry during the past two class history and prophesy ; and now, after tants of Rockland have complained of the
weeks he has met with large ami enthusiashave experienced in finding
an interval of eight years he will
occupy the difficulty they
tic audiences.
Never before in the history
of the grange organization in this State have same stage and discuss the political issues customers who could pa\ cash for their
goods. They have been obliged toseii mostpeople both belonging to and not connected of the day.
with the order been so deeply interested in
ly to the traders. Now all this is changed,
Prof.
M.
J.
West, who, at the close of the and
its work as they are at the present time.
the employes are paid cash for their
The result of National Master .Jones’ tour last school year, resigned the position in the
work, and can purchase th- ir goods where
among the granges in Maine must be a large
Normal school he has ably filled for several
increase in its membership and iritluence
they like. One would suppose this would
during the coming fall and u inter. [ Kenne- years past, has been elected teacher of pen- suit everybody concerned: but our Demobec .J ournal.
manship and commercial branches in the cratic
friends, who found so much fault
public schools of Easton, Mass., and he and
The members of the Maine State Grange,
with file Rockland lime business foi oblighis family will remove to their new home
Patrons of Husbandry, had a Held day at the
present week. Prof, and Mrs. West ing their workmen to take their pay from
Underwood Spring Park, with Cumberland have been deservedly popular and theirgoing the stores, are now denouncing some of the
us
is sincerely regretted by many home
parties, who under the dispensation are
County Pomona Grange, Aug. Hist. Worthy from
friends. Prof. West and family will resident
cash for labor, for being in a “trust,'
Master Obediah Gardiner, also State Super- North Easton.
paying
mide.
[FarmingtonVln
which thus far has proved a blessing to all
intendent of Schools, W. W. Stetson, and
It. Williamson of New Volk lias
George
concerned. Kver since the lime syndicate
Grand Master of the National Grange,
bought Jo acres of the Head farm, extending
Aaron Jones of Indiana, made ringing
has had control of the business, lime casks
from Xorthport avenue to the shore, and
have been stead \ at from fourteen to fifteen
speeches. Mr. Jones spoke upon “Individ- will build a home there. He has
leased the
ual Responsibility,’’ saying that the farmer
In former years, and during the
cents.
Pendleton house, 1'2 Xorthport avenue, and
must look sharply after legislation affecting
Cleveland hard times, that pr ce was reach
will occupy it until his new house is ready
liis interests.
ed occasionally, but not ver\ often.
Maine would be one or two for
He will come here next
occupancy.
millions better ofl if she were properly promonth.
Mr. Williamson lias been connectWhat a Veteran Says.
tected in her dairy interests. The principles
ed for many years with the Postal Telegraph
of the order aim to give to each part of the
Company, and will now retire from active
To TilK Kiutok ok Tin: Joi knal:
l
country an equal opportunity.
business and return to his native place,
see that a soldier's organization in another
Union Harvest Grange, Centre Montville, where a cordial welcome awaits him and
county lias issued resolutions denouncing
his wife.
has adopted the following resolutions:
Hon. Edwin (’. Rurleigh, who, they say,
Whereas an overruling Providence, which
It was a pleasant gathering at the home has disregarded the claims of the soldiers.
doeth all things well, has removed from us
by death, brother Ilazen A. Ayer, an esteem- farm of A. T. Small and wife in Sunset, I know that in this part of the ttrd hist.
ed and worthy member of Union Harvest Deer Isle, during Old Home Week- the re- Representative Rurleigh has been as true a
Grange ; therefore, be it
union of five of their eight children. There ; friend to the old soldiers as we ever sent
Resolved, That we fully recognize his
worth and deeply deplore the loss of our were present W. II. Small, wife and three from Maine, not excepting the Hon. Seth L.
Brother. That we hereby extend to his children, Mrs. Ida II. Stinson and children, MiHiken. 1 know from my own personal
bereaved family an expression of our sym- Mrs. W. C. Benson
and daughter of Cam- knowledge that Representative Rurleigh in
pathy, in this their hour of affliction.
Mr. and Mrs. W. Easton and daughter all cases in this section of the :ird Diet, lias
Resolved, That our charter be draped in den,
mourning, that these resolutions be placed of Gardiner and Dr. and Mrs. A. M. D. taken great pains to look after the interests
upon our records, a copy be sent to the
Small of Freedom.
Letters of regret for of the veterans, and I think that when we
family of the deceased, and to The Republi- their
inability to be present were read from lose Edwin
Rurleigh as our Representacan Journal and Bangor
Weekly Commer- Walter
II. Small, Gloucester, Dr. II. W. tive to Congress we shall lose a true and
cial for publication.
Mark L. Howard, ( Committee
A. A. Brown,
Small, Swan's Island, I)r. An is E. Sn.a faithful friend.
W. F. White,
on
Winter Harbor and Philip W. Small, FreeLate 1st Lieut., Co. 11, nth Me. Vol.
Ida M. White,
I Resolutions.
dom.
Liberty, Me., Sept, l, !>K»o.

|

_

thought I saw the ocean, and started and high enough to stand up in places.
hastily down the hill. Suddenly the A tree was lying on the ground and I
sun dispelled the cloud and I beheld
walked along beside it, but needed my
1000.
brxDEK, Oregon, August 20,
into the forest on umbrella to reach the top. Trask river
down
going
myself
There is more forest than cleared land
the opposite side from the ocean, where toll gate is 19 miles from Tillamook.
from Dundee to McMinnville, and some
all was forest to the summits of the The road from the valley to the gate
are
unquite deep ravines. The crops
I
distant mountains.
retraced my lies along a narrow canon not very
usually poor for this section. Though
to the summit and started down steep. The clearings are small and the
land is much higher here than in Dakota steps
on the other side until I caught an untimber is heavy, but it grows heavier as
we would hardly consider such crops
From Mc- mistakable glimpse of the waves upon, we ascend. The grade from the gate to
worth raising in Dakota.
the shore.
Feeling secure I walked the summit rises 4 to 10 feet to the rod
M iunYille to Sheridan the land is mostly
until I found the brush much of the way and a distance of 9
cleared along the road, which runs in a leisurely along
on the sidehill leading down the hill in
miles seems twice that far.
The
is
direction.
grain
southwesterly
such a tangled mass that I was obliged
This mountainous land is covered
nuicli better and mostly in shock,
to go down to the creek and follow the with
heavy timber and plenty of water.
though several machines are threshing.
water course.
The canon
became In some places the road is worn down
We pass along a narrow valley through
and its sides more precipitous, into this fertile soil 0 feet. It is a fine
After passing Willamina deeper
mountains.
until I came to falls r>0 feet high. There red loam on the west slope, but on the
there are small clearings, some extendwere crevices enough, so I clambered
east slope it is mostly a crumbling soapWhen we
ing far up on the hillsides.
and still for quite a distance the stone, yet seems to produce just as large
down,
enter Grand llonde valley, it is about
fall was nearly ten feet to the rod. 1 trees. Near the foot of the mountain is
half a mile wide mostly cleared, with
came to another perpendicular fall ten
another toll gate and saw mill. Some red
the
at
times.
on
hillsides
small clearings
feet or more high. The stone walls on soil is
We pass through a heavy forest along
quite fertile in this vicinity, but
each side were more than ten feet high, iartner down
among me root inns me
a path just wide enough for a wagon
with precipitous banks towering far soil is a
lighter color and the small growth
and come to a. region where the lire
TO THE PACIFIC.

A TRIP

devastated the forest years ago. We
are surrounded by small hills of all

above. 1 should have had to return up
the canon had there not been a log
standing near the falls by which I could
descend. A short distance farther and

There are some dead trees lab
The
to 200 feet high on the banks.
mountains on the side become less abbushes.

we
approach the Nestucea.
miles of Woods, we turn north
and ascend the Xestucca lor a little
distance uO feet above the water and

rupt

as

Within

witli

1

bill or mountain on
After passing beaver

precipitous

a

the other side.
we ascend a creek on

county

The

the roads.

plank

to

place

to

place

from

plank road.

a

mill ami moves it

a saw

owns

Alter driving over about ten miles ol
this plank mad we liud about one mile
built

about four feet from the

up

ground

of the

accoi nt

on

valley being

Here is the divide which sepaso wet.
rates ila waters of the Tillamook from
r

There

:i,e Ni stueva.

:

....

some

are

11a:clearing', hut it is mostly a dense
o
■.
rest with mountain), in the ilisieh we can seldom see for the
When within o miles of '1 blae
me. i
valley is a mile or more in
11• 'tly cleared. I lie buildings
w d\
and rather dilapiare ..I a tib.im si/o
d i'e. 1. in,; we -,n\ one large farm.
Tin* the lias been through tlie moun■

■

tain^ at the noi't!hut in other directions
the> are green. 1 .urge, small and vurio\is

r-iiuped

ins Mirround

mount;

us

on

three .-ides.
They reiidnd one of a saw
We come to land
with irregular teeth.

covered with stumps, logs and trees:
some

stumps

some

10

are

u

live,

leet in diameter and

They put

fee' high.

i:

or

by

trees, some killed

green

a

spring

mile south of where I wished to be, but

bad not been mistaken when I
1 saw the waves on the shore.

mistaken,

been

iin.ii

the

roots

oi

of the

top

ground

and

touch

the surface.

the tree

only

the

There is often a chance to camp for the
night under the trees among the roots.
We pass through cleared land again

reaching Tillamook.

before
is

of the

narrow arm

on a

There

mile inland.

stahies,

often obscured

was so

house.

miles out ot

town.

is

Had I

hope would have
by

about as uncertain a
wind in a Dakota blizzard.
was

sun.

which

clouds that it

guide

as

the

Next morn-

ing. Aug. loth. 1 started out across the
spit to dig my lirst pail of clams.
Though I spent the lirst 80 years of my
lire witln11 go miles

ol

Atlantic 1

the

dug and doubt whether
neighbors had or have to the

saw a

any of my

elam

present time.

1

often wonder what

people live for. It would appear, judging from appearances, that some live
to work, some to enable their political
party to win, some to outdo their neighbors

magnificent appearances, and
to convert the world to their

m

some

faith.

Hut how few live forthesakeof
living. I suppose many Maine people
would think it a disgrace to live as

western people do.
from the Pacific coast the road is lined
Fora hundred miles

with

people seeking

recreation.

They

camp in tents or barns at night, carry
provisions and a sheetiron stove, and
seem

enjoy

to

themselves as well as tue

rich who own or rent the fashionable
Even the people attending the

Yearly Meeting, held at Xewberg, Oregon, camp in tents of all sizes
and have their

same as

stoves

and beds

the

at home.

There is about a foot of black soil on
tlie small hills between

Xetarts and
Two trees grown together
have a cavity under them s by to feet
Tillamook.

CRAMPS, DIARRHOEA, COUGHS,
COLDS, RHEUMATISM,

BUY ONLY THE GENUINE.

YTfV*Y* 12T XXKHK)'

How To

Them.

Spell

The following decision of the United:
States board on geographic names has ]
been published:

Alamoosook;

Orland,

lake in town of

The attempt to hold Governor Burleigh
as an enemy of the soldier, instead of
having he desired effect has called his
friends all the more enthusiastically to his
support. It has resulted in a llood of testimony in his favor from old soldiers all over
the district. Here are a few extracts from
Maine newspapers in addition to those published last week;
MAJOR

SIIOBKY'S

SO IN I)

dabseook.)
Swan:

county,

lake in Swauville,
.Me. (Xot Goose pond.

court

There are some

load and start for Netarts,
miles south of Tillamook.
We

thoughtless people

a

List oi candidates nominated to be voted for in the
To vote a

County

For over

Finy

icars.

Oli. and Wei.i. Tried Remedy.
Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup has been
used for over lil'ty years by millions <.i
mothers for their children while teething,
with perfect success. It soothes the child,
softens the gums, allays all pain, cures wind
colic, and is the best remedy for Diarrho-a.
Is pleasant to the taste. Sold by druggists
in every part of the world.
Twenty-live
cents a bottle. Its value is incalculable. Re
sure and asl- for Mrs. Winslow's Soothing
Syrup, and take no other kind.
An

Thermometer Proof—“Little Jim how
you rush around and play at hard in hot
weather?” “Aw, ma, 'tain't hot at all: me
an’ Tommy Tibbs lms bina-playin* campout
in a blizzard.*’ Indianapolis Journal.
can

$100
Dr. K. Deletion's Anti Diuretic*

May be worth to you more than sioo if you
have a child who soils bedding from incontenence of water during sleep. Cures old
and young alike. It arrests the trouble at
si.
once.
Sold by A. A. Howes A Co.,
Druggists, Belfast, Me. lyrlh.
Quinn: “Strange, about the lack of lish
yarns this summer.” De Route: “Not at
all; the fellows who usually spin them have
all got jobs as war correspondents in Shanghai.” [Philadelphia Record.
RELIEF IN SIX HOURS.

Distressing Kidney and Bladder Disease
relieved in six hours by “New Great

South American Kidney* Cure.” It is a
great surprise on account of its exceeding
promptness in relieving pain in bladder, kidneys and back, in male or female.
Relieves retention of water almost immediately. If you want quick relief and cure
this is the remedy
Sold by A. A. llowes A*
Co., D.Uggists, Belfast. Me.1 yP.i

M AIIVE,

September 10,

of Waldo,

straight

ticket mark a cross X in ttie square over the
name in list under X and 1111 in new name.

party

name

X.

split ticket,

out of the

forest,

nave

that

hair
j

5

stubborn

!

and dull
It won't

grow
What ;

the reasonr

needs

Hai-[

help just

as L

anything

else does
times. The roots rt f
quire feeding. NX her)
hair stops growmp
loses
its luster. It
looks
dead.

[

almost instantisuch hair
awakens new life ,
the hair bulbs. The
effect is astonish :.
Your hair grows,
acts

on

comes

thicker,

and

a

dandruff is remo\
And the original
color of early jit
restored to faded
gray hair. Tl
always the case
_

$1.00

a

bottle.

All

dru^

“I have used Ayer's li
and am really astonisl
good it has done in k
r.air from coming out
best tonic I have tri
shall continue to recoi
my friends.”
Mattie Hi
Sept. 24, 1898.
Burling■

If you
you

dn not obtain ail
from the us/
write the Doctor a:
Dr. J. 0. AYER, Lov

expected

Vigor,

NERVITA ! Ui

Restore Vitality, Lost Vigor.
Curelmpotency, Night Erni?~i

ail offects of
\4exc<
ss and

§

se 1 f-a1.11

indis*
f A nerve tonic
'blood builder1
r t lie pink glow to \
cheeks and rest*
h.firo of youth. By
n50c per box. 6 box

/}

pij

g
■

refund the money paid,
and copy of our bankable gun:

or

NervitaTablels^
(YELLOW LABEL)

Positively guaranteed

cure

f

Varicocele, Undeveloped or s
Paresis, Locomotor Ataxia, V
tion. Hysteria, Fits. Insanity. l'i

Results of Exces-ivo Use of T ■'
Liquor. By mail in plain p
box. 6 for $5.00 with our bn
antee bond to cure in 30 da
Address
money paid.

r.

NERVITA MEDICAL CO

Clinton&Jackson Sts., CHIC&O

fry.

FAT!
FAT!

party name. Erase printed
15YI!OX BOYD. Secretary of state.

Kills all Bik

FAT!
Some like it. some don't.
a matter of choice.

part
through these gaps we
coming breakers, whose
in

three

—

REPUBLICAN

places,

watch the in-

spray reminds
one of the steam from a locomotive.
The watery form lias scarcely spent itself when another follows.

Thus we

watch the passing of an imaginary
train after train and listen to its cease-

For Governor

Samuel L. Lord of Saco

tance from shore.
for the

night with Mr. Palbay and can see

at the head of the

Oscar Ilills of Northport

Albert Peirce of Frankfort

For County Attorney

For County Attorney

For County Attorney

Wayland

Probate

Knowlton of Belfast

For Sheriff

For Register of Probate

For Register of Probate

Franklin A. Rhodes of

Exavier A. Sprowl of Montville

For County Commissioner

For County Treasurer

For County Treasurer

Albert J. Skidmore of Liberty

again more than ten miles.
The next morning I started out oil a
venture scarcely equalled in the blizzards
of Dakota.
After zigzaging up the
mountain to avoid dense patches of
bushes and logs, I attempted to make
a circle ground the summit.
Of course
south

it is hard to tell when we have made
a complete circle in the forest.
The
morning was cloudy at times. For a
time I could hear the roar of the ocean
but for some cause it ceased.
I came
to an open space through which I

I.VIKST 11)1-

...TRUSSE
all perfectly.
jyXo charnc for tit•

POOR & SON,

1

nRlIRRISTS

!

POOR & SON,

DR

THE NEW-YORK TRIBUNE

For Sheriff

The LEADING NATIONAL REPUBLICAN NEWSPAPER,
thorough
a stanch advocate and supporter of
Republican principles, will
reliable news of

For County Commissioner

For County Commissioner

For County Treasurer

For County Treasurer

Albert S. Higgins of Thorndike

Allen J. Simmons of Waldo

miles direct north and then

edy, and
Those interested may call for a
circular at the store of our agents,

Xortliport

Ashbel T. Webb of Swanville

For County Commissioner

Joseph W. Brock of Searsport

Nathaniel J. Pottle of Belfast

more

patient. A sure remendorsed by physicians.

always

Melville C. Hill of Belfast

than 20

For Judge of Probate

For Sheriff

but from where we started, and when

drove

THK

harm to the

For County Attorney

For Judge of Probate

For Sheriff

Samuel G. Norton of Belfast

BE COMFORTABLE

for it will certainly reduce rlesh without

—

For Register of

A. A. HOWES &

Obesity Cure,

Alfred W. Rich of Brooks

For Register of Probate

PRICE.

For case ami comfo

For Judge of Probate

For Judge of Probate

THE

..OUR..

For Senator

William I’. Thompson of Belfast

Burton F. Foster of Montville

Alfred A. Small of Belfast

we

Charles L. Nye of Skowhegan

\

WE HAVE REOU.

Edward Davis of Burnham

Cyrus B. Hall of Belfast

Harold E. Miller of Searsmont

the

struck the Nestucea

On Plants-1

For Representative to Congress

For Senator

revolving light at the entrance of
bay, which gives red light part of
the time. The scarcity of roads makes
us travel a long distance,
At Jfolpli
we were far south, not only from here
the

wholly

I

Norman W. Lermond of Thomaston

William S. Thompson of Augusta

masses

through the centre so that boats might
sail through. There are a few small
clearings along the bay and the mountains rise rather steep but a short disstop

For Governor

For Senator

Charles P. liazeltineof Belfast

any barn.

For Governor

For Representative to Congress

Amos F. Gerald of Fairfield

For Senator

trance of the

out in the ocean, are
of stone larger than
One of them lias an opening
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Grant Rogers of Richmond

For Representative to Congress

For Representative to Congress

George E. Johnson of Belfast

bay,

PROHIBITION

For Governor

John F. Hill of Augusta

less r< ar, which can scarcely be distinguished from the rumble of a distant
A short distance from the entrain.

huge

DEMOCRAT

the
and

It is

If you want

to be fat

Edwin C. Burleigh of Augusta

Breakers sometimes dash over
narrow

came

many
persons

the millions of fry put into Maine
and lakes by the United States Udi
Commission this year (beat pond .not I’.ooo. Long pond, 4o‘,ooo, and Snow pond 4<>,
ooo lake trout; Salmon lake got 4,"oo -almon

the vast

houses.

We

So

pass

at the south, but widens to half a mile
and is covered with trees and

three

Is

Of

mark X in the square over

large trees
clearings, up quite a

or more
some

It

ponds

looo.

To vote a

How

score at the end. when the “extras”
j
h«dd by each player are also counted.
Tlmse consist of “honors,” “chicane" ]
and “grand and little salm.”
The
honors are the face cards of trumps
and the ten spot, and count by the side
having the majority being credited u itli
twice the value of a trick. For instance,
if hearts are trumps, the credit is ltifour honors count four times the value
of a trick.
“Chicane” is where no
,ur iinu m one oi
me
players.
This at tin* final reckoning costs the
opponent pair the value of halt the
honors held by them for that hand,
tiranil salm is when all tricks are taken
by one side: this counts 40. And little
salm is when all tricks are taken exeept
one. 20 being the advantage in count.
If the dealer has not sullicieiit.lv good
cards to make trumps of any suit, he
turns the privilege over to his partner,
! it being generally understood that if
the dealer cannot make it red he gives
his partner the choice, who, unless lu*
has an exceptionally good hand of red.
makes it hlaek. as in that case the loss
will not he sn great if the other side
wins.
It is obligatory for the dealer or
Ins partner to declare the trumps.
After the question of trumps or no
t rumps* has been decided, the person on
the left of the dealer has a right of
doubting. This, ol emirs**, he will only
do it lie thinks he can score on his adIf his hand is not suihcieiitly
versary.
good to take tin* risk, he says t<> his
| partner, “may I play?” an expression
which gives the latter the opportunit;,
j ol
doubting it in cast* his cards warrant
it. This point being settled, the gaum
begins. After the player on the left of
the dealer has laid down his card the
partner of the latter, who is called
‘‘dummy,** places his cards fan* upward on the table and retires from tingame until the hand is played out, the
|; dealer playing his partner’s turn and
having the entire responsibility. The
game then proceeds as in ordinary
whist, the counting, however, being as
has already been stated. This 'making a
dummy is a feature of bridge whist and
constitutes the radical difference between it and regular whist, and it will
be easily seen by experienced whist players that the cards being laid face upward 1
for all to see would call for a new adjustment of the unwritten laws that
govern good whist playing.

few

l’acilie, Netarts bay, and the sand spit
separating them, break upon our view.
The bay extends u miles nearly south,
slightly east, ft is about a mile wide,
but at the entrance is only a few rods,
and about h feet deep at low tide. The
hay is separated from the ocean by a
sand spit which is only a few rods wide

we

Amicus—» you have another baby at
What is he like A" Eminent
your house.
Critic—“Well, he B not very interesting,
but lie is mighty convincing." *[ Life.

hill and down a short distance; and

as we come

mer

“An International Court-ship" the new
and absorbingly interesting novel by Melville Kirke, lias been described by a leading
London weekly newspaper as “a remarkable novel.” It is the story of marriage between American girls and titled Englishmen.
Published by The Neely Co., 114
Fifth Ave., N. Y. Postpaid Sl.ob
:.yrs”4

The Railroads.

OF

ami

ravine covered with

and some small

long

Good Suggestion. “1 wonder why they
don’t name one of the new ships the Mayflower!"
“What for?” “Why, so that future generations can say theii ancestors came
over on it.” [Philadelphia Bulletin.

It is understood at the state House
in Augusta that the petitioners for the
Lewiston, Hath A Brunswick electric
road extension to that city will not lie
given a hearing before October. This
is not because the commissioners do not
want the hearing, but because the promoters will not lie ready until that
time.
There seems to have been a miscalculation about that Wiscasset A
Quebec railroad. It was to have been
built for scion,oito, with no debt. The
bondholders have taken possession of
it, and the bonds to be changed into
stock are s4.v>,nno. There are plans to
extend the road to Burnham, and the
Waterville people haven't given up the
idea of having a road from Farmington
EXPANSION Oh POLITICS.
and Waterville to connect with it, so
A little four-page paper called The Camthat it may yet do some business.
paign News has recently shown up in GardAt the annual meeting of the stockiner, and is devoted to the expansion of
politics from the Democratic standpoint, holders of the Rockland, Thomaston
chiefly in relation to the Gardiner postottice A Camden Street Railway Company
limiter. [Maine Farmer.
in Rockland Aug. 2Mth, it was unanimously voted to extend the system
to the State prison in Thomaston,
TUMBLED INTO A BOLE.
the
That “bolt” agin Congressman Burleigh providing the selectmen will grant
It was also voted to
seems to have bolted ten feet and tumbled desired location.
look into the project of extending the
into a hole. [Lewiston Journal.
road to Warren, and report at a meet-1
ing to be called by the president, Geo.
The total vote of Alabama in the recent K. JIacomber of Augusta. If the locaAlabama has two tion is
election was 1.“>0,001).
granted the extension to the
United States Senators and nine members State
prison will be made at once, and
in the House of Representatives. Accordif the committee’s report on the Waring to the census returns there must be
ren extension is favorable that line will
some “government without the consent of
I be built in the spring.
tlie governed” in that State.

STATE

Hour

Played.

Bridge whist is the game of the hour
this summer, says,the New York Tribune.
There is a perfect furor for this
new adaption of the sedate old game of
whist which is now being played by its
in Missouri and many apples have drop- devotees
morning, afternoon and evenin
this
and
State
the ing at the various
ped prematurely
watering places, it
States adjoining on the east, the crops, is claimed for the newcomer
that it is
it is estimated, will exceed the record
quite as scientific as well as far more
crop of 1800, which was 70,000,000 bar- exciting than
its
And
progenitor.
rels, by from 10,000,000 to 80,000,000 bar- while, of course, it is impossible to
give
rels. This year’s crop in North Ameri- more than the actual rules of
playing in
ca, it is believed, will be from 80,000,000 a short article,
whist
good regulation
to 100,000,000 barrels. Fourteen States
players will probably find out for themhave bearing apple trees numbering selves the intricate laws
which govern
more than 8,000,000 each.
The reports the science of the game.
from these States are favorable, and in
In bridge whist theca ids are firstdealt I
New England, New York and Pennsyl- to the four who are
playing partners, I
vania the yield is reported to be heavy. as in whist. The
person who has the'
There will be large numbers of apples deal, however, does not turn
up the last
on the Pacific coast and in Canada and card as the
trump, but has the option j
Nova Scotia also. There is a market of making it
anything he chooses. Of!
for apples abroad, and it is said that course in
doing this the counting must I
Great Britain, France and Germany are be considered. If hearts
are chosen,
prepared to take some of the surplus. every extra trick over the book counts i
The quality is good, according to the
eight, diamonds six, clubs four, spades
reports, as well as the quantity.
two, and the highest count of all is j

get much encouragement in my talk about a
holiday. 1 met my employer just as he was
coming home laden with golf sticks and
various other kinds of luggage, and accompanied by his family of four girls and a
small boy. I told him I thought I needed a
rest." “What did he do V" “He looked at
me hard for half a minute, and then exclaimed. ;i don't see why you should need a
rest.
You haven’t been away on any vacation.’”
Washington Star.

used to spell it Green lake, and that
used to •■rile" the Colonel greatly.
Greene lake it surely was named, but
probably the United States Board on
Geographic Xames has the authority to
steal away little "e," as well as it has
to abolish'and exterminate the extensive
and useless "uglis.”
[Bangor
Daily Xews.

SENTIMENTS.

Game of the

made if the dealer wins the tricks after
having decided to make it “no trumps,” 1;
that is, each suit winning or losing on
“Mystic Cure” for Rheumatism and Neu- its own
merits. This counts 1“. The
ralgia radically cures in 1 to days. Its action upon the system is remarkable and game is won by the first couple scoring
30
points—and the rubber, as in whi st
mysterious. It removes at once the cause
and the disease immediately disappears. The consists of the best two out of three
first dose greatly benefits. 7.5 cents. Sold games—the winner of the rubber
being
by A. A. Ilowes & Co., Druggists, Belfast.
credited with ten points above his score. !
the counting being according to the
“No," said the industrious man, “I didn’t

It will be observed that the Board
the new name of Reed’s pond as
Greene lake. Xow, we remember well
the time when, during the construction
of the Mt. Desert branch of the Maine
Central R. R., the name of Reed’s
pond was changed, and it was named
for Col. J. X. Greene, the engineer who
built the railroad—Greene lake, with
the linal e.
Fven in those days, lazy,
or

The

RHEUMATISM CURED IN A DAY.

spells

The early yet very decided impression of
The News, that no Maine congressman lias
ever been more diligent and helpful in his
kindly ollices in behalf of the veterans of
the Civil war than the lion. K. ( Burleigh
of the third district, is abundantly confirmed
b\ voluntary testimonials coming from old
soldiers from every section of that district.
The little Hurry as to the Gardiner postottice
has created some heart-burnings; but that
always has been, and ever will be, true as to
all slieli contests. It was extremely unwise
for the organization of veterans known as
the “Union Veterans’ Union,” to take cognizance of the matter; having done so it is
refreshing to note that the chief officer of
that order in the State very forcibly pulls
the ear of the local organization for its asBridgton
sumption in relation thereto.
News.

city

several

sum1

a

j1

Waldo

buildings though not very
We come hack four miles on the

along

j
j

rather line

large.

j

PERRY DAVIS’
luSWX* XT.

Apple Shipapples this

the crop of

year in the United States, Canada and
Nova Scotia “will be the largest of any
crop in the history of the country.”
While the drought has affected the yield

j

NEURALGIA.
25 and 50 cent Bottles.
BEWARE OF IMITATIONS-

poorly informed

up

sand

never

Medicine Chest In Itself.
Simple, Safe and Quick Cure for
A

pers’ Association

BRIDGE WHIST.

livery

and

factory

The cheese

thought

Gov. Burleigh and the Veterans.

about a

several

are

churches

stores,

The

bay

my only

been in following the setting

Friend’s

t

Geo. M. Cole.

We bear of the abundance of lisli in
these streams, but I could not have fished very contentedly until I was sure 1

to make another

that

on

objection.

also an

but saw their tracks.

cottages.

notch higher and finally stand on these
boards to sa" the tree down. Sometimes the vegetable matter is burned

of snow which sometimes falls there is

the wild animals of which they tell me,

board in a notch in. the side ot the tree
and stand

I saw none of

thankful to be so near.

According to the National

Pain-Killer. j

Hancock county, Me. (Xot Great pond.)
Brewer; pond, Penobscot county, Me.
(Xot Orrington Great.)
Greene; lake, Hancock county. Me.
(Xot Reed’s pond.)
Greenlake; postollice and railroad
station, Hancock county, Me.
(Xot
of trees indicates a less fertile soil. Most Green lake,)
Heagan; mountain, Waldo county,
of the houses in this vicinity are desertMe. (Xot Heagen.)
ed. North Yamhill is in a beautiful
Phillips; lake in Dedham, Hancock
valley, producing hops and fruit of all county, Me. (Xot Filtz, Fitts nor Fitz
kinds. It is 15 miles to Newberg and pond.)
ten more to Dundee.
Sedgeunkedunk; stream, tributary of
Along the ChePenobscot river, Penobscot county, Me.
halem valley we see lofty pear trees
(Xot Segeunkedunk.)
and the hogs running in the orchards
Souadabscook; river, Penobscot counand picking up choice fruit of all varie- ty, Me. (Xot Soadabscook nor Sowa-

shapes, with high mountains in the dispartially covered with dead trees. a
huge log ten feet in diameter was lyThe soil is mostly good, with a few
on one side.
L thought 1 could walk
ing
stone in places, hut the little grass is
along the slippery stone on the opposite
smothered by a dense growth of ferns
side of the water, as it was about my only
It costs a dollar to pass
and hushes.
chance. 1 passed along the slippery edge
the toll gate at Dolph.
and slipping found the water little more ties. There were
plenty of plums near
We pass down Three Divers through
than knee deep. A few rods farther and the
coast, but most kinds of fruit do not
a narrow gorge, sometimes among green
logs and stone were piled nearly a rod thrive well there. The chief objection
trees, sometimes with precipitous bluffs
in places. The water flowed through to the mountains are the difficult roads
on deep
few
rods
a
within
rising abruptly
the debris,
but
reappeared below. and the dollar charged at the toll gate
could
each side, and so steep that a man
I reached the shore of the bay a half
every time you pass. The 10 or 15 feet
not climb them without holding on to
tance

Largest Apple Crop Yet.

j
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From many diseases.
Children
who are well nourished successfully resist disease to which an
ill nourished child succumbs.
Your child has enough food.
Does the food make flesh?
If
not there is something
wrong
with the stomach and other organs of digestion and nutrition.
That wrong can be quickly
righted by the use of
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The two questions of chief interest
hours, over Africanlike plains, broken by boulders of gray before the Grand Army encampment at
|
Chicago were in relation to pensions
i rock, brings you to Zamora, perched on and Memorial day.
Each of these was
its steep hill-top above the Puero river considered in a temperate and thoughtful manner by Commander-in-Chief
—a town, whose name awakens a thouShaw in his annual address. lie desand recollections of medieval chivalry plored
unjust attacks on the pension
and romance. Poubtless its name was bureau
by applicants “under the belief
that
their claims are not treated in a
derived from the Arabic samurah,
liberal and just way under the present
(Spanish zamarrai, meaning sheep-skin administration of the
pension
jackets, worn by the peasant-warriors and he held that the trouble was laws,”
not in
of other days. Some old books call it officials but in the system.
This state“The eye of the Puero.” Placed on the ment of opinion should have the effect
of checking attacks on Pension Comriver bank, it was an important strongmissioner Evans. He has been accused
hold against Moorish invasion, and of
delaying cases and of construing
its arms still show its bridge, with the pension laws in an illiberal spirit.
His
has been that he does not
two towers and a flag.
History says makereply
the laws, and that it is his duty to
that Zamora was recovered from the
administer them as he finds them. The
intidels in the year 74S, by Alonso de commander-in-chief says it is not so
but
was
Catolieo;
again beseiged, by much a question of ollicals as it is of a
judicial system in the execution
Abdu-r-rahman, in the summer of 7s7, proper
of the pension laws. Hence he urges the
when a desperate battle was fought for creation of'
a pension court of appeals
its relief by Ramero II.
After that, according to the provisions of a bill inthe town was rendered almost unassail- troduced in the last session of Congress
and now pending. This, he thinks,
able by being enclosed within seven
would bring about harmonious interprelines of walls, between each wall a tation of tlie pension laws and clear
up
the appeal cases burdening the tiles of
wide, deep moat.
However, it was rethe pension office. The recommendataken and destroyed by the great A1
tion of General Shaw in regard to the
Mansur, in which battle forty thousand pension court of appeals was
approved
Moors were killed: and in lim.'i, Ferdi- by the convention, but not soliis recomnand i, rebuilt the city and presented it mendation that the date of Memorial
day should be changed to the last Sunto his daughter, the Pona L'rraca.
day of May. This change, which was
An hour's time is all you need devote first
suggested at the encampment two
to Zamora. You enter the town
by an years ago, was advocated by the commander
w ith earnestness,’on the
ground
ancient, gate-defended bridge, of sevenof the growing tendency to pervert the
teen pointed arches, over the deep and
day from its original purpose and make
rushing Puero. and find yourselves at it an occasion for games and sports.
once in its single, long, narrow street, The
encampment, however, was of

winding along

the

breezy hill-top

and

dominated by an immense, mosque-like,
> tattered nobles,
Address Dr. Pierce, as above.
granite cathedral. This Eleventh cenpniluitv of titles
tury sanctuary—half-church half-for:its.” As a rule,
cupy a seat in my carriage when 1 enter tress, directly overhanging the river, is
i>i lie is
carefully the
about the only “sight” of consequence.
city of my friends. Vdios!”
in entertain the
Even ttie noble Profession of Beg- Its curious dome is much like that of
impression that a gary lias its pride and the dignity of a the Salamanca cathedral, and its one
si Cordova, Seville
national calling to maintain. The beg- Romanesque tower is short, square and
c
them a perfect
gars of Spain are, one and all, most de- massive, with windows in three tiers,
dm is as sensible
vout. Piety is the form under which increasing in numbers upwards. There
flu'll tourists who
they conduct business, a shield and cer- are four turrets also, with four gables
; states, visit New
tificate of character. Being licensed between them on the same level, placed
Washington and bv law, they also walk the streets under against the spring of vault, with lovely
cii} they have seen the protection of the patron saint of areading.
The transept has a tine,
-a>s that Africa be- the
principal church in town, and they round-arched doorway, with singular
-: but 1 should put
formally demand alms of you in the scroll-like mouldings and Romanesque
> a little below (>ld name of that saint. It is
religion that capitals. The interior is round in plan,
Spain all is allur- solicits you— the beggar’s own person- with sixteen round windows.f rom which
utal. the dialects
ality not at all involved; and thus it is the ribs run up straight to the apex-like
1. iro)iean. and the
It is full of inthat the proud Spanish self-respect is section of an orange.
m utal characterissaved from hurt.
One of the most teresting tombs, old paintings and a
soil are. like the
vivid impressions which the tourist re- great deal of magnificent carving—to
But tlie home of ceives
of priceless tapestries, vestupon his entrance into any Span- say nothing
•.■•••Hence, who con- ish
city is the incredible numbers of ments and church service, including the
pr rsed and hostile muscular mendicants—men of unusual
“monstrance” of solid silver, tlothic.
pact and powerful
of
the 15th century
two yards high
rullianly.
size.Jtheir
swaggering strength
v. i\
to the north,
exaggerated by the national cloak. The and ot exquisite workmanship. It is
■ i.:
ot ( astile. or
garment is of heavy, tufted woolen, said to lie the finest in Spain: and. as
Asturian mounlong and fringed, almost indestructible, elsewhere in this country, is used only
"1 the peasant.
serving from generation to generation on Corpus Christa day, placed on the
•■■iiiai*t with t'orhigh altar, mounted on a silver stand
and
worn to inutile half the
■

■

■

■

~

■

■

feverish

frequently

slouch hat above and surrounded by silver steps.
The next stopping-place is Medina
couple of bedragstuck
in the hand del • ainpo, “City of the Plain," where,
remained imil you like, you may join the railway
does not tend to soften the brigandCxulting in the ish effect.
His highness, the beggar, line for Valladolid.
Though the chief
apast, the Cas- docs not deign to solicit alms lie place of Cue finest wheat-growing disf!i. or you, to reaches out his
dirty hand and demands trict ot Spain, Medina is a dull old
i 'COVeries. his
money, in the name of the patron town, whose only recommendation is
eness that is
saint. To refuse is to incur the dire historic interest and the picturesquearroI iy nt
peril of the “Purse of the Unfortu- ness of its curious old walls and medne■i
ol
More interesting than
courtly nate," which all Spaniards, and partic- j va! structures.
us
and the easy ularly young, unmarried women dread anything within the old walled town,
i'li \\
11
lllilMi'l
with its numerous ugly churches of red
as they do the Prince of Darkness himIseence i»t the in
The government must reap con- I brick, is the partially ruined Castillo
self.
i i:e ancients and
siderable revenue from tin- disgraceful del Mota, "Castle of the Moat,” situaU
lit na! respect crowds whose
living upon the woriel for ted about a mile from the railway sta■

i

v.
■

ex-

patriarchal
list inguished
the
and tieist

iards,

illustrate

to

a>

a

funds it encourages Icy license.
I’liere
is a magic formula of dismissal which
is constantly on the lips of all Span-

ot Home.

v

broad

thoughts it, usually with
eenmne ehargled feathers

the

is

The

lace.

use

ohiest

and which the

adopt.

well to

foreigner

will do

Translated into

English, it is "Pardon me, brother.forC.od's
I lie is no place
l lie beggar w ho has followed
sake."
mure splendidly
you half a mile with insolent demands,
111 i.i i. ■ a.
Madame will fall hack,
good naturally enough,

i-r

*■

cite

to

;>

a

day.

iat one

few

look-

as soon

she saw a wo-

'!»,

of fresh sal-

s

ol

he hears it.

as

It is the

beg-

to come up from their ken
nel-liomes very early in the morning,

gar’s custom
!

tion.

The

quaint

brick

site

of

the Homan

hesitate about

to be

"be-

ding"

in his

you
the

he goes along, and prays

crown

paling

face

suspiciuouslv.
But
heap.
•sts

•

o

,i

kerbs

e

aghast at the

unex-

ig insulted by her
iiy. "if it bad been

ei
:

would
m
o-

'; roe

have been
it is dear, I

e

stopping m trout or the iron-lattice
gates that guards the patio entrance of

wealthy mansion. Here He makes
a prodigious racket, shaking the iron
rods furiously, and all the while mut-

every

tering his prayers, until
of the

family

and lie imrae-

window.

crowns, every

becomes a

some

appears at

Then

member

the

gallery

whine,

a

pitiful

tale is wail-

moustache and

viators

one

every
after the fish was
dren would fast
iod water till au'as
due. Mine,
g

Imt

ago;

Spain

of the same

lies

any day in Salafor regard for,

such mottos as “Poverty is no Crime,”
“Remember the Poor," etc., are painted on many of these line houses, the

probabilities

are

that

the

unmoved

senora of the casa will answer, "Pardon for God’s sake, brother,” and swiftly retire; to reappear, again and again,
with the same potent formula, to si-

lence other members of the mendicant

Methimna:

and

fourth year ot her age and the thirtieth
her reign. Juana La Loea, C'tiie
Crazy"), also held court here, m 1555.

of

Fanmk B. Ward.
Franklin's Wise Words.

Keep thy shop anil thy shop will keep

thee.

Foolish men make feasts and
eat them.

wise

men

When the well is
worth of water.

dry, they

If

you

would

have

your

bring

business

The eye of the master can do more
work than both his hands.

Experience keeps a dear
fools will learn in no other.

school,

Want of care does us more
than the want of knowledge.

but

damage

lie that by the plow would thrive,
himself must either hold or drive.
For age and want, save while you
may, no morning sun lasts all day.
Flow deep while sluggards sleep: and
you shall have corn to sell and keep.

mi

fraternity. Many times during the
Work to-day, for you know not how
day every Spanish lady is compelled to much you may lie hindered to-morrow.
makes most Kng- use the same
appeal. On her way to
rides upon debt's back; it is
Lying
i•"Ioilar in Spain. church and home again, she utters it hard
for an empty bag to stand upright.
are yet laughing
swiftly dozens of times, without so
Women anil wine, game and deceit;
ni who traveled
much as a glance at the, unwashed hand make the wealth small and the want
this

"I.

two

national

or

three

attention to the
’hoi

'I

of classes is

and

dangerous
halted

avaleade

'cry decent man
ie in
the kitchen,

t

i'
a
1

1

into

her

face

as

she passes.

However, each of the countless horde
is

sure

to

gather

in

enough

centimes

every day for his garlic and cigarettes,
the prime necessities of life, which
with the broken bits of food received

Always taking
putting

and never
bottom.

out of the meal tub
in soon comes to the

Drive thy business, let not that drive
thee. Sloth makes all things difficult,
industry all easy.

own conse-

that lie would he fear of the curse. The more vicious of
hoiioron a heretic the begging fraternity keep close watch
the same table, con- upon the ways of wealthy young senora

'"it

until

a

fitting itas,

"'en." Three or four

and station themselves where

midst of

ouuuiy

commissioners' convention.

Farmington, Me., Aug.

29.
The
annual convention of
the
of
commissioners
Maine
was
county
held here to-day, representatives from
ten counties being present.
While the
lailies were being entertained this afternoon by rides about town and visits to
the Normal school and public buildings
the commissioners held their business
meeting. .J, s. Mooers of New Sharon
was elected president of the association and A. M. l’enley of Auburn,
Resolutions were passed
secretary.
declaring that boarding prisoners in
the county jails should be under their
control instead of that of the sheriffs and that such board should be
a dollar and a half per week in
every
county: that the law allowing a certain
per cent, of liquor lines to be used for
furnishing a law library should be abolished: and that salaries of clerks of
courts and coroners he cut down. Committees were appointed from each
county to go before the legislature to
secure the adoption of these recommendations.
The commissioners of
Franklin county gave a reception this
evening to the visitors. To-morrow the
convention will close with an excursion
to Hangeley and a sail on the lake.
seventh

>ervons

iMMHlity

This it is believed is due to the
increasing popularity of the town as a summer resort.
past year.

sores and Ulcers °™£
That old

rears—

maybe longer

—

LI PL

ago1 was shot*n ,he >'ft leg. receiving what I considered only a slight wound It
A Ounahot
a
\Somf-mto
y.',r"
"
« running sore and gave me a
developed
I wa« treated by many doctor, and
great deal of
of blood remedies, but none did me any goodpain.
1 had heard S. S S highly recommended
Wound.
concluded to give it a trial. The result was truly
gratifying, s S S. seemed to’get riyht
troublr aril .orced the poison out of my blood : scon afterwards the sore
healed up and was cured sound
well
have perfect use of the leg, which was swollen and
very stiff for a long time.
;. 'll.

apd

S. S. S. is the only purely vegetable blood purifier known :
roots ancl herbs of wonderful
purifying properties,
’which no poison can resist. S. S. S.
quickly and effectually
clears the blood of all morbid,
unhealthy humors, a*id the old, troublesome sore heals.
At the same time the general health is
invigorated and built up. When a little scratch
or hurt fails to heal
readily, you may be sure your blood is bad. S. S. S. will soon
it
in
order
and
it
so.
put
keep
Our Medical Department is in charge of
experienced physicians, who have made
blood diseases a life study. If you will write them about vour case,
they will gladly
furnish all information or advice wanted, without any
Address SWIFT SPECIFIC CO
charge whatever.
_

is maae or

Miss Aclisa C. Parker, after a sickness of
few weeks, died at her residence on Franklin street, Bucksport, Aug. 28th. Miss Parker was born in Billerica, Mass., October,
1810, and was the survivor of ten brothers
and sisters.
About 50 years ago she came
to Bucksport, making her home with an
older sister, Mrs. Frederick Spofford, until her death some 12 years since. Miss Parker was a most estimable woman, greatly
interested in charitable works and constantly surrounded by warm friends, to whom
her Christian virtues had endeared her and
receiving through her declining years tender
ministrations of love and devotion from her
nephew, Hon. Parker Spofford, and niece,
Mrs. William B. Lawson of Colorado, who
was with her through her sickness.
The
funeral was held at the late residence last
Thursday afternoon.
Hanson (1. Bird,of the firm of A. J. Bird
Co. of Rockland, well known throughout
New England, through his prominence in
the game of polo, met with a fatal accident,
Sunday, Aug. 2(>th, at Hewitt's island, near
Rockland.
With others, Mr. Bird had
climbed to the roof of an old shed to have
a picture taken, when the roof gave way.
The rest of the party escaped injury, but
Mr. Bird fell, striking his head on a piece of
granite and receiving injuries from which
he died at his home in Rockland, August 2d.
Mr. Bird was 41 years old and is survived
by a widow and three children, lie took a
great interest in the lire department of
Rockland and for several years was the
efficient chief engineer. Mis death will be
universally regretted. He was a brother
of Maj. John Bird of the First Regiment.

NOW IS THE TIME TO BUY

For 30

days from date of this paper,
July 12, 1 will sell

YOUR WINTER’S COAL.

"$3.00 Hats for $2.50
2,£0

“

“

2.00

“

“

These

are all late styles and
to-date in every way.

First

2.00
1.50

AVe offer to the citizens of Belfast and vicinity
following well known coals.

PLYMOUTH VEIN,
LATTIMER LEHIGH,
ELK GARDEN CUMBERLAND,
and WOODVILLE STEAM

LACKAWANNA,

endless variety, at low prices.

A beautiful line of

Prices at
Wharf.

I
I

24 Oz.is Package
made
the

The fact that Ivorine
Williams’ famous Shaving
its superiority.

^of

proprietors of

by

Soaps

is

a

sure

AG
|
H H H I

guarantee H

•

Delivered

GOLF HOSE, BELTS, ETC.

Lehigh Coal 25

iar'COME IN AND SEE US.

cents per ton

Delivered
and put in.

m

Dump cart.
$(5.10
(5.10
5.85
5 85

Chestnut Coal.$5 85
Stove
5.85
5.60
Kgg
Furnace
5 60

Negligee Shirts and Neckwear,

$(5.25
25
(5.00
(5

6 00

higher.

A discount of 25 cents per ton will be made from the above prices to all customers for
CASH settlement within 10'days from delivery of tlieir coal, provided their orders in ton
lots, or more, are placed before September 1st, and are ready to receive tlieir coal at our
convenience any time before November 1st.

Dwight P. Palmer,

WE GUARANTEE prompt delivery,

flasonic Temple, Belfast.

CORRECT WEIGHT AND CAREFUL DELIVERY

THE SWAN & SIBLEY COMPANY.

:
:

33, 35 and 37 Front Street,

(

TKLEl’HON
We otter

an assortment

Tinware,

Cl

Nickel Plated

**

a

For the Season-

rin* i»
Worn,.n. 1loo,..,. N,

j

Now is the time t<> buy

*

specialty.

llll'k !

II

I shall sell at

agents' itrices for

CASH.

,.f

in

i■

M

i"isrs

I •lli.l

I.,-...,

I.
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e

Will exchange for second-hand
PILES!

our

see

them.

stock before pur-

Mitchell & Trussell,
115 HIGH STREET.

PILES!

Dr. Williams’ Indian Pile

in and

IF.

A. FOLLETT,

OPERA

On and after June 25, HMM), trains connecting
Burnham and .Waterville with; through trains
for and from Bangor, Waterville, Portland and
run as

follows:

AM

l‘M

Too
Belfast, depart
City Point.*7 05

I*. M.

FRED W. POTK. Agent. Belfast.
CA l,V I \ AUST1 N. (i<*n*l Sunt.. Boston.
WILLIAM 11. HILL, (len’l Manager, Boston.

Waldo.'7 15
Brooks... 7 20
Knox .*7 38
7 45
Thorndike.
Unity. 7 53
Burnham, arrive. 8 15
Clintou. 8 32
Benton.. 8 42

Bangor.

30
II 35
1145
1 50
'2 05
2 15
2 23
2 '5

II to

A

nnpTU res
...BYTHE-

FIDELITY INJECTION METHOD.

given

12

A.

4, 7
to

ft.

to K

!>. M.

EYE, FAR .NOSE

I>r34

I'M

3 30
t3 38
(3 57

>•

5 50
0 25
10 50
17 08

JOSEPHINE KNUiH I

or

"1ARV McCORKISON.
Box SO.

Searsmont, Me

Pitt

3 15

7 15

5 35

1 25
5 57
7 25

AM

Portland.12 02

fED.

\Y111 lx* furnished tor private '•iicKboanl
parlies t'roin Belfast. ('.iied« n etc., at the
Searsmont Hall,
Rein ! m< i; t will a I sc
he served. Apply to

4 30
14 43
5 20

V M
Boston
Boston,

Hurdy Gurdy Music

M

Waterville. 8 47
4 00

j

w D..410

I

E* D. 7
w D.

BOO
0 15

TO BELFAST.

Boston
Boston,

j

1* M
1,0

A M
5‘ 00
8 30
r m

Portland... .1100
Waterville.

AM
0 05
A

....SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN TO THE CURE OF....

t*?

4 30

100

m.,

and

from

l.:;u to

AM

050

Bangor. 7 00

Oflce, National Bank Building, Belfast, Me.
gyOffice hours from 1 to 4, and 7 to 8 p. m._^M

BLOCK.

at

FROM BELFAST.

From Boston, daily, except Sunday at 5.00 n. si.
From Kockland. via Camden and Northport,
daily, except Monday, at r».oo a. si.
From Bangor, via Winterport and Bucksport,
Mondays atliOOnoon, other days except Sundays

attention
aud THROAT.

Special

Boston, will

liKTCKNlNd.

cure

Stevens,

HOUSE

OFFICE HOURS-

S EE VICE.

laml,
Sundays,

will

as a poultice, gives instant relief.
Dr. Wil
liams’ Indian Pile Ointment is prepared only tor
Piles and Itching of the private parts, and nothing else. Every box is guaranteed. Sold by drug
gists, sent by mail, for f»Oe. and $l.oo per box
WILLIAMS’ M’F’(» CO.. Prop’s, Cleveland,Oh.o
For sale by K, H. Moody.

2

Commencing June im, woo, steamers Ponobsco
ami City »l Manger will leave lielfasl
alternately:
For Boston. via Novthport, Cannlen ami ltockMondays at .;.(Hi e. si., oilier davs, except
at 5.00 e. si.
For Bucksport, Winlerport and llangor daily,
exeepl Monday, at about 7.45 A. si.
For Searsport and llumpdeu, Tbursdays and
Sundays at about 7.45 A. si.

Ointment

Blind, Bleeding. Ulcerated and Itching Piles. It
ahsorbes the tuiunrs, allays the itching at once,

51 Church Street, Belfast. Dr. John

Six Trips a Week to Boston.

PILES!

acts

chasing.OPEN EVENI NOS.

at 2.00

i-\

!l

tee
Multipath’ Spec firs.
Semi for (iiMicra! sympo ia I’.iaiiU ami o'u- on
Diseases of Woni’ii. Many ea
I| \\el« .•tui!•••*• 11 ••ar.-.i by thus,- Croat
sidered hopeless f a
|{eliledii‘s. During May and -li.ur
■'iiltaliou
free by mail, in M
•:.i;
-uiioi free
at
his Boston otVnMondays. Wednesdays,
fn.ni 'a
to » p m.
Thursdays and Sat
< >lln r
••
\ x.i u i||
days his regular onsultat
he charged.
a
treatment
t-.uiabh*
Monthly
rates.
Address.
< II A K I I S II. M I I t II I I I
M
D.
•Jls Treni'-nt -tie.a
Union Sa\ ings l ank I’m Idmg.
Next to Hole! To .1 aiiu
Boston. Mass.
Laboratory. ;t Howard Place Koxhiry. Mass

wheels.

Come

S UMMER

IV

s

/ have a few good ones which

possible prices.

examine

a
1
ninl
•o-.-iInT \y1111
Sl<:n hi-, a--

*

AT LOW FIGURES.

SUMMER GOODS

to

oi 11.,• is
s.
s'! «;n n-h,
iliu-.
a11 ,i ,| ,ii: nSi ’.If'
Hi
|', I „•
!ii• |• r<•«11n• I
i' — mus,

ami 11•

«*r

Itrtltly eilivil by

line of.

Do not fail

tin*
:1111|

i11
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•'iniit ion

BICYCLE

WATERING POTS,

at the LOWEST

a

I.

WATER COOLERS,

a

Chronic Diseases

I

^

>11....

to

WATER FILTERS,

and

!•'<

....

EYE1L

Oil Stoves J Ovens
STYLES,

HOME TREATMENT

V'

Pearl Agate Ware

ALL

Belfast.

»

Out

and.

MOKE COMPLETE THAN

K

J

of

Residence 12 Church Street.

P I L'J ll IWI »ll Powder

Coal,

the

Straw hats and Soft Hats
in

Quality, Thoroughly Prepared

strictly up-

E. L. Stevens, M. D„

must pass whenever

GA

...Stiff Hats...

A:

Bids for the government coaling station at East Lamoine were opened at
Washington last week. Four bids were
received, the lowest being from Augustus Smith of New York, whose bid was
$140,393. The specifications called for
completion of the station within twelve
months from date of awarding contract.
There doubtless will be some delay preparing and approving bonds, etc., before
the contract can be awarded, but it is
thought work will begin this fall.

—

ATLANTA

....ON ALL....

Copper Goods,

Martha C. II. Abbott, wife of the late
Judge Samuel Belcher of Farmington, died
Aug. _7th at her home on High street, where
she had resided as long as our memory extends back through the years.
She was the
eldest of the live children of Asa Abbott by
his first- wife; born on Bolter's hill,Sept. IS,
lsi'.t, but when eight years old removed to
the village with her parents and later to the
farm now owned by S. (i. Woodcock. On
-May U, l.s;?7, she was united in marriage
with Samuel Belcher, Esq., and their wedded life of nearly fifty years was one of unusual happiness. Judge and Mrs. Belcher
w ere alike cordial and kind, the warmest of
friends and beloved by all their acquaintances.
Judge Belcher died in l.ssb, and now
the gracious presence of his charming and
brilliant wife is removed from the scenes of
her long and beautiful life. Death came
without sickness or disease, resulting from
the feebleness of age.
Mrs. Belcher is survived by a brother, Win. T. Abbott of Fort
Wayne, Ind., four sons and one daughter,
also many other relatives and numerous
friends, who will long bear a precious memory of her sweet and lovely character.
[Farmington Chronicle.

at the
I now

aifd

Mw?en«bu7|, Ky.

McBeaykm,

OBITUARY.

a

r

ENDANGER

ulcer, which has been

sore or

a source ot
pain, worry and anxiety to you for
doesn t heal because vou are not
using the proper treatment, but are trying to cure it with salves and washes. While these are
m m
soothing and relieve
pam to some extent, no real, permanent good can come from their use, because the disease
m
is in the blood and far beyond the reach of external aDulications
a sore neais
promptly when the blood ts in good condition, but novor if it is diseased
The
tendency of these old sores and ulcers is to grow worse, spreading and eating deeper into the flesh.
They are a constant drain upon the system, gradually but surely ruin the health and sap the verv life
A person s capacity for work or
pleasure is soon lost in the great desire and search for something to'cure.
b. S. S. makes a rapid and
permanent cure of old sores and ulcers, and is the onlv medicine that
does because no other can reach deep-seated
blood troubles. Ordinary Sarsaparilla and Potash mixture!
are too weak and
watery to overcome a deadly poison that has takei possession of the blood Do not
waste valuable time
experimenting with them.

ten

nve or

Lured.

Nervous Debility. Lost Vitality, effects of
overindulgence. or overwork quickly cured
b\ old Dr. llailock’s Wonderful Electric
1’ills. Thoroughly tested for 5<i years. Nervous Trembling, Tired
out. Discouraged,
specks before the Eyes, Dizziness, rush of
blood to the head, Weak Nerves, Thin
Blood, pale, haggard countenance, Fluttering Heart and all Nervous troubles cured
by Dr. 1 lallock’s Wonderful Electric Fills,
for weak, worn-out, nervous people.
Try
them : they cure after all else fails. The very
medicine you have been looking for. si per
box, or ii boxes, sufficient to cure most obstinate cases,
Sold at drug stores or sent
from laboratory, all charges prepaid, on reDescribe >ymptoms and
ceipt of price.
Free personal medical advice given. Address HALlJM'K DU (i DO., Court, st.,
Boston, Mass.

they

they go out. Thus
from ball, bull-ring, theatre, even her
and brambles, over- own door, a burly beggar bars her
igamls, the driver way, asking insolently for money. If
•nan out of the car- it is not forthcoming, or in sufficient
up his horses cried, quantity, a dirty, rosaried arm is rais1 d
not find me good ed, “the evil eye” fixed upon the doom>0111' table; and I, ed one, and the Curse of the UnfortuIhdbiuo Hustamente y nate threatened—relative to childlessb"i hail
company to oc- ness and spinster-hood—to avert which
m cue.

1

great.

support life sumptuously, (according to
his ideas,) to good old age. No doubt a
Aiming the small towns in the State that
aucestry quite as large portion of the beggar's revenue is have hail an increase in valuation is boothdid his own, and ensured by the national superstitious bay Harbor. The value of the property
there has increased nearly Spin,nun in the

'bug his
1

thrust

another mind and declined to adopt the
recommendation. Sooner or later, perhaps, the change will be made, but evidently the time is not yet.

a

know the

What maintains one vice would
up two children.

if not, send.
instantly the mutter done, go;

n

■-

a

lie eats,

as

the world, the ed forth and alms dolefully implored
week, and stalk- “for the love of God.” But
though

■oo

i"

provided with "green pudgarlic pot, and he cats as

seems

with

eighty years later Queen Isabella enlarged and improved it. it was the
long-time prison of (Tesar Kargin: and
within it Queen Isabella, the Pious,
gave up the ghost, in 15U4, in the lifty-

n
everybody in to make a tom of the city before tak'-rty-stricken slioe- ing up their stations for the day at the
i-ked for a pound of doors of the various churches.
Each

not

buildings,

bartizan towers, was erected for that
jolly monarch, Juan II, in 1440, on the

I

1

Memorial Day, and Penaions.

senoritas’ purse.
A drive of six

Impoverished I.rind

the

4 lo
1 40

M

Belfast, August

t.

p. m.
M. <
woo.

II 1

II.

Collecto

r.

.:i11

~

~

I' M

Benton.to 13 *10 00
Clinton.td 27 tl015
8 30
10 45
Burnham, depart.
Unity..... 8 48 11 20
8 57
1 1 45
Thorndike.
Knox.. tOOO 112 00
Brooks.
0 20
12 30
Waldo. tO 30 112 47
11**7
City Point. tO 40
0 45
1 15
Belfast, arrive

4 10
427
4 45
5 03
5 12
t6 21
5 35
*5 45
*5 55
0 00

FOR BENT.
The stoic and otllee recently oeeupied hy tho
Condon M mufacturing Company" ami ••Rinne r
C. O. BOOR.
Shoe Store."
Belfast March 2ft, WOO. t.itf

tFIag station.

Limited tickets for Boston

are

now

sold

at

$5.00 from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points Mes.* and North

west, via all routes, for sale ML. W. George
GEO. F. EVANS,
Agent, Belfast.
Vice President and General Manager.
F. E. Bootdby, Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Agent.
Portland, June 18,1000.

NOTICE.
All persons indebted to me prior to February t
Him, are requested t<> settle at the store of Mitch
ell & Trussell, ll.F» High street.
M. I.. MlTCllKLL.
Belfast, Me., June 25,1900— .2l>tf

THE REPUBLICS JOURNAL.

every one. Nor is there any question
as to the benefits Belfast would derive

BELFAST, THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER <>, 1900.

In no other way
Washington, Sept. 3. The Demorequired to erect a crats have been thrown into consternahotel be invested to produce better, or tion by the order of the administration
as good, results to the community : and which diverted the troops at one time

from such

Republican Journal Pub. Co.
CHARLES A.

ritfBURY.

hotel.

those who have looked into the matter

say that a moderate interest would be
assured to stock-holders. There is still
time, if the project is taken hold of in China, had the necessity continued,
energetically, to build a hotel and have are going to Manila to take the place of
it open next summer, when we may re- the volunteer regiments that are to be
peat our Old Home Week celebration mustered out next duly. They will, for
with even greater success than in moo. the present, take the place of the troops
that were sent over from Manila to
Whatever may be the sentiment as to
operate in China.
National issues—and as to that, Maine’s
The Democratic politicians had alloyalty to the flag will hardly be ques- ready laid their plans for adding to the
tional—there can certainly be no excuse noise
that they are making with “imfor not giving a hearty and unanimous
perialism” by saying that notwithstandsupport to our State and County ticket. ing that Peking had been captured and
Hon. .1. F. Hill, the Republican candithe ministers and American citizens
date for Governor, is a young man of had been
rescued, the troops were being
great business ability, the architect of hurried to China, which was a sure inhis own fortunes, with experience in both
dication that they would go there for the
branches of the Legislature that emipurpose of conquest.
nently qualifies him for the high office
The President and his advisers have
to which he will be elected. lion. E. C.
carefully considered the situation, and
Burleigh, candidate for Congress from have decided that the
already in

|

Sunsi-niPTioN Tkkms: in advance, $2.00 a
year; $1.00 for six months; 50 cents for three
months.
Aipvkktisixu Tkkms: For one square, one
inch, length in column, 75 cents for one week, and
25 cents for each subsequent insertion.

district, has served the State faithfully and well as Treasurer and as Gov-

this

For President,

ernor,

william McKinley
of Ohio.

ney, the Republican candidates for
the county oflices are men who have

For Representative to Congress,
EDWIN C. BURLEIGH.

served more than one term in the positions for which they are nominated, and
are too well known as citizens and as
faithful servants of the people to need
a word in their behalf.
Both in accordance with party usage, and because of
their excellent service in the last Legislature, Albert Peirce of Frankfort was

For Governor,
JOHN F. HILL
NOMINATIONS.

It.
AkBKKT PKIRCK. Trank fort.
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Republican

ever.
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next

owes

...ry p. go to

Monday,

11:ivt

cod

report to send
out 1 run Waldo ( aunty next
Monday
night. The country is waiting to hear
trom Maine. Waldo county should do
her part in rolling up a Republican ma-

jority

us

that will

a

inspire

the

Republicans

at other Mates and carry consternation
to our opponents.

effects

Hie

the

long-continued
becoming unpleasantly conspicuous. The roads are ankle deep in
dust, the lieids. and even city lawns,
are brown and sere, the growing
crops
have ceased to grow, and apples are
dropping prematurely from the trees.
Here and there in the landscape is seen
a dab oi red from Nature's
palate, a
ot

drouth are

forerunner

of

the fall

fashion's

in

foliage
Keen way dow n in fleorgia the Democratic papers have been having their
about the Maine election. The Atlanta Journal says ol the Maine Democrats: "The best they can reasonably

sav

hope

do

is to cut

the Republicans
unusually small majority,
but this would have a cheering influence upon Democratic prospects elseIn

ma-

in the

September

down to an

supporting

the National Re-

ticket, and Ids views are those

by

the

use

of

United States

■

off the trammels of

party

alle-

the

property

and

lives

of

American

giance and vote for a continuance of
our present prosperity under President

citizens, hut also to accept the indignity
which has been heaped upon the United

McKinley. Mr. Ingalls says in part:
The teelingof unrest in the bosom

States
of

by the assault upon this
in the person of its envoy.

country

the laborer, il it exists, is a protest
against conditions which, while securIf there was no Presidential campaign
ing him good wages, seem, nevertheless,
to rob him of ids fair share in the gen- now we would probably witness the
eral prosperity.
In many ways my same unification of views over the acsympathies are with him. Now. can tion of the President of the United
sane
man
tell me how the laborer States in
any
upholding the honor of the
will help his condition, or the solution
of the problem so vital to him, by voting American Hag and the dignity of the
to debase our standard of value and American nation in Cuba that was witthereby reducing his ow n w ages?
nessed when we went to war with Spain
The safety of the American Republic
two years ago.
It is simply because
is
not menaced by a bogie crowned
with an imperial diadem of straw. The one party desires to play politics that
cry of imperialism is simply a pretext it derides the party in power fordoing
of the Democratic leaders. Now. as in what
every right-thinking man knows
lsoo, the real issue is the silver danger.
The only peril now .threatening the should have been done, and what only
I'nited States is ruin and retrogression the most partisan persons dare to critiunder silver, the turning back of the cise.
A pretty good plan to follow is:
wheels 01 progress and prosperity to in
foreign affairs there should be unity:
the standards of China and Mexico,
and the abandonment oi our position partisanship should be left to domesThe party that opposes
as tlie greatest country in the civilized tic policies.
world.
any action taken by an administration
shall wc go forward or shall we turn
to uphold the dignity of Americans
hack? That is the question for the
voters in November.
1'nder McKinley abroad and to make the Hag of the
we go forward: under
Bryan we turn nation respested wherever it lloats. will
back. A reversal of the popular verdict not be successful. The President’s ('hiof ism; would mean a reversal of all
the achievements that make up our nese policy has been so far above reNational prosperity.
proach that any hint of criticism will
be sure to
Hood Farm Blood Wins.

”

The constant care causes sleeplessness,
loss of appetite, extreme nervousness, and
that tired feeling.
But a wonderful
change comes when Hood's Sarsaparilla
is taken. It gives pure, rich blood, good

appetite, steady

nerves.

3{ccd6

i1

Tagols, Visayans, Moros, Pampanyous,

Pangasinans.Dyoanotes or
various other tribes.

The

Tagols are
Luzon, but

party. Capital

fearsome and industry stopped; general
THE NEWS OF BROOKS.
depression followed the announcement
in November, 1892, that the Democratic
Miss Alice L. Dow has in her first installparty was in control of all branches of ment of autumn millinery.
the government.
Misses Isa and Marion Luce of Waterville
are

disgust patriotic

the United States.

citizens of

Five years ago, had we been told that
tht* sun would never set on our territory,
we would have received with incredulity
this statement of so rash a prophet.
Now that this state of affairs actually

exists, perhaps it may not lie uninter-

esting

to the readers of our home paper,
The Journal, to know something of the
conditions and relations existing at the

present time in

our

foreign possessions

farthest from the seat of home government.
The two general classes of
Philippines are the pure

the

mixture of

in all affairs of government and many
well educated. It is a mistake to
think that these people are all ignorant
are

and not

cajiahle

of

acquiring

an

educa-

tion, for many have been educated in

Europe
to this

quite a few have come
country and proved themselves
and

able tu hold their
of

learning.

The

harry

w.

clark;

Cl RK

A

COL1)

IN

ONE

DAY

Take Laxative Bnmio Quinine Tablets. All
druggi ts refund the money if it fails t<cure.
K. W. Grove's signature is on each
box. 2.1c.
l y;;«;
NORTHPORT

My Clothier, 83 Main St., Belfast,
Wants to sell out his

Ready-Made Clothing Departm-

devote his whole time

in many branches
language most in use

own

is, of course, Spanish, although many of

HENCE THIS GREAT SACRIFICE SALf

m-\ CYCLOAE OF B.UHJAIAs
Will greet you in UP-TO-DATE
goods, us ir is -\
fact that we carry the FINEST LINE in the

men.

Ham \\. Clark.
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1
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THE CHURCHES.

to

FOR GOLF RASH

Tenement to Let.

—

Kev. R. T.

apen will preach at Saturday
Sunday.
Rev. G. E. Fdgett will preach at Poor’s
Mills next Sunday afternoon at the usuai
ove

next

hour.

Meetings will be held at the Peoples’ Mission in the Frye School house. Miller street,
every Saturday evening at 7 o’clock
All
are welcome.

-OK.
Actual

Following are the Baptist church indices
Thursday evening, Scripture lesson, Acts _M
Sunday morning, worship: Sunday evening
the subject of the meeting w ill be “China.’
At

Searsport, Sept. 4,1900.—3w36

NOT ICE.

Whereas, my wife, Sadie Porter, has left my
bed and board without cause, 1 hereby warn all
persons not to harbor or trust her on my account,
as I shall pay no bills of her contracting.
CHARLES PORTER.

Searsport, Sept. 4,1900.—3w36*

wanted:
Housemaid to work In a small family.
Apply forenoons.
No. 47 Congress Street.
Belfast. Sept. 6, 1900.—tf3G

from

Shorthu,

writing, Commercial
manshlp. Banking. Et.

Presiding Elder Jones of the Rockland
M. E. district, has decided to locate at
Rockland.
With his family he passed tin*
summer in Xorthport.

Business

Book-keeping,;

:

Elegant rooms. Bank an-;
v**i-> low. If. i|m ii- nr't l
E**r prospo.-tu**. :iddr<*>>
:h

\

Kockl.ind Coin me
3in;U

j

I’o

Hot

International

the

Company
State of

the Universalist church next Sundas

of

I

Kansas

Missouri

The Searsport National ha
regular services, with preaching by the pasunder tl*
a
tor at 10.45 a. m. : Sunday school at u m : duly organized
States, and located at S**;irsp<
Young people's meeting at 0.15 i*. m. A Waldo and State of Main*
debenture
bonds numbered

cordial invitation is extended to all.

The prayer meeting at the North church
this, Thursday, evening, w ill beat 7 o’clock
topic, The wages of labor for God. The
Sunday services will be as follows: Morning worship at 10.45 with sermon by the
pastor, Rev. G. S. Mills. The Lord’s sup
per will follow the sermon.
Sunday school
at lU m.
Bi-monthly business meeting of
the Y. 1*. S. c. E. at o.JO i*. m.
Lecture by ;
the pastor at 7.Jo p. m.
At a Probate Court lielo at Belfast, within and for
the Countv of Waldo, on the 14th dav of August, A. D. 1900.
O. PATTERSON and Mary F. Patter- !
son, devises under the will of Robert <>. pat !
of Belfast, in said County of Waldo.
late
terson,
deceased, having presented a petition praying
that said Ernest O. Patterson, administrator with
the will annexed of the estate of said deceased, oi
some other suitable person, may be authorized to
sell at public sale, certain real estate described in
said petition and distribute the proceeds among
the owners thereof.

IiRNEST

Ordered, Thar the said petitioner give notice to ;
all persons interested by causing a copy of this i
order to be published three weeks successively in i
the Republican Journal, a newspaper published at :
Belfast, the first publication to be thirty days before the 9th day of October. A.D. 1900. that they j
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Bel- j
fast, within and for said County on the 9th day
of October, A. D. 1900. at ten of the clock before i
noon, and show cause, if any they have why
the prayer of said petitioners should not he

time for four thousand dollars
not** and obligation you ha\,

perform, hereby notiii*-'

A

true

copy.

GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

\oi;

toree payment of said note a:
of said pledged bond**.
Dated at Seaispon. this ion
1). 1900.
SEABSI-OIM NAT,
bv James <;
ow.U
I’.

CEO. F. EAMES, K. i
The Nose and
Newlmr

INo.

Near Corner

of

Fa:t

m

BOSTON.
Hours. 12 to 2. Other
by appointment only.

October,

—

!i

ly4">.

FOR SALE

■

granted'

m

N issued by said lnt**rnat.i**:
Company of the par value of
lars. in pledge foi payment **■
unpaid note dated August :;s :

S. Pendleton of
Avenue, otters tor sal** an u.
ett Piano
A bargain if
Mrs. (■

October 1st.
Belfast.

FOR SALE.

I offer for sale the house formerly occupied by
myself in Searsport village. House with L and
stable in good repair, and centrally located.
Terms reasonable.
CHARLES O. SAWYER.

CAUTION

Crescent Ui,
=

Hutchins and family of Belfast
at the Hill A Haney cottage last week.
car

Lady’s

Cash* .New 1900

NOHTIIPOKT CAMP GHOl'NI).

II. L. Stevens is to take his lunch

i:0'-O'-t }■••:! !•"!'; 1:1;
I! >

One

A. E.

that could be desired, both as regards quanLowklIi, Mass., Aug. 81, l«.*0o. At the
possibilities of the tity and quality. The new drilled well,
New Fngland Fair at < >1<1 Orchard this
One may be a little surprised at the islands are very promising and we will from which water is pumped into the reserweek .Jerse\ cattle aid Berkshire pigs
where.'
It behooves the Maine Re- from Hood Farm owned by Mr. (’.I. Hood confidence displayed by intelligent men
yet see the advantages that will accrue voir on the hill, seems to be inexhaustible.
of this
of sarsaparilla fame, were expublicans to see that this “cheering in- hibited. city,
The first few days after campmeeting
Hood Farm won all the Berkshire everywhere regarding the probable suc- to us from our retention of this valuable
cess of the Republicans this fall.
fluence” is wanting.
It is
prizes and the following on .Jerseys:
which policy of retention closed the campground looked deserted and
archipelago,
Herd—First prize, Hood Farm Pogis, to be
regretted tha t this confidence was unavoidable after the action taken it seemed as though the season was ended,
S x years ago the Republicans elected Figgis, Milkwell, Marna, Hood Farm Waxie.
but a stroll about the grounds showed that
Bull .8 years ohl or over and two of his tends to apathy, but intelligent people by Admiral
Dewey. Of course nothing there are still
a full county ticket, including the slierSome
get over r> months old—First prize, Hood cannot conceive bow business men,
many people here.
can he done toward establishing titles
ill, for the first time in many years. Farm Pogis, Oonan 4th of H. F., Oonan 12th
were obliged to leave early to allow their
and
laboring men, farmers, mechanics,
of H. F.
to land and property until law and order
The county was then heavily in debt,
children to begin the fall term of school,
Cow 4 years old or over—First prize, Fig- in fact all citizens who are
enjoying have been enforced in all parts of the but many will remain
through September,
having borrowed up to the limit, with gis : second prize, Marna.
such
a
full
measure
of
can
prosperity
Cow .8 years old and under 4—First prize,
island, but this probably will not he which is the pleasantest month of the year.
I'nder Repub- Oonan 4th
many bills left unpaid.
of 11. F.; third prize, Oonan 8th vote to overturn that prosperity. And
done until after the presidential election
lican rule this county has been freed of H. F.
while this is inconceivable; it cannot in
Heifer 2 years old and under 8—First
November.
Could the Filipinos
from debt and has a balance on the
prize, Oonan 12th of II. F.; second prize, be impressed too often upon the minds understand the small chance of success
right side of the ledger. A question Brunette 4th of H. F.
of those very persons who are enjoying
Mr. Bryan has for election to the highHeifer 1 year old and under 2—First prize,
for voters to consider next Monday is
Hood Farm F.dv; third prize, Brown Bessie the prosperity which is the fruit of est office in
this land, I fully believe
whether this business-like and eco- 4oth of II. F.
Republican rule, that they must see to that they would close their
Heifer calves—First prize, Oonan 25tli of
nomical administration shall be conhopeless
it
in
the
November election that their resistance and come in to
II. F.; second prize, Hood Farm Tonona
surrender
tinued.
We have no doubt as to what 8d.
votes are cast and counted in order to
what arms they have and take the oath
Bull 2 years old and under 8—First prize,
the decision will be.
Pogis Pth of 11. F.: third prize, Pogis 7th of continue the blessings which are flow of allegiance.
Many of these insurgents,
II.
F.
being enjoyed.
Gunton’s Magazine for September
realizing the uselessness of further
IJr,11 1 year old and under 2—First prize,
says of this country's stand on the Mint 24th of II. F.; second prize, Cliromo
There is scarcely a business man, resistance, have taken the oath, and
(liinese question: “The great strength 17th of H. F.
some even have allowed themselves to
Bull calves—First prize, Pogis 17th of II. there is no man who was in the
enjoy- be
of our attitude throughout has been F.: second prize, Chromo lPth of II. F.
captured by our spies rather than
ment of a moderate income, or no man
that, while insisting with even more
endure the ignominy of surrender.
Palermo. A picnic last Thursday at the who was a mechanic or laboring man
firmness than any other power lias disWhen asked why they did not come in
Prescott grove in North Palermo for the who did not feel the disastrous effects of
Heat Rash, inflammations,itching, irritations
and accept the terms of the amnesty, as
played mi the rescue of the legations benefit of the Improvement Society brought Democratic rule from 189:! to
and chafings, undue or offensive perspiration,
1897. If
and restoration of order, we have contheir cause was a forlorn hope, and they
from
and many other sanative uses, nothing so
interested
Massachusetts
persons
many
this class of citzens realized to-day that
cooling, purifying, and refreshing as a bath
were being whipped at every encounter,
tinued to maintain dignified relations and neighboring towns. Twenty-seven dolthe return to that same Democrat rule
with Oticura Soap, followed in the severer
with the Chinese government, assuming lars were cleared from the sale of ice cream
that it would be the worst
they
replied
forms by gentle anointings with Cututra,
is almost sure to plunge them into the
it still to exist and recognizing it as a cake and other articles, which will be used
the great skiu cure and purest of emollients.
thing for them to do, in view of the
same troublous times there would be
Ci’Ticcka Soap is beyond all doubt the moft effective
fact that should Mr. Uryan be elected
friendly power. By accepting its dis- for the improvement of the Smith cemetery.
dkin purifying and beautifying soap, as well as the purest
no apathy nor possibility of Bryan’s
and sweetest for toilet, bath, and nursery. Sold throughavowal of the Boxer outrages and plea ...The town schools began last week with the
the islands would be turned over to
out the world. Fmttkr Dnr« ani> Ciikm ('ori1., Sol#
Mertie Brown at Gree- success. The great difficulty is in conHow to Have Beautiful Skin," free.
Props., Boston.
of inability to control them, we had following teachers:
them, and those who had accepted the
ley’s Corner; Cassie Bradstreet at Centre vincing contented men that there is a
of
would
our
be
for
government
protection
absolutely logical grounds
sending sclioolhouse; Nonie Turner at East Palermo;
possibility of danger ahead. Everybody left to the mercy of the insurgents who
our o wu troops to Peking, a proceeding
Belle Bowler at Foye; Vena Parmeter at the realizes that in 1892 the same
difficulty had remained loyal to their cause. The
of which China could not possibly com- Bowler; Bertha Hanson at Carr’s
Corner; arose, and the result was four years of
A tenement of four rooms, consisting of kitchMrs.
mercy they would receive from the en, dining room and double pal lors. References
plain. This prevented any formal dec- Grace Bradstreet at Western Ridge
Democratic disaster, four years of hard
required.
laration of war and confined the trouble Alice Bowler went to Nobleboro last week
dominant party would be the eontiseaMRS. FRANCIS WHITMORE.
times, which were felt by every man in tion of their
20 Spring Street, Belfast.
36tf
to the vicinity of Peking.
Moreover to attend the camp meeting_Grace Black
property and the loss of
the country.
their lives. It will be seen that their
the very fact that China was all the returned home last week from a visit to
time playing the part of arrant hypoc- friends in Augusta.
“You must not credit Cleveland to side of the argument is not a bad one,

fighting

“Oi

and m;v

OUR WINDOW

L. Kochersperger of Chicago has
bought of Geo. G. Rose, the George M.
Knowlton farm at East Northport and
will probably have a family live upon
the farm and manage it.
He has also
bought of Mrs. Fannie M. Wadlin of
East Northport a strip of land on the shore
front of her farm, 2.1 rods long, on which he
will build several cottages next season.
Other deals in real estate in that vicinity
are in progress and it is
expected that a good
many line new cottages will be built along
the shore in the near future.

article that grows.
The commercial

the Democratic party,” said one of the providing, of course, that the election of
State of Ohio, City ok Toledo, /
I
Lucas County.
to me the other day. Mr. Uryan is an assured fact, and next,
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he leading Bryanites
“Who did you vote for in 1884?” 1 ask- that he would fulfill his campaign prois the senior partner of the firm of F. J.
for the future.”
Cheney Jk Co., doing business in the City ed.
mises, which 1 doubt he would ever do,
of Toledo. County and State aforesaid, and
were he elected.
he
“Cleveland,”
replied.
The most crying need of Belfast to that said firm will pay the sum of ONE
“Who did you vote for in 1888?”
HUNDRED DOLLARS for each and every
Those people who are pleased to call
a
is
such
as
the
hotel,
Inn,
day
Crosby
case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by
“Cleveland.”
themselves anti-imperialists, and who
where summer visitors could find good the use of Hall’s Catarrh Cure.
FRANK J. CHENEY.
“Who did you vote for in 1S92?”
aid and abet the enemies of their conntry
cheer and comfortable quarters, and
Sworn to before me and subscribed in my
“Cleveland.”
which would be equally accessible and presence, this 6th day of December, A. D.
by sending them vile and treasonable
“And you were a Democrat all the documents for distribution among the
desirable for the usual hotel purposes. 1886.
A. W. GLEASON,
while?”
>
There is but one site in the city that f
insurgents, are responsible for the lives
I
(
Notary Public.
“Yes, I was a Democrat all the while, of many of our brave soldiers who have
meets these requirement, and that is
Hall’s Catarrh is taken internally and acts but I don’t consider Cleveland a Deman enemy sustained and
the one where the ruins of Crosby Inn
fallen,
directly on the blood and mucous surfaces
now
are
encouraged by the disgraceful utterunpleasantly conspicuous. of the system. Send for testimonials, free. ocrat.”
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, 0.
Well, a man who has been the stand- ances of so-called American citizens.
These are facts which none will disfcy Sold by Druggists, 75c.
of the Democratic party for None realize more throughly the injury
ard-bearer
4w36.
Hall’s Family Pills are the best.
pute. Indeed, they are conceded by

'r

WDon’t put it off.
The good things ai\\
Young men, Ladies. Bovs, even bodv com,
bargain ol your life.
Old

Mr. Joint Roberts has bought the cottage
and lot of Hon. s. s. Rrown «*f Watervilhand will }»ut it in good order and paint it
this fall. It will be for rent for the season
of idol. It is a line cottage and is a very
desirable location
Mr. Roberts and family
go to their home in Reading, Mass., next
Saturday, but Mr. R. will return in October
to look after the work on the Brown cot-

were

making

NEWS.

the people are able to speak English.
1 el fast in season to he at the Waldo County
They seem very anxious to learn our fair Sept. ISth and intli.
and
in
fact to adopt many of
tongue,
Orainel Haney of Belfast and Miss Nettie
our customs.
The country itself is
Haney of Bangor were at the Hill A Hais
and
naturally very rich,
capable of ney cottage as guests of Miss Cleora Haney
producing large quantities of sugar, the past week.
hemp, coffee; and, in food, almost any
The water supply this season has been all

risy in its relations with us gives us
morally a free hand, now, in demanding
full reparation and proper guarantees

to

people in tage.
Filipinos,
H.

natives, and the mestizos, who are a
Spanish and native blood.
The latter are by far the smartei and
more intelligent and form the better
class of society. They are the leaders

or

To be closed out regardless of their
value

visiting friends in Brooks.

TO

THE PHILIPPINES.

I

HEN’S and BOYS’

to one of the

certainly the strongest in
does anyone for an instant believe that
Insurrecthree successive times, and elected they could rule the island?
tion would follow insurrection and contwice has got a pretty good title to Demstant lighting would be the order of the
ocracy. But the hard times of Cleveland's administration were not due to day, until some foreign power would
Cleveland as a person. They were due to step in and acquire this territory, which
we alone must keep.
the Democratic
[M.
became

troops,

United states troops will be used.
This position may be distasteful to
those who think we should abandon

our rights in China and ignore the losses
intelligent and patriotic American citizens, who will this year which have been sustained, not only in

throw

u

is Never Done

The Democrats are trying to carry faE. C. Holbrook is acting as postmaster
troops
vor with the old soldiers and trying to
and Bert Lane is out on a vacation.
China are all that are necessary to mainmake capital out of the administration
Thomas West and wife of Auburn have
tain and support the cause of the United
of the Pension office, when as a matter
been at Stanley Perkins’ for a few days.
States, and maintain communication of
under the present administrafact,
with our representative in the Chinese
Charles Griffin and wife of Xew York
tion, every soldier who was possibly en- visited the
family of M. J. Dow recently.
capital. Hence there is great disappoint- titled to a
pension under the laws has
ment among the Democratic howlers
F. O. Day called upon friends here recentbeen given it. More than that the work
who hoped to use the further landing of
ly- He is in the grocery business in Banof the office has been hastened much
gor.
troops as backing for the cry of im- more
than it has been under previous
The church services are well attended and
perialism which they are making in this
administrations and thousands of cases are made
interesting. The Sunday school
campaign.
have been examined and adjusted which had a
;
concert Aug. 20th.
were hung up during the entire adminisMrs. Charles Reynolds, who lived in the
Certain Democratic organs ancl some tration of the Democratic President, lieChase house at the village last season, is at
Democratic politicians are insisting sides, the Republican party has stood her farm for the summer.
that even if the United States main- as sponsor for liberal pension legislation,
M e are glad to see our old friend Charles
tains troops in China, we should with- which could not be allowed under the
Iluxford in town again. It takes us back to
draw them from Peking to the sea-shore regular laws, and only during the last the time when we were
boys.
as an evidence that the United State session of
Congress the rules of the
Mrs. Wm. <>. Jones and daughter Alta
does not intend to engage in territorial
House were changed so that Democratic May, who has been
quite ill, called upon
conquest. Here again the sound sense filibusters from the Southern states friends in the village recently.
of President .McKinley comes to the could not hold up the evening pension
Miss Gertrude Gowen of Taunton, Mass.,
front, and lie takes the position that sessions when there was no quorum who has been visiting her grandparents,,
the United States lias a right to have a present and prevent the passage of ac- Mr. and Mrs. C. K. Lane, went to Waterminister in the Chinese capital, has a knowledged meritorious bills. It is too ville l ist week for a few days' visit.
James Austin of China came to Brooks
right to protect him and the legation late for the Democrats to try to make
and all other United States citizens who any point with the old soldiers, for recently with his sister Lydia to visit the
old homestead. They were born in Brook*,
may be in that capital: and that as these voters know who were their
and visited their brother, Charles L. Auslong at the necessary protection cannot friends from the close of the war to the
tin.
be afforded in any other manner than present time.

of thousands of
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ticket

rousing

number of
"The North American Review
Ids rea-

men.

.Waldo.
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Big
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FOR REPRESENTV1TVKS To THI

of

Melville E. Ingalls, president of the
Four Railroad system, a life-long
Democrat and one of the most conspicuous of America's successful railroad

I RE \>l RER.

i.

approval

jority.

hM MISSloNER.

BRoCK.

W.

Ri:ii

while its success is assured it merits

1-osTKR.Montville.

EnR

Ak!

It is a clean,

iI \ZkkTI NK.... .Belfast.

BURTON k.

Representative from Belfast.
able, honest ticket, and

('. Ilill for

'-.IS IF.R OF lN< 'RATE.

1:

Cll \Kl.Ks I‘

losi I'M

renominated for Senator, and Melville

rrorate.

i; .n o«;e <>\

JOHNSON.Belfast.

UKOKOK k.

services thus far at

call made upon him.With one exception,
that of the nominee for County Attor-

of New York.

SAMI’ Kk

his

have shown him to be devoted to the interests of his constituents and ever ready to respond to any

THEODORE ROOSEVELT

FOR

and

Washington

For Vice-President,

COUNTY

destined for China to Manila.
These
regular troops, now on the way to the
Orient, and who would have been used

done them than the soldiers themselves
and it is much better for the safety of
the rabid antis to remain on this side
of the world and not expose themselves to the justice which would most
certainly be meeted out to them on the
other side.
Supposing the islands were to be turned over to the natives, to which tribe
would we make the transfer? To the

44Womans Work

could the money

Every Thursday Morning by the

Published

an

THE POLITICAL SITUATION.

August

.«>. 1900

FOR SALE
Notice is hereby given that a discount of 2 per
cent, will be made on till taxes for 1900 paid to me
before Jan. 1, 1901. 1 shall be at the Aldermen’s
Room in Memorial Building from 8.30 to 11.30 a.
m., and Saturdays from 1.30 to 4 i\ m.
M. C. HILL, Collector.

The house and lot on Wilso,in Belfast, known as the Aver>
at a bargain. For terms, imp.
1>F N Ton
Belfast. August .so. 1900.—am

Belfast, August 1, 1900.-31tf

NOTICE OF SALE.
Pursuant to a license from the Hon. Judge of
Probate for the County of Waldo, 1 shall sell at
of October. A. 1).
public auction on the 8th
1900, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, on the
premises, all the right, title and interest which
Owen G. White, late of Belfast, in said County,
deceased, had in ami to the follow ing described
real estate, viz: said White’s homestead situate
on High street, in said Belfast, and numbered 143
on said street.
Dated this 31st day of August. A. D. 1900.
JONATHAN BERRY, Executor.
3W36*

day

An

Experienced TeaJu!
.WILL orKN

Home School
in,the vicinity of PORTLAND. v
20,1900. Address Miss Stockier
R• *t•
street. Providence. R I
Robert Codman, Jr.. Bishop of M

'/

OF BELFAST.
rffi NEWS

Seaside Chautauqua Circle will meet with
Mrs. C. A. Hubbard,4 Park street, Monday,
September loth, at 2 p. m. Ail members
are requested to be present.

st and best production of
seen in this country will be
u is Morrison’s company in

Monday, Labor Day, was observed by the
banks, custom house and post office as a
legal holiday, but outside of that it was a
labor day for everybody else.

ing bee at the Girls’
larday at 1, p. m. All ladies
.he Home are invited, and
thimbles and needles.
sew

a

G.

J. .Shaw of Searsport won the first
premium at the Eastern State fair, Bangor,
on four years grade Jerseys.
Mr. Shaw’s
stock farm is on Sears Island.

of the friends of Win. A.
ii ii\ called at their house the
.nth, to witness the blos.!,t blooming cereus. Two
Vi

|

Contractor Babbiilge expects to finish his
work on the bridge this week, and it will be
opened to travel as soon as possible—prob-

sco Minstrels come to the
House Saturday, Sept. 8th,
to l>e entirely new and upparticular. The prices will
•:> cents; reserved seats, :o
rickets on sale at Mixer’s

ably to-day or to-morrow. Teams crossed
yesterday, but at the owner’s risk.
Daniel.). Ingalls and Elmer Piper have
bought the meat market of P. S. Staples on
High street and will continue the business
at the old stand. The market has a high
reputation and a good run of custom, and
the new proprietors are men of experience

,ii.

":«•

cuiity commissioners

<

:kl page. After eonsidfor sometime the commiscommend that the next
!
.» law by which the sheriffs
'alary and not under the fee
e present time.

Chas. E. Know lton has resigned as a member of the Board of Registration and Elmer
1. Rankin is appointed in his stead.
The
board is in session from 0 a. m. to 1 p. m.,
and from 2 to 5 and 7 to (» p. m. daily, to add
names to the voting lists.
The sessions
close at .-> p. m. Friday.

lie

t

Kki’okt.
The Journal
usual monthly weather
..list, as Mr. Murch’s records
fie last part of the month.
.1 his friends and relatives
in the press of work, to
.- the first
break, for even
Mr. Murch’s records for
ns.
During that time he
temperature and state of
times a day, together
and duration of storms,
ifyeiiomena. For several
kept a record of the snow
In* is now an official ob1;

»

Mrs. E. P. Alexander gave a parlor entertainment last Friday evening, consisting of
recitations, whistling solos and singing,
with Mrs. Fred Alexander of Castine as
pianist. Among those present from out of
town were Mrs. Ella M.
Littlefield and
daughter Catherine of Prospect.

!s

M government.

Advertised list of letters remaining in
the Belfast post office Sept. 4tli: LadiesMiss Maud E. Andrews, Miss Bernice Claire
Barker, Mrs. Sarah Cummings, Miss Alice
Dowe (2 letters), Mrs. George C. Devine,
Miss Blanche Jackson.
Gentlemen—Guy
Ames, Charlie G. Davis, Mr. J. L. Lane.

Arrange-

Fred Rackliti'e has bought of the Armeter
Co. of Cincinnati, Ohio, a delivery wagon for
his milk business, that has many new and
It has glass windows
excellent features.
on all sides, and can be left entirely open
or tightly closed.
It is handsomely finished, both inside and out, and the boxes for
carrying the milk are so arranged as to be
most convenient for quick delivery.

made by which the record
by other parties until Mr.
Ik held its first
'iimmer vacation at the
niiy F. Frothingham, on
-t '•"th.
It was the anniDelay and served the doukc annual meeting of the
The election
•lay party.
;i' follows:
President,
u
vice presidents, Mrs.

’V

T.

*

special meeting of the Belfast school
committee was held Friday afternoon, there
having been no quorum at the regular
monthly meeting. The resignation of F. W.
Bailey as teacher of the Pitcher school was I
accepted, and Alphonso Woods was elected to lill the vacancy. Thecity schools open I
Monday, Sept, loth, but there w ill be no j
session at the South Primary on that (lay on j
account of the State election. Supennten-1
dent Punton was authorized to close the i
schools one-half day to enable pupils to at-;
tend tlie Waldo County fair.
A

Frost, Mrs. J. Y.
ilicknell: secretary,
; hiugham;
corresponding
11. Drier : treasurer. Mrs.
The next meeting will be
<
v
A. I dinning at No.
iviwin
D.

inslow has declined
of president and a new
■•id at the next meeting.
M

Mi'

h'tt Tuesday afternoon
(Jueiicvere for an ex1“ r.
They .'pent Tuesasde I mi. Seal Harbor,
Dar Harbor Wednesday
f 11*• \ visited the war
ships
t*‘ivst ashore, and then
k taking the inside passage
ai.d Unis circiimnavigatand.
The weather was
le-* trip a complete success.
made the trip were C. 1>.
D Id Field, S. A. ParW. H. Walker, J. ( Dur'diimhy; and their guests
hre>L, J. H. Howes, 11. T.
>taph*>.
They arrived
h

■

Mapi*-

Gmve

Canipmeeting
ever

known

Nearly every cotSunday the meetings were
The early morning meet-

"f,a>oii.

unl continued until login a.
Kufus Bartlett preached
it was a very line sermon.
1 *'i
Bev. Ezra Andrews of
ached from 1. Cor. is. The
week will beheld as usual:

;•

■

meeting at 7 :.so a.
ual praise meeting,

m. :
o

a.

genm. :

and 7.;’.0 i\ m
?lie grounds are Bev. Ruilunnoii:
Warren Gordon,
xmirews. Wellington: Gideon
.ham
M. Andrews, Frankid:-ew>, Searsport: W. (). stair,
i"g;n

a.

m., -J

The steamer Castine made
the Bangor fair Wednesday of last week with a large
■t oil both days.
They were
ming down the river on both
topping the first night at Fort
second at Sandypoint. The
>p‘*ak in the highest terms of
of the people in whose care
inexpectedly placed, and spec’s the kindness of Mr.
Webster,
O'-iise keeper,
and Mr. Ivory
a summer resident at Fort Point.
ne made an excursion to Camith a large party on board,
line and the trip was greatly
The Belfast Band made an
steamer Catherine to Bar Harseethe British and American
1 hey called at Northport
Camptile Peer Isle, and had in all
besides the Hand. The weather
tie trip most enjoyable and the
"nr vessels of the two great
‘me.
The steamer arrived home
lock.
N >.
as

Ni

to

Week. There is prob■
"f the present day with a
of friends among the New
'lire goers than Geo. W. Wilson,
lias delighted patrons of the
'bed and artistic portrayals
ange of characters during his
engagement with the Boston
Company and later in touring
it the head of his own comWiison's engagements through
"I last year were highly successor new friends were added to
urge number of admirers.
BeThursday, .Sept. 13th, this popplay an engagement of three
: InOpera House. Manager Dav■o
surrounded Mr. Wilson this
Hi an acting company of more
an ability, among whom are
oe names warrant the assertion
“He of the best ever seen at
popuSeveral new plays have also
I this year, and the scenic ef'"iseii are many and ealborate.
,, ville
part of the entertainment,
1
become a feature of the best reI'lupanies, has not been neglected,
high class specialties will be givfeatureof Mr. Wilson's engagev,
1
be a half hour picture concert
!" each
performance, given by the
h.
'bi've Ladies’Orchestra, one of the
iny
""rations of the kind on the road,
lr,,a.' afternoon matinee will be given.
inLights will be
Keseotu Ji evening, Harbor will
l’opular prices
iiik",
prevail durv;

■

■

>

s

engagement.

f
a

any member
nard coid, it

Because, if the children are delicate and sickly, it will
make them strong and well.

L. D. Carver Woman’s State Relief Corps,
of Vinalhaven came to Belfast by steamer
M and M yesterday afternoon.
The work
of the order, under the new ritual, was performed in the afternoon. Supper was served
at t; o'clock, and a literary program presented in the evening.

THIRD—Because,

if the father or
mother is losing flesh and becoming thin and emaciated, it wiil build
them up and give them flesh and

strength.
Because it is the
FOURTH
standard remedy in all throat and

lung

Some visitors in dr iving to Pitcher’s pond
from Belfast lost a package containing some
articles of no intrinsic valve, but which the
owner would be glad to have.
Among the
contents was a personal letter and a bill of
A. A. Howes & Co.
If the package is left
with this firm it will be forwarded to the

affections.

No household should be without it.
It can be taKen in summer as well
as

j

in winter.

GOING

_STILL
BUREAUS

W e have a limited number of
Bureaus, complete with
mirrors, imitation walnut, imitation cherry, and finished light, price $6.50, will close for

Only

few left.

a

Price $4.50.

greatly reduced prices.

left, going quick

ON.

FAIRFIELD LAWN SWINGS

CHIFFONIERS
W'e have a few nice Chiffoniers

SALE*

t

CHILDREN’S CRIBS and CRADLES

gg qq

(inly two

of them left, these we will close
^3 OS each.
another year you will have to pay a much
price for them.

i
Remember

at

higher

<T. F.

Wilson and others are forming a
company to build and operate an electric
railroad, and expect to have it in operation
between Belfast and Temple Heights on
Memorial Day next year. The steck-books
will be opened at once. They w ill also have
a ferry from
Temple Heights to Islesboro to
run in connection with the road.

The North Knox and West Waldo VeterAssociation will hold their annual reunion at Washington Camp Ground Sept.
l‘*th, weather permitting; if not, the first
fair day. All are invited.
an

Mrs. Helen Osborne entertained a large
number of friends at her home at the Upper Bridge in an afternoon lawn party recently. A picnic dinner, with baked clams
and roast corn, was served.

Chat.
The passenger train was two
hours late Saturday night, and the letter
carriers delivered the mail Sunday morning.
The rush of travel on the main line delayed
all the trains—The price of milk made the
usual advance to (> cts. per quart Sept. 1st.
Some changes and improvements are being made in the Peter Lauren house on
Alto street
The State superintendent
<>f schools has found the following amounts
due for free high schools: Freedom, S4.4.50:
Unity, Svhxi.Mrs. Eben L. Fletcher has
in her garden a sunflower stalk with 2:\ buds
and blossoms on it.

Mrs. Ellen Ryan entertained a large number of friends at her home at the Upper
Bridge Aug. .'flstto witness the opening of a
night blooming cereus. The flowers kept
in good condition until the next day.

Only
3

Shipping Items.
Inspector Beazley of
Bucksport was in town last week and looked over the new vessel building in the Carter A Pendleton > ai d.
She is ceiled up inside and the outside planking is well along.
The frame of the after house is up, and
work in all lines is well in hand.11. M.
Bean, the widely known Camden shipbuilder, says that lie is done with adding
masts t<» schooners, and that a six-masted
craft is the limit for all practical purposes.
Libby is making part of a suit of sails
for sell. < >dell— The three lower masts for
Pendleton Bros, new schooner arrived from
Oregon Monday by rail. They are large
and handsome sticks—Sell. P. M. Bouncy
resumed her Vinalhaven packet business
last week after extensive repairs_Sell.
Nightingale arrived Sept. 2d from South
Amboy with coal for the Belfast Light A
Power Co— Sell. Henry Whitney went to
Bangor Monday to load lumber.A. M.
Carter loaded sell. Maria Webster with hay
for Rockland last week.Sell. Lucia Porter arrived yesterday from Port Johnson
with coal for the Belfast Fuel A- Ilay Co.

party of Democrats went from Belfast
to Lincolnville Centre Monday evening to
hear Robert Treat Paine speak, but lie was
sidetracked somewhere and did not appear.
The hall was packed and R. F. Dunton, Esq.,
of Belfast gave an address.

—

put
next rehearsal at the Universalist vestry
tine condition.
It is smooth and level and
of just the right hardness to give horses the Tuesday evening, Sept. 12th, at 7..10 i*. m.
It is very necessary that there be a full atbest possible footing. Drivers who have
tendance as there is great need of practice
been on it this season say it is one of the
on the festival music and
very few rehearbest half-mile tracks in Maine. A crew of
sals will be held in the limited time before
men has put up the fence on the south side
the festival.
of the grounds, and the work on t-lie fences, 1
1 he “tinkers" struck in last week and
rails, well, judge’s stand, ticket office and
the interior of the hall will be carried along | their arrival was first reported from North,
as fast as possible.
The list of purses in i port Aug. 2hth. They were very small, but
took the hook freely for several days and
the printed posters contains an error, the
... catches were made by a large fleet of
race for lady drivers is free-for-all, and not
boats near Steel’s ledge and off the western
A goodly number of
a '2A2 class as printed.
•shore between the city and the Battery.
horses are trained on the track every pleasNow the fishes seem to have struck out.
ant

8

CHILDREN’S CARRIAGE ROBES

Price $24, to close at

day.

tne

regular meeting of the Belfast
A
Kkimos.
CiiATAiqiA
Tuesday
afternoon, August gstli, the menibers of Village Improvement Society, held Monday,
:id, the following committee was ap■Seaside Chautauqua Circle held their an- Sept.
pointed to co-operate with the trustees
nual reunion with .Mrs. Helen Carter, the
and standing committees of the Waldo
pioneer of the Ilelfast 0. L. S. circle, and
in arrangements for
its first graduate. We were pleased to wel- Agricultural Society
the fair to be held Sept. 18th and 19th :
come two members, now residents of anMrs. Geo. 0. Bailey, Mrs. II. II. Johnson
other State, who assisted in organizing Seaand Miss llattie A. Clark.
The members
side C. L. S. C. fifteen years ago and whose
desire that all persons interested in the Iminterest in and love for this institution
provement Society shall aid in the work of
never w anes.
Each member w ore the Mowmaking the fair a success. The next meeter of her class.
After kind greetings had
ing of the society will be held Monday,
been exchanged, a special program for this
Sept. 17th, at 8 p. m.
meeting was given. It included C. L. S.
Xew Advertisements. The great closresponsive readings, singing, the Chautau- ing out sale is still
going on at 70 and 72
qua song, reading letters from absent mem- Main
street. See list of bargains in other
bers, a summary of the fifteen years of Seacolumns. R. II. Coombs A Son are going
side Circle history, a brief report of the
out of the furniture business, and must
general assembly just closing at Chautau- close
everything out this month... .Mitchell
qua, NT. Y., recitations and papers.
These, & Trussed let their
light shine through our
with some incidents and experiences of the
advertising columns, and are prepared to
earlier meetings, occupied the time until our
supply the public with lamps, pearl agate
kind hostess invited us to supper. A merry
goods, tinware, stoves, ranges and furnaces.
of
were
soon
company
twenty-three
gather- Plumbing a
specialty... .See notice of black
ed around the table, beautiful in Moral deccashmere cape lost....A new meat market
orations and laden with tempting food,
will be opened Monday, Sept. 10th, in The
feasting and conversation made this asocial Journal
building by Mrs. 1). A. McKeen.
banquet, indeed. The Chautauqua salute Bert Ilarmon and J.
A. McKeen will be emwas given our friends when about to leave
ployed as clerks, and an experienced meat
for tlieir homes, good nights repeated:
cutter will be engaged. The market has
and this, one more of our pleasant C. L. S.
been titted with every convenience for the
C. gatherings, will live in our memories and business—A
girl is wanted to do general
all w ill cherish the hope of meeting again housework at
the Girl's Home, Xortliport
in August 1901.
( harles Porter of
avenue
Searsport pubA Reeking Reaper.
W. A. Monroe lishes a caution notice .Mrs. Francis Whitrecently bought of G. G. Abbott a Deering more, 2d Spring street, offers for rent a tenesweep rake reaper and is now using it on ment of four rooms
Housemaid wanted
the grain fields of this vicinity.
Monday a to work in a small family. Apply forenoons
representative of The Journal and others at 47 Congress street.
interested went to Mr. Abbott’s farm and
The Hills Family Reunion.
The
saw the machine in operation in a 4-acre
seventeenth annual reunion of the Hills
wheat field.
The grain was very stout and
held
at
the home of Rufus Hills
well ripened and the machine worked per- family was
in Belfast Sept. 4th.
After pleasant greetfectly. It was drawn by two grey mules
driven by Mr. Monroe. The cutting appara- ings a picnic dinner was enjoyed. A musical program was furnished by members of
tus is similar to a common mowing
machine,
and there is a small platform behind the the association, assisted by Mrs. Helen
cutter-bar for holding the grain. There are Carter of Belfast as organist. The meetfour short rakes hinged to the machine by ing was called to order by the president,
Frank Lenfest of Union, and officers were
one end and radiating from a common cenelected for the ensuing year as follows:
tre at the right of the operator.
desThey
cend alternately just behind the cutter bar, Pres., Joel Hills, Union: vice presidents,
Lewis Pitcher of Northport, Benj. Chaples
sweep the grain from the knives to the platof Union; sec. and treas., Lewis Hills of
form and thence in bundles to the ground
behind the machine. It is quickly and eas- Warren; committee on history, Warren
Hills of Union, R. P. Hills, Jr., Lewis
ily adjusted, so that each rake or any numWarren Hills, Everett Hills, H erber of them will sweep oft' the grain, those Pitcher,
bert' Hills; executive committee, Isaac
not so working ascending directly after
Hills and Joel Hills; committee on obitulanding the grain on the platform. The ary, Alfred
Hills, Arthur Stewart; commitmachiue can be worked over as rough tee on eutertainmeut, Roscoe
Staples of
ground as any mowing machine. Thegrain Rockland. A fine address of welcome was
is left in bundles in regular rows, piled delivered by Miss II. N. Millett of Belfast.
Remarks were made by Benj. Chaples, Joel
loosely enough for drying and in such quan- Hills and Dr. Isaac Hills of Belfast. A
tities as to be easily loaded upon the teams. vote of thanks was extended
to Mr. and
There is no binding attachment, as grain Mrs. Hills for the
manner in
raised in Maine has so much other growth which the associationhospitable
was entertained, and
among it that all is not equally ripe and the all voted it one of the most pleasant events
greener portions injure the riper.
of the season.
—

—

Contingent.

Total.85,5 !>;*.

90

The following petition was presented, signed by J. F. Wilson and 02 others, and by the
officers of the Village Improvement Society:
Whereas, a walk has been graded on
Northport avenue extending from the Girl's
Home southerly to the dwelling house of
Daniel G. Hinds, by the citizens and residents along said avenue, free of expense
to said city.
Now, therefore, the undersigned citizens of said Belfast respectfully
that
said
city suitably cover said walk
pray
with bank gravel and cover all necessary
culverts along the same.
The petition was granted so far as relates
to gravel and denied as to the culverts.
i.ii.

.'itmi'in,'

uiiccim in

raxes ior

jw.i,
paid to

French plate mirrors, price $22 and $°4
913 aad SIO~

This signature is

on

evervbox of the

Laxative Bromo-Quinine

the remedy

that curse

a

cold In

genuine
Tablets

m

amJ

&iSi.OO

Oak Extension Tables
have 7 Extension Tables
ranging in price from
*6 00 to gtl^.OO
* ou
have to see them to realize the bargains we
are ottering on them.
e

White Iron Beds
A few

Stepladders, Clothes Horses, Wash
Benches, Clothes Baskets, Paper
Racks, Towel Rollers, &c.,
AT ABOUT HALF PRICE.

Quite

an

assortment of

maimfaetu re.

these,

Only

few left, they

a

all

are

them now.

oi

BARGAIN'S,

secure one

all and look our stock over, vou can't
help seeing
you want, at some price. X,', reasonable offer refused on any article.

something

A

CHILDREN’S CHAIRS and ROCKERS

BICYCLE SULKY
for sale

will sell below cost of

cheap or

will

exchange

for one-horse

clump cart.

SPRING BEDS, MATTRESSES, LOUNGES and
COUCHES,
EASY CHAIRS, FANCY
ROCKERS, WILLOW
CHAIRS and ROCKERS, all at cut prices.

VELOCIPEDES
Buy

tlie boy a Velocipede. Now is the chance, oniv a
of them left.
Remember this is the only chance
you will have to buy one at such low prices.

few

I«o not delay, we must close
everything Voit this month
II >ou want to get your share of the
baigains. remember de.

lays are dangerous.

R.H. COOMBS £ SON, 70 £ 12 Main St.
Opposite

PROFITS

Court
house.

I
;

receiving our fall stock of
Lamps. They are N EW Coops
in new styles, at lower prices than
ever.
We respectfully invite all

are

to call and examine them.
We are also headquarters for

CLARK'S
CuRNbR.

wake a LITTLE profit on each sale, but never more
than a little.
make another little profit when we sell
you a second time, and
another when we sell you the third time, and so on.
That is how our
"

S

r

business grows. Small profits often
modern wealth.

t

repeated

are

the foundation of

; 200 Pairs Cotton Worsted Pants, regular price
$1.00 to $1.50, will close at
98c.
I5O Pairs All Wool Pants, regular $2.50 to $3.50
grade, close at
$149

Pearl

Agate Goods,

Light

and medium
now

Tinware,

to

weight

offering
make

2

at

Suits and

cost
for whiter stock.

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦•

WILLIAH A. CLARK.

Furnaces.

Tailor, Clothier

PLUMBING A SPECIALTY.

Mitchell & Trussed

Top Coats

manufacturing

room

Stoves, Ranges,

Next Door to Phenix House,

and

Outfitter,

Belfast, Maine.

Belfast Opera House.

Saturday, Sept. S,

JAS. H. WHITNEY’S SAN FRANCISCO MINSTRELS.
20

People 20 | Everything Up

to

Date

All

new.

Nothing Old

but the

Name.

SOLO BAND AND CONCERT ORCHESTRA.
WATCH FOR THE PARADE AT NOON.

PRICES—Admission 33 Ceuta,
JES^Tickets

AMMONIA
Toilet and Bath.
Once used always used.

25c.

A BOTTLE.

oil

sale at Mixer’s

MATINEE

SATURDAY

The Eminent Actor,

WILSON, Prop.

■»

and IS.

MR. CEO. W. WILSON,

Thursday, HARBOR LIGHT—Friday. ROHANY RYE- Saturday, ROSEDALE.
Admission 25c.

UEO. T. READ
Is Agent for the

STREET,

EDMUND

Saturday,

Supported by the Beautiful and Talented Actress. MISS AHNES KAHN HAM. and a company of exceptional merit, also M1SS LENKA HOWE'S LADY ORCHESTRA l-i.-asim. N-Iti,■- Between Acts.
Repertoire of Eiays:

PRICES—Children, 15c.

93 MAIN

and

September 13, 1

For sale only at

City Drug Store,

lteaerved Seata 33 and 30 Cents.

Thursday morning.

3 NIGHTS NEXT WEEK I Thursday, Friday

Perfumed with wood violet, for the

,

;

Reserved Seats. 35c.

in hi
Established in 1836.

COMBINATION WINDOW

WASHbR

ana

CLEANER.

iii

CAPITAL STOCK, $150,000

SURPLUS,

Call and see the best thing on the
market to save labor and trouble.

$33,000
DEPOSITS SOLICITED

----

Sate

Call
....WILL

bp:

OPENED_

MONDAY, SEPT. 10,
In The Journal

Building,

Next Door to Uinn & Field.

on

ilepositgboxes for

hint for

#8

POSTS’ WATERPROOF BELT OIL
and LEATHER PRESERVATIVE.

R. A. French & Co.
Have MARKED DOWN all their

Mrs. D. A. McKEEN.
-SUMMER GOODS-

rem at
a

$3, Js $6.50 and

vear.

Our new vault is unequaled in Eastern
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PARLOR SUIT

reported that he had collected and
the City Treasurer, $47,110.39.
M. C. Hill, Collector of Taxes for 1900,
reported as follows:
Taxes collected.$29,453 43
4 per cent, discount.
1,173 13

Paid City Treasurer.$2.3,275 30
The Committee ou Highways was instructed to procure signs forbidding fast
driving and posting of advertising matter
on the bridge.
An order to buy a supply of hand lire extinguishers for the Fire Department passed
the Common Council, and was tabled by the
Aldermen.
The usual order was passed to credit the
Belfast Water Co. with $551.25, the amount of
said Water Co's tax, in consideration for
water service for street sprinkling, public
buildings, etc., according to the contract between the City and the Water Company.
It was voted to remove the sidewalk on
the south side of Main street past the Crosby
Inn lot.
It was voted to lay out and build an extension of Union street between Condon and
Race streets.
The following petition was presented:
To the Mayor, Board of Aldermen and Common Council of the City of Belfast:
By vote of the Superintending School
Committee of the City of Belfast, at a meeting held on the thirty-first day of August,
the undersigned, members of the Suprintening School Committee for ward two, respectfully request you to make provisions for
necessary repairs and changes in the High
School building. The expense of making
such necessary repairs and changes will be
about two hundred dollars.
Chas. H. Twombly,
Chas. S. Bickfobd.
The request was denied by the board of
Aldermen.
The following jurors were drawn for the
U. S. Court at Portland: Grand jurors,
Alton K. Braley, Henry E. Kaier; petit
jurors, Benjamin Kelley, Calvin A. Hubbard.
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The regular meeting of the City Council
held Monday evening. There was but
one absentee from the Board of Aldermen
and two from the Council. Roll of accounts
No. 0 was passed.
Following are the
amounts under the various appropriations :
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A noticeable change at the Registry of
1 >eeds is the decreasing number of mortgages
and the increased number of discharges recorded during the past year, which indicates
an improved business condition.

~

CANE SEAT CHAIRS.

owner.

50c. and $1.00, all druggists.
SCOTT & BOWNE, Chemists, New fork.
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The Advent Christian campmeeting at
begin on her winter time table Sept, in,
arriving at Belfast at about 10.1.} and leav- Washington, .Me., began Sept. 2nd and will
close Sunday, Sept. !>.
The services of
ing at 2.
many able speakers have been secured.
\\ a i. i>o (or nty Fair. The trustees of
The meetings thus far have been well atthe Waldo Agricultural Society have made
tended and it bids fair to be the largest and
the grand-stand secure to accommodate the
best meeting ever held on these grounds.
crowd expected there during the fair, Sept,
The Parlor Musical Society will hold their
lsth and loth.
The track has been
in

i'mki:1 lie at-

"port i> t]■«* largest

of the family has
will cure it.

SECOND

Don’t forget the Waldo County Fair at
Belfast September 18th and liith.
The
Belfast Band will be in attendance, liberal purses and premiums are offered and
the fair will include many interesting features. See advt. for further particulars.

reasons:

route,

■

\ m

should always be kept in
the house for the fol-

The Democrats will hold a rally in the
Belfast Opera House this, Thursday, evenStkamkk Ndtks.
The steamer Penob-1
Hon. W. 1'. Thompson will preside
scot which left here Wednesday afternoon, ing.
j and the Belfast Band will be in attendance,
Aug. J'.'th. for Boston, was delayed at North- j
lion. W. II. McLellan and lion. R. F. Dunton
port by a dense fog and did not arrive at!
will speak on local and national issues.
Bock land until ll.JOp. m. She arrived here
The Republican rally at the Belfast Opera
on the return trip Friday morning at the
usual hour.The Boston and Bangor House to-morrow,
Friday, evening at
steamers enter, upon their fall schedule of s o'clock, will be one of usual interest.
live trips per week Sept. 12th. They have The speakers well be Gen. Adam K. King
ceased touching at N'orthport Campground of New York, and Edgar G. Pratt, Esq. of
for the season.... The Silver Star, on the New York, a former Belfast boy. The
Belfast Band will furnish music.
Belfast, Castine and Islesboro
will

.n <-i

<•

crease, Hollis T. Gowen, Burnham, #14: increase, Francis C. \V >ods, Belfast ;S1J,
The Ckosby Inn Pkopebty Sold. Although the papers have not been signed at
this writing it is understood that Mrs. Ann
M. Chenery has bought the Crosby lot,
the home for many years of her father,
Gov. Wm. G. Crosby, and her birthplace.

HYPOPHOSPHITES

FIRST- Because,

-+GREAT t CLO

Pensions have been granted as follows:
etc., special accrued, Aug.
17, Margaret P. Tolman, Palermo, SS: in-

Original, widows,

OF COD-LIVER OIL WITH

in the business.

Farmington last week,

n

scorn
EMULSION
lowing

"

Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Koehersperger of
who are visiting in Belfast, sail
for Europe Sept. 17th.

Chicago,

the Belmont road, three-fourths of
a mile from Belfast Post Office, Is offered for sale
at a bargain. The farm consists of 113 acres, well
watered, suitably divided into tillage, orchard
and pasture. The buildings are ample and in
good condition. Will he sold entire, or will sell
36 acres and the buildings if the purchaser prefers. Apply on the premises to
EDGAR M. CUNNINGHAM
on

Belfast, Aug. 23,1900.—3w34*

to make room for their
fall and winter stock.

^CASTILIAN

CREAH^

for removing grease, ink and fresh paint
on clothing, constantly on hand; also

TALCUM
.BEST

tf

POWDE It,
QUALITY.

Apply

GIKLS’ HOME,
Northport Avenue.

LOST.
Cape, Black Cashmere, from Cathlic Church, Belfast, to
Saturday Cove.
Will finder return it to Postoifice, Cove.
A

Iw36*

E. BUBKE KLWELL.

PASSING

OF

that was a-towin’ ’em by the horu of
saddle, so to speak, busted the
string, and there bein’ quite a wind ablowin’, an’ big ole waves a-tloppin’
around, the four scows began to butt
an' bump up agin one another like a lot
of muley hulls a-tightin', an’ the cattle
got to runnin’ back an’ forth an' bellerin' an’ a-bawlin’, an, them punchers,
they shore thought their last day had
The cook he never expected to
come.
see dry land agin, an’ he jist vowed if
ever he got back on the prairie that

tug

JACKSON.

the

"I tell you, ieiiows, 'taint no fun to
swim a bunch of steers when the water
is as cold as it is now
The speaker was a short, thick-set

cowboy,

whose liery red hair had gained for him the sobriquet of “Colorado,”
the Mexican name for red, which was
frequently shorten to “Colly” among
the “punchers.”
Colorado, who was carefully rolling a
cigarette, glanced around the circle of
listeners, as if challenging some one to
contradict him. The balance of the
boys evidently agreed with him, for no
one said a word except the “Kid,” and
he, after taking his pipe from his lips
and carefully knocking out the ashes on
the heel of his boot, said:
“J'ever have any ’sperienee at it.

he’d punch

no more cows on

boats.

“Well, bimeby the tug got a new
lariat on to 'em’ agin, an' corraled ’em
all safe enuff at the wharf, but the
cook Towed he war a dryland terrapin,
an’ wouldn’t ever ag'n get into no such

climb down a-foot an’ pack their stuff
on their backs.
The walls was six
thousand feet high thar, an’ they had a
hard time gettin’ down. Course it was
jist a scratch, but I’m blest if after four
or five days’ hunt they didn’t find it
lodged in a pile of drift along the river.
’Twas easy ’nuf to tell Jackson’s body
fer he'd had two fingers of his left hand

shot off in a fight once; so they takes it
off to a place in the valley whar it was
safe from Hood, an’ buries it as well as
they could, an the next fall, when ’twas
cold, he went back an’ packed the remains out of the canon an' took them
clean to the ranch ah’ buried ’em jist
as if it was his own brother.
1 tell you,
the boys was ready to swear by the ole
man after that.”

Register

of Deep Water

Vessels.

PROBATE NOTICES.

SHIPS.

Abner Coburn, B F C'oleord, arrived at
Port Blakely Aug 4 from Ilong Kong via
Port Townsend.
A G Ropes, Chapman, sailed from Honolulu July 14 for New York.
A J Fuller, C M Nichols, arrived at
Seattle Aug. 4 from San Francisco.
Aryan, A T Whittier, cleared from New
York April 20 for San Francisco; spoken
July 15, lat 50 S, Ion 00 W.
Bangalore, at Kaliului July 21 for New
Y'ork.
E li Sutton, E L Carver, arrived at
Honolulu July 28 from San Francisco.
Emily F Whitney, A S Pendleton, arrived
at Honolulu Aug. 7 from San Francisco.
;
Emily Read, arrived at San Francisco
Aug. 20 from Kaliului.
Gov Robie, F Colcord, sailed from Hong
Kong Aug 2 for Port Townsend.
Henry B Hyde, A W Blanchard, sailed
from Honolulu July for New York.
.Mary L Cushing, I N Pendleton, sailed
from New Y'ork May 24 for llong Kong.
Puritan, A N Blanchard, sailed from San
Francisco Nov 2 for Hull.
Rl) Rice, C F Carver, sailed from Honolulu
May 25 for Philadelphia.
Reaper, arrived at Honolulu May 15 from
Newcastle, NSW.
S I) Carletou, Amsbury, sailed from Port
Townsend Aug. 25 for Honolulu
St Paul, F' W Treat, arrived at New Y ork
July 15 from Hiogo.
St Nicholas, arrived at Port Townsend
March 5 from Honolulu.
stated Maine, LA Colcord, sailed from
New Y ork May 51 for Hong Kong.
TillieE Starbuck, Kben Curtis, arrived at
Philadelphia Aug. 25 from Honolulu.
Win 11 Macy, Amsbury, arrived at Sydney,
N. S. W. July 2ti from Helagoa Bay.
Win II Conner, J T Erskiue, sailed from
Singapore April 25 for New Y'ork ; passed

But Colorado’s story was finished,
scrape, not if he knowed liisself. Howsumever, he did get up ’nuff spunk to and as it was about 10.30 the second
tackle the ferry, an’ went over safely. guardmen began putting on overcoats
Colly?”
After we got the wagon acrost we went and heavy gloves preparatory to two
Colorado by this time had finished
back an’ started the cattle down the hours and a half of watching the herd.
rolling his cigarette, and was waiting side canon what leads into the crosThe stars were shining clear and
for the cook's pot-hook, which be had
sin’.
bright, the bells of the horse herd came
thrust into the camp fire to get red hot
“Jackson’s idee was to git the bosses softly over the prairie, making a tuneto light it. Having done this, and takahead of the steers an' let ’em follow ful chime on the frosty night air, and
ing a few preliminary puffs, he an- the bosses.
You know bosses swim as I untied the rope that bound my roll
swered:
an’ the cattle will alters ful- of bedding and kicked it out on the
“Yes, 1 hev', and a mighty tough one anywheres,
ler ’em. 5?o he puts three men in a lit- ground, I could not keep from thinking
it was, too.”
tle boat, two to row, an' one to lead a of poor Jackson’s deatli and wondering
“Tell us about it, Colorado,” said the
kuowin' the balance would foller if the morrow held a like fate in store
cook.
-AYhar was it, an’ how did it boss,
for any of us. [The Argonaut.
him right across.
happen?”
“The boss wrangler hed the bosses all
"Yes, Colly, let's hear the story,"
ready, an' jist as the leaders of the
A Boast Fulfilled.
chimed in the Kid.
herd came down to the water’s edge the
It was just the time for a story.
AVe
in the boat pulled out, a-leadin' a
boys
had come down to the railroad with a
“Just watch me," said the grasshopper,
boss, an’ the other bosses fullered
bunch ol
Preparing for a flight:
“hash-knife” steers, and
in an’ was soon a-swimmin’.
“1 feel so vigorous to-day,
found the Little Colorado River, which right
when
all
an'
was
out
I’ll jump clear out of sight!”
Then,
they
strung
ran. between us and the railroad, swollen
I watched him as he rose in air.
doin’ fine, we crowded the steers into
to a mighty torrent by the rains in the
Anjer May 17.
He kept his word, no doubt,
the water after 'em. They was all powW .1 Botch, Sewall C Lancaster, sailed
mountains. AA'e had waited four days
For down he came into a stream
erful dry an' took to the water easy
from Port Townsend Julie 2!) for Philadellor it to go down, but, it seemed rather
Where lived a hungry trout.
an' afore the leaders knowed it
'nuff,
phia.
to rise a little each day. -As the feed
[Tudor Jenks, in September St. Nicholas.
BARKS.
they was a-swimmin’ in tine shape.
was poor and we had lots of work to
Jackson wouldn’t let us holler or shoot
Alice Reed, Alanson Ford, cleared from
T. F. Anthony, Ex-Postmaster of Promise
do. the boss was in a hurry to get them until we
’em
all
inter
the
an’
water,
got
City, Iowa, says: “I bought one bottle of Portland June lii for Bahia Blanca.
shipped and off his hands, and so had then we jerked
our six-shooters an' beEdward May, sailed from San Francisco
‘Mystic Cure’ for Rheumatism, ami two
just announced that at daylight the gan to fog ’em an’ yell like a bunch of doses
of it did me more good than any other Aug 4 for Honolulu.
next morning he meant to swim the
medicine 1 ever took.” Sold by A. A. IIowes
Comanches.
r.uiei, image, saneu irom 1 oruanu dune
herd across, it was late in November
27 for Buenos Ayres.
“You all know thar’s only one thing A Co., Druggists, Relfast.
and the weather was snappy cold. OverHerbert
Black, \V H Blanchard, at Bear
to be afeerd of in swimmin’ a lot of
In the darkest South. First Citizen:
coats and heavy clothes were an absoN !8, June 22 for Rio Janeiro, ready.
an’ that’s when they gets to “The Chinese ain't so far behind the times River,
cattle,
Mabel
1
lute necessity in the night on guard
Meyers, C N Meyers, sailed from
had swum cattle as we
millin.’ Jackson
supposed.” Second Citizen: “No, Boston May :>ofor Rosario; spoken July 2,
around the herd, and the idea of going
across the Pecos in Texas, an’ the Yelindeed! 1 reckon they could pull off quite lat 7 X, Ion 25 W.
into the cold water was not a pleasant
Puck.
lowstone in Montana, an’ saveyed a respectable lynehin’ bee.”
Matanzas, arrived at New York Aug 2b
one.' lint the cow puncher is much like
from Havana.
what to do. But this herd Colthe sailor, in that he never stops to 'xaetly
What Shall We Have for Dessert?
Olive Tliurlow, J O Hayes, sailed from
oaado at Lee’s Ferry is a bad place to
think of getting wet or cold, or going
This question arises in the family every Norfolk Aug 2 for Newport News.
fer you’re bound to get on the
into any danger, so long as the boss tackle,
it
Let
us
answer
Penobscot, arrived at Montevideo July 10
Jell-O,
to-day.
Try
other side afore you get into the box day.
himself will lead the way, so we were
a delicious and healthful dessert.
Prepared from Boston, via Buenos A vies.
or your name’s Dennis, 'cause
canon,
Rebecca Crowell, M (4 How, arrived at
No
in
two
minutes.
no
all prepared to get a soaking the next
boiling!
baking!
once a feller gits into the canon lie’s
add boiling water and set to cool.
Flavor: ! Bath, Aug o. from Trapani.
dav.
to
on
clean
down
a
hundred
Rose innis Melvin Colcord, arrived at
go
—Lemon. Orange, Raspberry and StrawIt was that pleasant time in the even- got
Port Louis, Mauritius, Aug. lo from New
miles afore he can strike a level place berry. At your grocers, 10 cts.
lylO
ing between sunset and dark. The big enuff to crawl out on.
York via Reunion.
herd was bedded down near camp, and
Full of w ater. “How do you feel now ?”
Sachem, Nichols, at Hong Kong July 20
■>oovi as me cattle got weu strung
asked his rescuers. “Like a Jersey Trust,” for New York.
the first guard were making their
Jackson began to undress lusself. gasped the half-drowned man, faintly.
out,
Thomas A Goddard, J H Park, sailed from
rounds, with never a steer to turn back. lie took off all
his clothes but his shirt,
Then they rolled him on the barrel some Boston July 80 for Rosario.
The balance of us were lying about the
an’ then he buckled his six-shooter belt more, for they too were financiers. [HarWillard
Mudgett, A C Colcord, arrived
camp fire, smoking and talking ‘'boss," around Him an’
at Barbados Aug 18 from New York.
pulled the saddle off'n per’s Bazar.
a subject which is never worn threadhis hoss.
bare in a cow camp. Colorado, who
BRIGS.
The Keeley Cure w ill run as long as there
“1 says, ’Bill, you ain’t a-goin’ to try
had been idly marking out brands in
This important
are drunkards to reclaim.
J II Monroe, arrived at Brunsto swim it, are yon?' an’ lie says, ’Xo,
Leonora,
formula is know n to the members of the
the sands in front of him with the end
25 from Gibraltar.
not 'less I have"to; but if they gets to
parent Company, but to none others. Write wick, Ga, Aug
of his linger, said: "Well, boys, ’taint
millin’ out thar we'll lose the whole to Portland Keeley Cure for information
SCHOONERS.
much of a story, but ef you want to
herd, an’ the only way to break it up is about the treatment.
lyo7
hear it. I’ll tell you how it was.
Dick, to ride out an'
W R Gilkey, sailed from
Georgia
Gilkey,
shoot among 'em an’
Easy enough. “I.” said the young man Boston Aug. 14 for Bangor and Washington.
g:mm»‘ a bit of your navy.” and having skeer ’em.' He knowed it were
risky, with the high brow and eagle eye, “would
stowed away a huge chunk of Dick’s
Henry Clausen, Jr, arrived at Bath Aug
lor if anything went wrong lie was
name in the mouths of
some
5 from Jacksonville.
“navy. "Colly settled back on the ground shore to be carried into the canon an' have myme accursed and others men;
calling
shouting my
Gladys, II B Colson, arrived at Perth
and began:
drowned. But Bill Jackson wa’n’t the acclaim to the ringing welkin.” “That’s Amboy Aug. 15 from Brunswick.
"1 was workin' fer the 'Diamond’ out- sort of a
John C Smith, Kneeland, arrived at Brunswagon boss to stop at anything dead easy,” said the gentleman with the
t up u dali,’ bout three years ago,
to save the herd, an’ sure ’nuff.' ’bout grizzled beard. “Just bolt your ticket.” wick, Ga., Aug 23 from New York.
Press.
an
'die "hi man he came oft down here the time the leaders
[Indianapolis
Mary A Hall, Haskell, sailed from Provigot fairly into the
dence Aug. 25 for Philadelphia.
int'
Aiizona an' bought a bunch of middle of the
river, Tong comes a big
Arsenic Beauty Tablets
BELLAYITA,
Lucia
Porter, Farrow, arrived at New
steers to take up -thar. He had u ritten cottonwood tree a-driftin’ an’ a-whirl- and Pills for the
complexion: 10 days treat- York Aug 13 from Long Cove, Me.
■■ ,igoii-l"'ss
:to come down with ail
:;o
in'
s
treatment
si.no.
.Sold
down
ment
the
stream
RW Hopkins, ITichhorn, arrived at Port
5oc.,
by
<lay
j
rigid into 'em.
"ill:
nig enough to handle two thous- That skeert ’em an' turned ’em, an’ 'fore A. A. llowes A Co., druggists, Belfast, Me. Morant, Ja. Aug 20 from Norfolk.
and head, .in' w. struck the Little ColB F Pettigrew. Morse, sailed from New port
:;yrs?4.
we knowed it they was doubled back on
li tad" l; :v,'i' 'limit the mouth of tiie
News Aug. 22 for Portland.
Call- I the balance an’ swlimnin' round an’
Brushe—“Who is that solemn looking inSallie Foil, W II West, arrived at Boston
yon lo.ii !i■ Wash, where we was to v i round, for all the world like driftwood dividual V"
lie
Penn—“That’s Graves.
17 from Brunswick.
ceive the herdTomr m June. Wedidn’t in a
in a creek. This was what writes patent-medicine ads. A clever chap Aug.
big
eddy
Tofa, A s Wilson, arrived at Jacksonville
have no partickler hap’nin’s coinin’ and Jackson was afeerd of. an’ lie
lie can describe a disease so that
he is. tm
25 from New York.
pushed
Aug
w- a d
the herd t rued uvci all right, j his hoss into 1 lie river an’ takes bis six- the healthiest man aliv*4 w ill think he has
Wiilie L Newton, H Coombs, arrived at
Tit-Bits.
an
I'ii; a' squm ze Mute’ ail branded' shooter in his hand. He was rulin' a got it.”
New York A us/. 15 from Brunswick.
j
:•
m
belni'e we started hack, so as if little Pinto
called
Blue
Tin*
New
Dessert
pony they
Jay.
JFell-O,
any got lost tiie outsit could claim'em ! one of the best all-round cow ponies 1
oi tl
“The Tree People.”
brand: an’ about the last of June ever see.
pleases all the family. Four flavorsLem«'■ puslied ’em off the lied
ground one
“Old Blue Jay he jist seem to sabe on, Orange, Raspberry ami strawberry. At
n ": mu’
'noiit daylight an' pulled our ! what was wanted of Him. an’ swam your grocers, loots. Try it to-day.
lylo
Upon the bl ink of some wood-nestled laket l'eight for the home ranch.
let,
Tong without any fuss. When Jackson
The raven in China- “lx is claimed that a
i lie cattie were all good to handle,
rJ
out
close
to
the
hy foliage, like the tresses of a Dryad,
millin' steers lie Chinese poet wrote the original of Foe’s
gits
an' itilin' give us no trouble to hold
about thy slim white stem whose
Dripping
to
holler
en’
Tiaven’
several
thousand
an'
be
called
begin
years beforeEdgar
shoot,
shadow
nights, barnn’ one or two little stam- j to the fellers In the boat to come back A. was born." "1 wonder how he rendered
down the water's dusky
Slopes
quivering
an'
we drifted oil down towards
the ‘Nevermore!'" “That's easy. ‘Alice
pedes,
an' try to stop 'em. Xow, you all know
quiet,
J.ee's Ferry without any mishaps, 'cept- ! what a
it is to go near a samee no cumec some bumby yettee." Thou shrink'st as on her bath’s edge would
risky
thing
Cleveland Plain Dealer.
in' one night it were a-rainin' like all
] steera-swimmin, in the water, for lie's I
some startled Dryad.
possessed, an' I waked up a fellar named ; sure to climb upon you. .1 ackson knowItch on human cured in ;>o minutes by
Peek to go on guard. Peek got up an'put 1 ed
Thou
art the go-between of rustic lovers;
but
lie
swain Blue Jay right
Wooll’ord’s Sanitarx Lotion.
This never
this,
on h:s slicker, walked over to where his :
slap-dab inter the lmnch an' tried to fails. Sold by A. A. Howes A Co., Drug- 1 Thy white bark has their secrets in its keeping;
We was scatter ein’ an’ stop ’em from millin.’
pony was tied, an' mounted.
gists, Belfast, Me. lyrll*.
Reuben writes here the happy name of Pacamped on the banks of a wash called
“Just how it happened we couldn’t
tience,
Ilis misapprehension—Fanner Honk—“I
Cotton Wood Creek, an’ along there tell: but lirst
thing we seen Jackson hear tell that that long-necked young city And thy lithe boughs hang murmuring and
the wash had cut down into the ’dobe was
right in the middle of the millin’ feller that is hoardin' with you lias got paweeping
flat some ten or lifteenfeet deep.
Peck critters, an' in a minute
Fanner Summertime—“It's a durn- Above her, as she steals the mystery from
they bad crow d- jamas
lie's about half asleep, ail’ he gets off ed
ed
He's
our
house
lie!
been at
thy keeping.
nearly two
poor old Blue Jay under, 'an all we
wrong for the herd, an' riding straight seen of Jackson was his bands went up, weeks now, an' he ain't drank a drop all
I Tliou art to me like my beloved maiden,
up the edge of the creek, tliiukin’ ail an' then lie was lust in the whirlin’’ the time." : Puck.
I So frankly coy, so full of trembling confithe time lie's a-goin' out on tiie prairie mass of horns that was
dences ;
goin’ round an'
“Now good digestion waits on the appeto tiie herd.
Ilis pony sort of balked round. A man had no chance at all to
Thy shadow scarce seems shade, thy pattertite, and health on both."
on him an' gave a snort, but Peck, 'bein’
swim, 'cause their hoofs kep' him under
ing leaflets
If it doesn't, try Burdock Blood Bitters.
a cross-grained sort of a
cuss, an’ only all the time, an’ tl-.ev were packed so
; Sprinkle their gathered sunshine o'er my
half awake, just bathed him with his close a iener eouiciu t come
He
senses,
does.
Watts:
“It
seems
to
be
surely
up between
quirt and jabbed his spurs into him. ’em. anyway. The boys in the boat the tendency of cizilization to put the dol- And Nature gives me all her summer confidences.
lie pony gave a
jump an lanuen m the tried to do something, but "t wa’n’t no lar ahead of the man." Potts: “That is
done in older that the man may go after the
middle of the creek, with six or eight use. fer lie never come
an'
when
Whether
up.
my heart with hope or sorrow
dollar." [Indianapolis Press.
feet of muddy water runnin' in it.
trembles,
they got too close one big steer throwed
Lord, didn't he wake up sudden-like an’ his head over the side of the boat an'
Diphtheria, sore throat, croup. Instant re- Thou sympathizest still: wild and unquiet,
squall for help! We all turned out in a purty nigh upset ’em so they had to lief, permanent cure. Dr. Thomas' Eclectric 1^ fling me down; thy ripple, like a river,
Flows valleyward, where calmness is and
hurry, but he swam across, an’ the op- keep away to save their selves. But Oil. At any drug store.
by it
posite side being’ sort of slopin' like, they kep' up a shoutin' an' a hollerin’
“Old Books Sold here—Dam Cheap" is
My heart is floated down into the land of
the piony scrambled out. Then Peck till the leaders
struck out for the the attractive legend inscribed on a shop in
finally
quiet.
was afeered to cross back in the
dark, shore, an’ in a few 'minutes the whole a back street in Bombay. [Glasgow Even- [From “The llircli-Tree,” by James Russell
Times.
an’ stayed over thar ail night, a-shiver- herd was
Lowell.
strung out for the opposite ing
in' an’ a-sliakin' an' a-cusin' like a crazy
Terrible plagues, those itching, pestering
side, an’ sooner than 1 kin tell it they
man.
When we got up for breakfast was all standin’ on
of the skin.
Put an end to misYour best friend can give you no better
dry land, an’ not a diseases
that mo ruin' at four o’clock it was clear,
ery. Doan’s Ointment cures. At any drug advice than this: “For impure blood, bad
single one missin.’
store.
an’ cold an dark. The cook iie goes
stomach
and weak nerves take Hood's Sarsa"Meantime, the boys in the boat had
down in the creek an’ hollers to Peek watched
for poor Jackson’s
Low Grounds o' Trouble. “We are for parilla/'
everywhere
sort of sarcastic like, ‘Come to breakbody, but they never got sight of it, expansion, aren't we ?" “Yes ; but say, we
fast, Peck,’ an' Peck lie gets mad an’ though they went clear into the mouth don't wan't to annex Kentucky or China."
When at the Last.
swears at the cocinero pretty plenty,
of the canon.
There was lots of big [Indianapolis Journal.
an' said ef he didn’t go back he’d turn trees an’ drift
a-runnin’, an’ we guessed
No need to fear sudden attacks of cholera When at the last I lay me clown to sleep,
loose on him witli his six-shooter, an’ bis
And of the morrow’s dawning reckon not,
body had been caught in the infantum, dysentery, diarrhcea, summer
tiie cook, bein’ pretty rollicky hisself. branches of a floatin’ tree an’
carried complaints of any sort if you have I)r. Fow- When night no more, no more may vigil keep,
lie goes back to the wagon an' pulls his down with it. Pore old
And love’s brief noon is but a dream forBlue Jay came ler's Extract of Wild Strawberry in the
Winchester an' starts fer the creek floating’ past ’em, an’
got—
tried to medicine chest.
they
Back
to the Bast, its sad and variant ways,
when
.]acksou stops him an' turns catch him. but the currei t was so swift
agi'n.
Be thou the warder of my yesterdays.
him back.
do
a
man
When it conies daylight
“Pa,
why
they formally notify
couldn’t do it. All they wanted
they
that he is nominated for President
Peck went down the creek a mile an’ was to
Amid the paths long lost, or sought too late,
get Jackson's silver-mounted mainly, I think, so that he can't get “Weli,
up after
linds a place to cross whar it wa’n't so bridle oftt’n
Where waywardness hath wandered, love
him, ’cause ’twas easy nuff he fails to be elected in November and vow
been blind,
deep, and >o gets back to camp jist as to see that the pony was quite dead.
he wasn't in politics at all." [Indianapolis If there be one that lieth clear and
straight—
we was pullin’ out.
ii en, me resr in
us crossed m tne
Journal.
Unseen,
perchance forgot—Thou mayest
ne isig
oioracio were a powerful
big ferryboat an rounded uj) tlie steers,
find
stream when we reached it, bein' all
Summer
Heat—This is the season for Even in that
which was grazin’ up the canon on the
perverse, perplexing maze,
bowel complaints.
Green apples and cu- The white thread
swollen by the meltin’ snows up in the other
shining 'mid my yesterside, an’ moved 'em out a couple
mountains, an’ we all kinder hated to of miles to camp. Shorty bein’ the old- j cumbers produce them and Pkkry Davis'
days.
| Paik-K ii.j.kk cures them. To the troubled
tackle it.
The old man told the wagon est hand in the
outfit, took charge, an’ stomach it comes like a balm, the wind is So oft hath love’s torch wavered, love's feet
boss afore he left to ferry the outfit an’ sent two of us back to the
failed,
ferry to try assuaged, and the trouble ceases. Every
horses over in the boat, but to swim the an’see ef .Jackson’s
Were the vain reckoning mine 'twere but
body con Id be found, druggist in the land keeps Pain-Killer, and
steers.
to weep;
but the feller what run the ferry said 't no one should be without it in his family.
"You know how Lee’s Ferry is: the wa'ii’t no use lookin’ er
Avoid substitutes, there is but one Pain- Blind Thou the sight by memory assailed,
him, ’cause the Killer, Perry
When at last I lay me down to sleep,
Davis’. Price 25c. and 50c.
river conn s out of a box canon above, swift current would
him miles
carry
And through Time’s deep and labyrinthian
an' the sides break away a little an’ then ; down the canon without
ever lodgin’
Foyer.—“You seemed to enjoy the vaudeways
a mile below it goes into the box
agin, anywhere. So we went back, an’ Shorty ville show hugely last evening.” Loby— Crow n Thou some moment in my yesterdays!
where the walls is three thousand feet
“It was terrible." Foyer—“Put you laughed
Bazar.
gave it up an' decided to push the lieril as
[Harper’s
die."
though you'd
Loby —“Yes; I
high an' a current runs like a mill race. on next day. We was a blue ole crowd
couldn't help thinking how funny it was
It was share a nasty place 10 swim a that
night around the campfire, I tell that I should sit there and be tortured.”
Working Night am! Day.
bunch of steers, an’ Jackson, the wagon
All the boys liked Jackson, an'
you.
[Poston Transcript.
The busiest and mightiest little thing that
boss he knowecl we had a big job on besides
was a-thinkin' of his wife
they
ever was made is I)r. King’s New Life Bills.
hand when we got there.
Jackson was and’ two kids what was a-waitin’ for
LIVERITA, the up-to-date Little Liver These pills change weakness into strength,
the best wagon boss 1 ever see or work- him at
the headquarters ranch up in Pill; 5c. boxes contain 15 pills, 10c. boxes listlessness into energy, brain-fag into mened under,
lie was a tall, slim chap, Utah.
contain 40 pills, 25c. boxes contain 100 pills. tal power. They’re wonderful in building
Sold by A. A. llowes & Co., druggists, Pel- up the health. Only 25c. per box.
could outwork any two men in the outSold by
“Shorty sent a letter from the next fast, Me.
R. II. Moody, druggist.
fit, wasn't afeeredof nothin’, an’, though settlement to the ole
lniob
3yrs24.
man, a-tellin’ him
he couldn’t read nor write, I tell you, what had
happened an’ we came along
boys, he saveyed cows a heap. What up with the cattle, arrivin’ safely at the
he didn't know ’bout cows wa’n't worth ranch without
any more misfortunes.”
knowin’.
lie didn't let the steers water
“An’ didn’t they never find Jackson’s
the day before, so they’d be powerful
body, Colly*?” queried the Kid.
dry an’ take to the river easier.
“Wal,” said Colly, “that's a singular
"We fust got the* chuck wagon over
thing, too. When we gets back to the
on the ferryboat, which was a big conranch the ole man he was orful cut up
cern. long enuff to drive a four-horse
about it, an’ hated to think that the
team onto, an’ which was rowed by six
body wasn’t found. He’d been down to
men.
The cook he was mighty skeery the Grand Canon the summer afore
’bout goin' onto this here boat, ’cause with a lot of
fellers, an he believed be
in
world.
he said ’bout a year before that he’d could find it 'bout a hundred miles bebeen a-punehin’ cows in southern Ari- low the
and
in
3
tin
’cause
thar
were
a
up
ferry,
place
zony an' a feller there shipped a lot of down thar in the canon wliar the walls
sold
is
at
the
the
stores
all
over
cattle up inter Califomey to put on an widened out fer some
twenty miles, an’
island near Los Angeles. They loaded thar were
at
quite a wide valley with
per lb.
’em onto flat scows with a high railin’
grassy meadows an’ trees. So he takes
round ’em, an’ put ’bout fifty head on one of the
PWIHELL-WHIGHT
CO.,
PRINCIPAL
a
COFFEE ROASTERS. BOSTON.
boys an’
pack-outfit an’
each scow an’ a puncher on it to look
goes off down thar. They had to leave
out for’em. Goin’ over to the island the
on
of
the
canon
an’
everything
top

thre*

CURE

> 88.—In Court of
Probate, held at Belfast, on the 14ih day of August, 1900.
Lizzie Colson, Administratrix on the estate of
James VI. Colson, late of Morrill in said County,
deceased, having presented his first account of
administration of said estate for allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal,
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said county,
that all persons interested may attend at a Pro
bate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 11th day
of September next, and show cause, if any they
have, why the said account, should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

WALD

SICK

Headache, yet Carter’s Little Liver Pills are
equally valuable in Constipation, curing and preventing this annoying complaint, while they also
Correct all disorders of t be stomach,stimulate the
liver and regulate the bowels. Even if they only
“

HEAD

Ache they wouId be almost priceless to those who
Buffer from this distressing complaint; but fortunately their goodness does notend here,and tho*
Who once try them will find these little pills valuable in so many ways that they will not be willing to do without them. But after all sick head

SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Bel
of August. 1900. A.
on the estate of *> ilson
Mayo,
Dickey, late of Swanville iu said County, deceased, having presented his final account of admin
istratiou of said estate for allowance.
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal, a
newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
that all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 11th day
of September next, and show cause, if any they
have, why the said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Juuge.
A true copy. Attest;
('has. P. Hazeltine, Register.
the 14tli day
WALDO
fast,
H.
Administrator
on

ACHE

Is the bane of so many lives that here la where
we make our great boast. Our pills cure it while

Others do not
Carter’s Little Liver Pills are very small and
very easy to take. One or two pills make a dose.
They are strictly vegetable and do not gripe o*
purge, but by tbeir gentle action please all who
Use them
In vialsat 25 cents ; five for $1. Sold
by druggists everywhere, or sent by maiL

CARTER MEDICINE CO., New York.

WALDO

■
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j

EXCELSIOR
COFFEE
AND JAVA

The BEST low-priced Coffee the
Put
1,2,
pound air-tight
cans, it
Twenty Five Cents
country,

Snail Pill Small Base. Snail Price.

A Sick Child

be made healthy, happy and rosy by giving
True’s Elixir. Worms cause ill health in
thousands of children and their presence is
I not suspected.
can

it

TRUE’S
Elixir
I
I
expels
worms and
cares all
the
complaints *
common

2’
C

si

1

,,

Ordered, That notice thereof be
weeks successively, in the Republican 1
newspapei published in Belfast, in Vll
‘l'
that all persons interested inav
bate Court, to be held at Belfast, m,
m,
of September next, and show cans,
have, why th said account should
geo. E.
A true copy. Attest:
Ciias. P. Hazeln\K.
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, \>
the County of Waldo on the «.t
M
August, A. D. 1900.
certain instrument, purpoytiu i,
will and testame .c of Caro aae
,)i
of Monre, in said County ot
\Vu,,
having been presented lor pr Date
Ordered, That notice be given t.,
terested by causing a copy of mis ordlished three weeks succcB ivt.v u.
,
Jo.rnal, published at Belfast', ro.tr
pe r at a Probate Couit, to be
wi hin and lor said County, on i,
da
of September next, at ten .,f

TRUE’S Elixir Cures
I Restores health to adults, acts immediately on
the blood, cures diseases of the mucous lining
| of the bowels and stomach, gives tone and
vigor. Price 35 cents. Ask your druggist for it.
1 Write for book “Children and their Dipeases."
DR. J. F. TRUE & CO.. Auburn, Maine.
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it sticks.
Nothing
breaks away from it.
MAJOR'S
Stick to

CEMENT. Buy once,
you

will

buy

There

ever.

nothing

as

believe
don’t
substitute:.

foris

good;
the

MAJOR S ROBBER and MAJOR 5 LEATHER.
Two separate eenipur.-—flip bcT. InT -t, n having them.
K'TAP.I.ISHKP ITT
13 an! 23 cents per buttle at all druggists.

MAJOR CEMENT CO., NEW YORK CITY.

For Women.

Chas. P. Ha/.,

i.

<.

a Probate Court held at be.-;,
for the County of Waldo,on tu,
day of August, A. 1). 1900.
4 certain mstriiment,
purporting
A "ill auu testament of Ly-;i.,
oi
i.eltast, in said County oi \\
having been presented i«.j probaoOrueied, 'Jhat notice be given o
terested bv causing a copy .>i
puUlished three weeks successive.\

At

lican

.Journal, puoiislieu

,i

at

may appear at a Probate Court, ;
last, within and Jor said Counrv
Tuesday of September .next, .it
belore noon, and show cause,
why the same should not be
and allowed.
CEO. E. .JOHN-.

1

■

Henry

Our Most Successful students are
those who combine the Regular Business

Course with the

iM.ISHA

special branches,

Shorthand and Typewriting, or Telegraphy. One rate of tuition pays for all.

catalogue and full inf or
concerning our free offer of a
Rem-Sho Typewriter to our students.
Write for

mation

L. F. SHAW, President,

ADMINISTRATOR’S

FARMERS !
ARE

YOU

INSURED?

July anti August are the great lightning months
More farm property is
at this season
because of lightning than by all other sources. I
make a specialty of insuring farm property
against any loss or damage by lightning or fire.
Send me a postal and I will go to your place and
tell you all about it.

destroyed

c-titf

Ordered,

REV. E. JUDSOK HATCH,
Centre Montville.

Pups for sale.

[

W. L. WEST, V. S.

Belfast, Me.

4 DMINISTRATRIX'S NOTICE.

East Maine Conference Seminary.
or

ISAAC M. HOARD MAN, late of Belfast,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all indebted thereto are requested to make paypayment immediately.
KEZIA BOA RDM AN.
Belfast, Aug. 14, 1900.

catalogue, address

REV. S. A.
2m30

BENDER, President,
Burk sport .Maine.

NOTICE. The subscrit er
hereby gives notice that he has been duly appointed administrator of the estate of

ADMINISTRATOR’S

NOTICE.

subscriber hereby
been duly appointand testament of
RUTH CALDERW OOD. late of Belfast,
in the County of Waldo, deceased. All persons
having demands against the estate of said deceaeed are desired to present the same for settlement,
and all indebted thereto are requested to make
payment immediately.
LUTHER CALDERWOOD.
Belfast, Aug. 14. 1900.

ADMINISTRATRIX’S NOTICE.

Tne

EXECUTOR’S
gives notice that he has
ed Executor of the last will

ELZINA M. CATES, late of Nortbport,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as tlie law directs. All persous having demands against the estate of said deceased are tiesired to present the same for settlement, and all
indebted thereto are requested to make payment
LUCIUS H. DUNCAN,
immediately.
Nortbport, August 14, 1900.—3w35
The subscriber

hereby gives notice that she has been duly
appointed administratrix of the estate of
JAMES H. WEBBER, late of Monroe,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and all
indebted thereto are requested to make payment
ELIZA A. WEBBER.
immediately.
Monroe, August 14,1900.—3w3o

The subscriber

A hereby gives notice that she lias been duly appointed administratrix of the estate of

Fall Term Opens Sept. 4.
For information

NOTICE. The subscriber hereby
gives notice that she has been duly appointed
Executrix of the last will and testament of
GEORGE McCLURE, late of Searsport,
in the County of Waldo, deceased. All persons
having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement,
and all indebted thereto are requested to make
payment immediately.
JANE A. MCCLURE.
Searsport, Aug. 14, J900.

EXECUTRIX’S

Thoroughbred
Saint Bernard

■

.«

Portland, Maine.

NOTICE.

The|subscriber
ADMINISTRATRIX’S
hereby gives notice that ste has been duly ap
administratrix of the
pointed

of

}»etitionci

all persons interested by causin
order to be published three weeks
the Republican Journal, a m-w>p;
at Beltast, that they may appear1
Court, to be held at Belfast, witlm.
County, on the 11th day of t*epteu
at ten of the clock before noon, an
if any they have, why the prayei <>t
should not be granted.
CEO. E. JOHN'
A true copy- Attest:
C it as. P. Haze 1i
At a l'rohate Court held at I’d'
for the County ot Waldo, ou the
gust, A. 1). UKH).
j. bar hr, widow
Baker, late of Liberty, in
Waldo, deceased, having preseni.
praying tor an allowance out "i
estate of said deceased.
Ordered, That the said petitinm
all persons interested hy causing u
der to he published throe weeks ..
Republican Journal, a newspapt
Belfast, that they may aj pear at
to he held at Reliast, within and !<
on the 11th day of September,A. 1»
the clock before noon, and show can
have, win the prayer of said petr
not be granted.
GKO. E. JOHNS1
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. I’. Ha/.ki.mm
>

Bertha

1

..

rALDO SS.—In Court ot I’ronau
fast, on the 14th day ot Align-:
M. Partridge, Trustee under tin
(lore VI. Richardson, late id Stocktc
said County, deceased, having prose
account of trusteeship for allowance

Ordered, that notice thereof be
;
weeks successively, in Tlie Republh a
Unity,
newspaper
published in Reliast, n
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given that all
persons interested may at ten
bonds as the law directs. All persons having <le- j hate
Court, to he held at Belfast, on
mauds against the estate of said deceased are deof September next, and show cause, d
sired to present the same for settlement, and all
have, why tlie said account should not
indebted thereto are requested to make payment
GEO. E. JOHNSON
CLARA P. BOULTER,
immediately.
A true copy. Attest:
Unity, Aug. 14, 1900.
Chas. P. Hazeltink. IbEUGENE

1

estate

A.

BOULTER, late of

1

—

Delia

interference with work. The most difficult
cases successfully treated through correspondence,and the*most complete satisfaction
guaranteed in every instance. I relieve hundreds of ladies whom 1 never see. Write for
further particulars.
All letters truthfully
answered. Free confidential advice in all
matters of a privateer delicate nature. Bear
in mind this remedy is absolutely safe under
every possible condition and will positively
leave no after ill effects upon the health. By
mail securely sealed. $2.00
Dr. E.M.TOLHAN CO., 170 Tremont St., Boston, Mass.

I

ano .now cause n am it.,
not be proved,appi
GLU. h. .Jofi
A true copy.
Attest:

WALDO

Dr. Tolman's Monthly Regulate r has brought
happiness to hundreds nf anxious women,
'there is positively no othe. remedy known
to medical science, that will so quickly and
safely do the work. Have never had a single
failure. The longest and most obstinate cases
are relieved in
days without fail. No other
remedy \\ ill do this. No pair, no danger, no

i"
^

should

MARY

CEMENT; you know

*

if

A

>■

Why try to stick
things with something that doesn’t
stick? Buy MAJOR’S

»

,.

ARTHUR

in

children.
d
J
Pare,
harmless, 1
vegetable. ^

'hn»

Johnson"

S3.—lu Court of Probate, held at Bel..
A true copy—Attest:
fast, on the 14th day of August, 190Or
t has. P. Hazfl
James Work and William H. Work, executors o
the last will of Joel Work, late of Brooks in said
County, deceased, having presented their first ami At a Probate Court held at Uelfa.-i
final account of administration of said estate for
•tlie County of Waluo, on the x
allowance.
August, A. I). 1900.
Ordered, that notice thereof he given, three
4 certain instrument, purporth g
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal, a | -A will and testament oi Min
newspaper published in Beltast, in said County, I of Brooks, in said County of W
that all persons interested may attend at a Pro(.having been presented for probate.
bate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 11th day
Ordered, That notice be given t<
of September next, ami show cause, if any they
terested by causing a copy of rh;
have, why the said account should not be allowed. published three weeks successive! v n
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
lican Journal, published at Be ft a
A true copy.
Attest:
may appear at a Probate Court.
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
Belfast, within and tor said Count\
Tuesday of September next, at t.
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and f.»re noon, and show cause it anv
for the County of Waldo, on the 14th day of the same should not be proven
allowed.
August, A. D. 1900.
OEO. E. JOHN.'
C. ELLINGWOOD, creditor of Mary
A true copy. Attest:
A. Hession. late of Belfast, in said County of
Chas. p Hazelri>.»
Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition
praying that John E.Kealy may be appointed ad- At a Probate Court, held at Belfax
ministrator of the estate of said deceased with
the County of Waldo, on the seen.
the will annexed.
August, A. I). 1900.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
4 certain instrument,
purporting
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
l\. will and testament «.t John y
order to be published three weeks successively in of Lin
coluville, in said County of \v
the Republican Journal, a newspaper published
ed, having been presented for pr<>ba
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Ordered, That notice be given t<* ai
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said terested by causing a
copy of thi?- on
on
the
11th
of
D.
1
A.
900.
County,
day
September.
lished three weeks successively in 1
at ten of the clock before noon, and show'cause if
Journal, published at Belfast, that
any they have, why the prayer of said petitioner pear at a Probate
Court, to be !
should not be granted.
within and for said County, on tin
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
day of September next, at ten of tin
A true copy. Attest:
noon, and show cause, if any thev
Chas. P. Hazeltine. Register.
same should not be proved, approve.
OEO. E. JOHN:*
A true copy. Attest:
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
Chas. p. Hazeli in
the County of Waldo, on the 14th day of August,
A. 1). 1900.
E. MoA LISTER, widow of Hiram Mc- At a Probate Court held at Belfast
Alister. late of Burnham, in said County of
the County of Waldo, on tlie set
Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition
August, A. D. iyoo.
praying for an allowance out of the personal es4 certain instrument, pm porting
tate of said deceased.
A will and testament ot Danm'
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to of Searspoit, in said Comity ot \\.
all persons interested by causing a copy of this having been presented lor
probaoorder to be published three weeks successively m
Ordered, That notice be given t
the Republican Journal, a newspaper published terested by causing a copy ol thuat Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
1 islied tinee weeks sue* essively in
Court, to be held at Belfast, within ami for said Journal, published at Belfast! t!
County,on the 11th day of September, A. 1>. I9»iu, pear at a Probate ,<iir:, to be
at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause,
within and for said County, -m
if any they have, why the prayer of said peti- day of September next at ten 1
tioner should not be granted.
noon, and show cause, if any
GEO. E. JOHNSON. Judge.
same should not be 1 roved,apf 1
A true copy. Attest:
<. l.t 1 E. Jutr
Chas. 1‘. Hazeltine, Register.
A true copy.— \tte-;
Cm as. P. H.iZKt.
SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Belfast, on the 14th day m August. 19'"). LyAt a Piobate I oi.rr lmnl at
man Winn. Guardian of Sarah K. Doe of Burnfor the County -I Waldo, n
ham. in said County, having presented his first
ami final account »t'guardianship for allowance. August, A. I>. 1ui.
that
notice
thereof
be
three
Ordered,
given,
c. penni.\ wMow
w
I weeks successively, in the Republican Journal,
late ••[ l\ i:o\. iu -ani
t
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said Counceased, having presented .1 pm,
ty. that all persons interested may attend at a Jolm Yea ton ot said K1.
Probate Court, to be held at Bellast, on the 11th administrator ot the estate ot
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why the said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. J0HN80N, Judge.
A true copy. Attest;
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

Sick Headache and relie ve all the troubles Incident to a bilious state of the system, such as
Dizziness, Nausea, Drowsiness, Distress after
eating, Pain in the Side, &o. While their most
remarkable success has been shown in curing
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;:nSM EXPANSION,

itf*B1AU

MILITAR-

LETTER FROM SEATTLE.

ism.

Seattle, Wash., August 27, 1900.
Seattle has taken the first step toward
holding an international exposition. Already £500,000 has been pledged by the
business men of the city, and
hearty
support has been given to the movement
in a manner that guarantees
success.
The time set for the inauguration of the
event is 1004, in commemoration of the
date when the great Pacific Northwest
became known to the world
through the
first visit to this section of the
country
of the noted explorers, Lewis and Clark.

1000.
More
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We Guarantee it

In is4<s President Polk offered to pur-
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alleged fabulously rich placer gold discovery in the Copper river district, long
ago voted barren of the yellow metal.
The new discoveries are 240 miles inland from Port

Knowledge of the Bible will refine,
enlarge and elevate the vocabulary of
any one. and the girl who studies her
Bible daily and reads Shakespeare, Scott,
Macaulay and Buskin will be a better
talker than she who limits her reading
to the daily newspaper or the latest
agreeable book. Dickens, Thackeray,
William
Black, Blackmore, Barrie,
Crockett, Mrs. Cdiphant and George
Eliot are all helpful to those who would
be good, bright, varied and entertaining talkers, because in all these authors you continually find wholesome
thoughts expressed in forceful and
strenuous English, and bit by bit you

oi

mensiruation.

1

nev are

1,1IE

SAVEKS” to

girls

at

womanhood, aiding development of organs and body. No
known remedy for women equals them. Cannot do harm—life
becomes a pleasure. $1.00 PER BOX BY MAIL. Sold
by druggists. Dll. MOTT’S CHEMICAL CO.. Cleveland, Ohio
For
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sovereignty.

Haddocks, Plymouth Vein, Scranton,
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many

At all druggists or direct from Dr.
Williams Medicine Co., Schenectady,
N. Y., postpaid on receipt of price,
AO cents per Do* ; si* boxes, |2.50.
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Joaquin Miller, the California poet,
announces that in the complete edition
of his works, which he is preparing for
publication only after his death, his
real name, Cincinnatus Heine Miller,
will be used.

WINTER’S

*

^.go18’

tingling through every vein,
soothe and strengthen every

not been an hour from
Pilgrim fathers landed
i,.

to

YOUR

Mr. Balfour’s recent address on “The
Nineteenth Century,” delivered before
the University Extension classes at
Cambridge, is given in full in The Living Age for September Sth.

AND LATTIMER LEHIGH.

body or brain.

THE CURE is Dr. Williams’
Pink Pills for Pale People.

and with a love for

..

•tong,

NOTES.

The posters entitled “Uncle Sam’s
Balance Sheet” and “That Terrible
Eclipse,” published by the American
Protective Tariff League, are perhaps
Seattle's plan is original and
quite a the most striking illustrations of the
in conditions between 1 sou
departure from the usual method ot difference
and l‘.K»o, which have been issued thus
conducting expositions.
Instead of far in the campaign. These posters can
devoting great space to arts and kindred be seen in the rooms of any local lieSt0Te
E~
exhibits, the purpose is to present a col- publican Committee, or will be sent to Delivered and put in,in b .rrels,
cents.
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for
for
eight
any
lection of foreign products from all
In
Dump Carts,
6.10
Posters “0" and ”H.” Address, Amer5 85
countries in the world, and particularly ican Protective Tariff
League, 13.") West Prices at Wharf.
J5.85
5.60
from those adjacent to the commercial 23rd .Street, New York.
25 cents per ton extra.
Lehigh
doors of the Pacific coast, thus afford?
The Worcester Music Festival is one
ing these countries an opportunity to of the great annual events in New EngA discount of 25 cents per ton will be made
from the above prices
These Worcester
assemble their products at a common land musical life.
for CASH within ten days from
held year by year
?
delivery of 'Joal.
center and give manufacturers an idea Festivals have been
from a time well back in the century,
of what they are capable of and in this and
they have done a great work for
manner promote the establishment of the musical culture of Massachusetts.
The
more profitable trade relations.
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fact
that
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recognized
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satisfactory in weight, quality and delivery.
f Telephone
September number of the New
attention given to delivery outside city limits.
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{ Connection 18-4.
England Magazine. His enthusiastic
Pacific coast, and Seattle has under- article is illustrated by portraits of the
taken the task of supplying the demand Worcester men who have guided this
overcome Weak*
Morrs
institution from the beginning until
|
Dll I O
for information regarding the possibili- now,
by portraits of musical leaders,
ties of trade expansion in Northern and and by other pictures.
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Turning homeward, and taking the
Electric Hitters, and he was soon much betany of tlx* cemeteries should lx* left for approval
"d back the clock of
at ti
beach
trader
the
is
Presidential
office of the Belfast Livery Co. on or before
market
campaign for pabulum, the
provision
Maine. noon
ter, but continued their use until he was
of the Saturday preceding the first
h-d the death knell of wholly cured. 1 am sure Electric Bitters somewhat demoralized. The
Monday
of reader has Mr. George E. Robert’s
prices
of tin. month in which said hill.- are payable.
saved his life.”
This remedy expels malaclear explanation of the meaning of
WATER C. HATCH.
everywhere. But no, ria, kills disease germs
canned
have
been
cut
in
two;
goods
and purities the
“The Kansas City Financial ResoluDANA B. SOUTH WORTH,
triumphed. The sev- blood; aids digestion, regulates liver, kid- butter is 50c a pound; sugar, 15c; eggs, tion,” Mr. II. L. West’s thorough, sideTrustees of Cemeteries.
1J, 1900.—tfJU
Belfast,
May
teil.
It commenced to neys and bowels, cures constipation, dys- $11 and $12 a
We have the largest stock in town of granite and marble
case; coal,$25 to $30 a ton. by-side examination of the Republican
pepsia, nervous diseases, kidney troubles,
and
Democratic
and
Ex>
were pushed to the
platforms,
female complaints; gives perfect health. This condition, however, is said to be
Governor Stone’s presentation of “The
uui became ours.
in our line promptly and at reaNOTICE
Hawaii Only 50c. at R. H. Moody’s drug store.
only temporary, and those who intend Campaign of 1900, from a Democratic and are prepared to do all w ork
Ttion and we took her in;
to stay in this winter are laying in large Point of View.” Other articles of more
In Board of Ai.df.rmkn,
Waldo County Fairs.
sonable prices.
Ordkr No. s.
Belfast. March 19. 1900.
procession; the Philstock of supplies in anticipation of a general interest are Mr. W. W. Rockthe
Ordered, That all hills
shall be
iin

American

thought

chase Cuba from Spain for the sum of
Jloo,ooo,ooo. though lie had no authority
from Congress to make tlie proposal,

inaccessible as

New Kieno

■

Our

|

Range.
Pearl Range,
Alpine Range.

Kineo Coal Furnaces,

<

Kineo Wood Furnaces

Improvements

■

Material,

NOYES & NUTTER

MFG. CO.,

STICKNEY, Agent,
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■

■
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Maine

e

Register.

/ailments
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■

Grenville

Donhani, Publisher,

HUTCHINS BROTHERS & CO„

Bills for

MONUMENTS,

Belfast,

Cemetery Work.

e

s

\

"vike to the fact that one

|

is worth more than

"use
;1u
"

"

[

bonds, sees the star of
d looks for peace, prosgeneration under the beof American schools,

uiuierce,

s

American

laws

justice. If this be im!be Democrats make the

,,l;i

I*.,

Waldo County, at Belfast, Sept. 18-1.0,

Conant, Belfast, secretary.
Penobscot, at Monroe,
Sept. 11, 12, 13, F. H. Bowden, Monroe,
secretary.
North Waldo, at Unity, E. B. Hunt,
Unity, secretary.
West Waldo, at Liberty, W. II.Moody,
Liberty, secretary.
B. II.

Waldo and

-1_

,i.
iv.

"iBi

grace from
ueil Democrats to
oppose
, veu
island expansion
a

poor

—

Pol,

Jtf<crsi

ii:i;s been the traditional
party from the days of
'■'"the days of Buchanan.
Ult‘

A

Shocking Calamity
“Lately befell a railroad laborer,” writes
Dr. A. Kellett of Williford, Ark.
His
foot was badly crushed, but Bucklen’s Arnica Salve quickly cured him. It’s simply
wonderful for Burns, Boils, Piles and all
skin eruptions.
It’s the world's champion
healer. Cure guaranteed. 25c. Sold by R.
H. Moody, druggist.
Im36

rise.

A Night of Terror.
“Awful anxiety was felt for the widow of
the brave General Burnham of Machias,
Me., when the doctors said she would die
from Pneumonia before morning” writes
Mrs. S. H. Lincoln, who attended her that
fearful night, but she begged for Dr. King’s
New Discovery, which had more than once
saved her life, and cured her of Consumption.
After taking, she slept all night.
Further use entirely cured her.” This marvelous medicine is guaranteed to cure all
Throat, Chest and Lung Diseases. Only
50c. and $1.00.
Trial bottle free at R. 11.
Moody’s drug store.

She—“Of course, you have heard of the

hill’s authoritative account of “The
Bureau of the American Republics;”
Mr. Albert H. Washburn’s “Plea for
Consular Inspection;" Prof. Willcox’s
explanation of “American Census
Methods;” Mr. E. L. Johnson’s eloquent
advocacy of the cereal merits of the
cotton-seed; Prof. Max Muller’s criticism of “The Present Anti-English
Feeling among the Germans;” Mr. Walter B. Scaife’s essay on “Work and
Wages in France,” and an enlightening
article on “The Constitutional Crisis in
Austria” by Dr. Maurice Baumfeld.
Prof. W. P. Trent also contributes an
appreciative criticism of Mr. Frederic
Harrison’s last book of essays.

against

Call
see

at

samples.

our

works, Front street, near steamboat wharf, and
HUTCHINS BROTHERS & CO

FRED ATWOOD

,

Winterport, Me

INSURANCE and REAL ESTATE,

city

itemized and shall be approved
by the proper
committee before placed in the lianas of the audi
tor. Also that all said hills MUST be in the hands
of the auditor ON OK BEFORE THE FRIDAY
next preceding the first Monday in each month
or they will lie over until the next mouth.
13

For Sale
Bay

mare,

Cheap.

good size and weight.

Three-year-old colt.
Top buggy.

Skeleton wagon.

Sulky, high wheels.;

Harnesses and blankets.

Offers, however low, invited.

Representing Over Twenty Million Assets

Concerning Seattle, Puget Sound, Washtheory that Bacon wrote Shakespeare’s
consult Bureau of
plays?” Cholly—Awy—yes—aw—the idea ington State and Alaska,
is that Shakespeare was Bacon’s nom de
Information, Seattle, Wash., 0. M. Moore, Kf'
ltf
secretary.
plume, is it not?” [Puck.

FIRE, LIFE, ACCIDENT, PLATE OLASS, TORNADO INSURANCE.
STEAM

BOILER INSURANCE AND INSPECTION.Security Bonds for Cashiers, Contract

ors, Administrators and Trustees.

| Correspondence solicited | Real esute bought and sold

WM. C.

Belfast, July 12,1900.—28

SUBSCRIBE

I

MARSHALL.

FOKJ|i||i^

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL

COUNTY

SEARSPORT LOCALS.
John Davis of Boston is the guest of
Hubert 1\ Nichols.
Andrew L. Allen is attending the fall
term at Kent's llill.
Scott Blanchard is attending the fall term
of the Bangor Business College.
Mrs. Kvie Crowell of Brockton, Mass.,
arrived by steamer Penobscot Sunday.
Clifton Nichols, 3rd officer of steamer
Evelyn, arrived home by train Saturday

evening.
Norman Bussell, who has spent the sumreturned to Newbury port
mer in town,

Monday.
Mr. Milton P. Dutton and wife arrived
last Thursday and have rooms at Mrs. J. E.
Webber's.
Mrs. J>. P. Nichols and family returned to
Malden, Mass., by steamor City of Bangor,

Saturday.
Albert Nichols is taking a course of study
the Bryant A Stratton Commercial college in Boston.

at

Miss Clara Bullard, who has been visiting
relatives in town for several weeks, returned to Newton, Mass., Thursday.
C. <». sawyer otters for sale the house
in the village.
See advertisement in another column,

formerly occupied by himself

Louis Hand, who has been clerk at the
Sears port House during the spring and summer. left b\ train for Boston, Monday.
.1
Baxter and wife, who have, been
spending several weeks in town, left for
:he home in Dorchester, Mass., Monday.

Haled ale. Rev. J. Washburn preached at the church last Sunday a. in. and Rev.
Mr. Tillie preached at the Vose school house
in p. m.Martin Whitten and son attended
the X. E. fair at Old Orchard last week
Charles Vose, Everett Choate, John Foster,
Henry McCorrison.Adelle Baynes and Goldie
Thompson are attending school in Freedom.
_Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Perry went to
Lewiston last Monday to attend the fair and
visit their son_Mrs. E. M. Hamilton and
daughter of Lowell, Mass., are at C. A.
Whitten’s_Rev. J. Washburn left for his
home last Monday.

CORRESPONDENCE.

11 alldale. Mrs. Arrie Lloyd of Sioux
City, Iowa, visited her aunt, Mrs. Martha
Hall, last week—Fred Verkins and wife
of Lowell, Mass., visited friends here recently— J. E. Hall returned from Boston
Aug. 21st_Chas. M. Clement of Lowell,
Mass., is visiting relatives here—Elmer
F,. Hall has gone to Boston on a visit_
Miss Gertrude Breen, who has been boarding at J. E. Hall's, returned to her home in
Boston last week—Bert Hall of Lowell,
Mass., is visiting his father, Elias B. Hall.
Bubnham.
The farm buildings of Albert McNalley were struck by lightning
during the heavy storm Thursday afternoon and were burned to the ground, together with their contents. The house and
barn, which were connected, must have been
set on tire by the same bolt of lightning, for
the flames burst out at the same time in
both buildings. A valuable horse in the

Pies At Once

,

The Glenwood Home Grand range
with asbestos lined oven, and two
oven shelves, bakes three rows of food

evenly at once. The Asbestos Lining
Stockton Springs. Miss Eleanor Bean
triples baking capacity and saves coal.
of Hallowell was in town last week, the
guest of her aunt, Mrs. Adella Hichborn.
_Quite a company of our towns people
attended the Eastern State Fair at Bangor
last week_W. ft. Sawyer and sister, Miss
Carrie, and llr. Webster, left Wednesday
for their respective homes in Cambridge and
Boston. .Mrs.Fred Fames and daughter met
Fie.
with severe accidents, being thrown from a
carriage while driving from the village to
their home, Aug. 28th. The child’s arm was
very badly broken and the mother rendered
unconscious, remaining in that condition
several days—Mrs. G. W. Hichborn and
daughter of Searsport spent several days
last week with her husband’s mother, Mrs.
Miss Alida Shute left The Waldo County Agricultural Society will hold its Forty-Ninth A
Robert Hichborn
Show, Fair and Races at the
recently to to resume her studies at the
Shaw Business college, Bangor.Mrs.
TROTTING PARK, BELFAST,
J. C. Nickels, Mrs. II. II. McGilvery
and Mrs. H. G. Harris of Searsport were in
»» arda ■.
town Aug. goth, calling on friends and relatives_Miss Mary Burns, the guest of Miss
Emily Overlook for the past three weeks,
left last Thursday for her home in Somerville, Mass.John Mitchell of Manliasset,
X. V., joined his wife Thursday, at Mrs.
Adella llicliboru's—Rev. Frank o. Hall,
wife and daughter of Cambridge, Mass.,
arrived Thursday, for a brief stay at Capt. THE
BELFAST
II. M. Griffin's_Mrs. Lulu York and chilWILL BE IN ATTENDANCE BOTH AFTEKNOONS.
dren, accompanied by her friend, Mrs. FosThe hall exhibits and decorations will be in charge of committees representing
ter, and daughter all of Oakland, Me., are the Belfast Improvement Society, as follows:
and
wife....
id'
Stowell
the guests
Henry
Waldo LVum’Y Aukici lti kal Society—F. A. Griftin and wife. H. Mari'!
Wilbert Staples of Portland arrived Satur- Cunningham and wife. E. S. Pitcher and wife.
Belfast Improvement Society—Mrs. G. O. Bailey. Mrs. H. H. Johnson. Miss |
ilay to join his wife and daughter, Mrs.
Julia Winship, who have been spending
some time with his daughter, Mrs. Albert
THE FEATURES OF THE FAIR INCLUDE
C'olcord_Mrs. Jennie Ilragg and son LesFast Races, Pulling by Strong Horses and Oxen, Exhibition o» Handsome
ter left Thursday for their home in East
ca(tl(
and ;Noble Horses, Field Crops, (train, Flowers, Fruit, Culinarv
Darius Berry and wife
Brookfield, Mass
Artvcs
Preserves, Jellies, Etc., Fancy Work, Articles of Home Manufacture, I
Mrs. Lillie
are visiting relatives in town
ing Tools and Implements, Musical Instruments, Pictures, A Race i.
Moulton llarriman of Waterville is in town,
,a
Drivers, A 4-flinute Race, and Some Side Sports.
the guest of her uncle, Mr. James Treat—

Bivkincf Powder
Absolutely

Pure

Makes hot breakfast-breads wholesome—no
Makes cake, biscuit
yeast germs, no alum.

GLENWOOD

WALDO COUNTY FAIR.

and pastry of superior fineness, flavor and deliMakes food that will
cacy.
keep moist and
sweet.
Is most economical, because it is the

purest and greatest in leavening strength.

—

j

In

the easy, expeditious preparation of the finer
cakes and pastries, Royal is

indispensable.

|
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Wednesday,

SeP*-

LIBERAL PURSES £ PREMIUMS OFFERED

BAND

—

—

A rare treat was given our music-loving
people on Friday evening, when the following program was rendered:
Angels Serenade,
Braga
(Flute Obligato)
Mr. and Mrs, George Greene.
Oowen
The Swallows,
Mrs. 0. A. Soden.
Te Sol Quest Arcinea,
Verdi
(Trio from Attiln*)

Tlie Trustees
IX BELFAST.

r

I?. H,

making every possible effort to make this THE BEST FA IK

CON ANT, Secretary, Belfast.
SHIP

Mr. Greene,
Stilles Lid, (Silent woe)
1). Ilisimliche Grusse, (Secretgreetings)

NEWS.

sued by Captain Kldridge and
the Monomoy life saving >:;r
were sent to their homes b\ ti.i

Von Fielitz
Mrs. Greene.
Come May with thy llowers,
Marston
Mrs. Greene and Mrs. Soden.
Selected
Solo,
Mr. Greene.
Woodman
Spring song
(Flute <Jbligato)
Mr. and Mrs. Greene.

Spring’s Awakening,

J

noon.

Lai'xciikp.
launched

ARRIVED.

Kindestimineu, (Child voices)

Ft m

DANIEL L. PITCH El{, President

PORT OF BELFAST.

lute >010,

a.

c.

are

They fully appreciate the assistance rendered and the interest manifested by ripfast and vicinity thus far and intend to give an exhibition that will prove all that r;u
instruction, amusement and entertainment.
All are cordially invited to send in exhibits and to encourage the enterprise by v
Entries for races close Sept. 11th, at 11 r. m. The track is under National Assm-i.

Mr. and Mrs. Greene and Mrs. Soden.
Song without words.

The seboonei

Aug. 20th from tie
Sept. J. Seh. Nightingale, Grant, South Spear A: Co., at Hath SlaAmboy.
tons
net
She will !-.
Sept. 5. Seh. Lucia Porter, Farrow, Port ready for register.
sea in about t\\<» >,•
Johnson.
be eommanded by
apt. ISAILED.
lUickspoi t. and owned by .i
< o. and others of Heston.
Ii
Aug. ;tl. Sell. P. M. Bonney, Burgess, are : Keel I'.'o
Vinalhaven.

sept.

1.

Sell. Sunnyside,

Katon,

Isle.

Sept.

A.

Seh.

Nonpariel, Cousins.

feet, breadth
Deer depth ls.ii teet. and she
which takes in three masts.
Deer for handling cargo, anchorl'oi

Isle

pumping.

Il'er

\

v

mast<

IIawley
and measure '.is feet, w hi;< ; j
sept. •'!. Sell. Ilenr> Whitney, Welch, half that length, she is
Mrs. >oden.
a. “There little girl don't cry.”
Norris Bangor.
w itli turnbuekles, ami will
Sept. r». Seh. Nightingale, Grant, Bangor. yards of canvas. '1 lie eah
b. Tile night has a thousand eyes.
Lynes
Mrs. Greene.
bird's ey e maple, sycamore
AMERICAN PORTS.
divided into
\\<.
The deep rich contralto of Mrs. Greene
portions,
New York, Aug. _’s. Ar, sell. Maggie the
captain's private room,
evinced natural taleni and line culture,—
Mulvey, Bangor; sld, sells. Charlotte T. mates room. ’hive >par<- >;
and the ease with wl ieh she touched and Sibley and Henry U. Tilton, Philadelphia : room and
pantry. The 1;..,
Port Spain;
sld,
left her notes was specially enjoyable. Her •JP, ar, bark Auburndale,
prises tin gallery and fo..
sells. William K. Downes, Brunswiek, Ga.: ward
of these is the «• i.- j >,,
of
the
her
handling
piano;
vigorous but D. D. Haskell, Perth Amboy for Boston; sister
j
ship to the s<
sympathetic touch, showed intimate ac- Flora Condon, Port Beading for Brewer; ed at the same \aid two m
!
Wilcutt Port John- 10 feet
quaintance with the capacity of that instru- ;;l, sld, sells. Sadie
longer._i
son for Bangor: Lucia Porter, do for Belfast;
ment. Gowned in pale blue brocade silk,
1 Sept. 1. ar, sells. Susan Stetson. Bangor: J.
Stops the ( ougi
en train, with
tucked white silk muslin V. Wellington, Pattershall, Belfast: Kuima
and works oil the
eid, brig
yoke and garnitures of dainty Uennaisance S. Briggs, Osborne, Gardiner:
Havilah. Richardson, Savannah;sld, seh.
Laxative Hronio-Muiume
lace, she presented a very attractive appear- Gladys, Brunswiek.
cold in one day.
\'o
tire.
!
ance.
The clear, powerful soprano of Mrs.
A.
sell.
i.
Boston. Aug.
i
Ar,
Hayford, 2.'i cents.
PickerK.
seh.
Carrie
Belfast,
:>1,
ar,
was
more
than
Soden
usually pleasing to Byan.
r.i .i \s
li: i< i ( t
Perth Amboy: Sept. 1. ar, "eh. Sarah
ing,
our people, for whom she has so kindly
W. Lawrence, Carter. Norfolk: J. ar. sells.
reeled We. kly :
I
\
sung on many previous occasions, always to
Man L. Palmer, Baltimore: llattieS.ColI’r<)Uii<
Mni loi.
the delight of her hearers. Dressed in lins,Stonington : :t, ar, sells. Lizzie B. Willey,
]e 41 iia\ f
Apples p bn..
D.
D. Haskell, Perth Amboy.
Pensacola;
white crepe de chine, over white silk, with
Hi.i— C
dried, p l!>.
Philadelphia, Aug. JN Ar, sell. S. M.
_\40 I .anil’
white cliitfon accordian pleated bodice, with Bird, Bath : no. eld, seh. Nimbus, Portland : Beans, pea.
-.40 I .anil' >■
inediuni,
black velvet trimmings, the tout ensemble ar, sells. Charlotte T. Siblev, New York:
Vel' eje>,
J. 40 Mutti’i f
A.
Butter P lb.
•>!»'.'■_ Ilat> p
Mr. Greene possess- I Henry B. Tilton, do.; :vi, ar, seh. Mary
was most pleasing.
Beet
New
I’i’lat'
It..
Anna
p
Providence:
Pendleton,
! Hall,
40« 4,'. I {<•* n 11
ing a voice of remarkable compass, pleased Loudon; eid, seh. Charlotte T. Sibley, Bariev p liti,.
Cheese p It..
"I raw
all with the rendering of his vocal solos Bangor: Sept. 1, eld, sells. Ilenn B. Tilton, Chicken
iv l urk*
p lb.
and quite charmed the house with his Cobb, Plymouth; Isaac Orbeton, Trim, Calf Skins,
5ua7."i Fallow'
New Bedford;
ar, sell. Willie L. Newton,
Duck p tt.
ltatr. Wal t’
admirable flute obligatos aiid solos. Miss Boston.
in VVt o•!
Ky^s p doz.,
«
Fowl
Wall! Wood. ■’
Gertrude Pendleton presided at the piano,
tt.,
2.s.
son.
p
Mu,
.Maggie
Baltimore, Aug.
Geese p lb
Ui.a I V, Wood.
during some ol' the numbers, in her always TIart, Bangor: 21), ar, soli. Wm. c.C.Carnegie
/:</
PendleJlet ail /’ri>
(new) Bath; Sept. 2, sld, soh. F.
pleasing manner. The entire performance ton, Burgess, Bangor; 8, ar, soils. Albert I
Beef, corned, p tt'. sain] 1..IIM !
of
rare
was one
excellence; such as our Stevens, Sargentville; Pendleton Brothers, Butter Salt, 14 It., ls«-jn] i>ai M*
torn p bu.,
r>.*> Miion-' t
people are seldom privileged to enjoy at Bangor; bark Josephine, MoClean, Rio <Yacked
nil. K*-:
Corn p bu.,
home.
AA’e have to thank Mr. Harry S. Janeiro.
Corn Meal p bu..
-V.! I’oU'M k
F.
PettiR.
Portland, Aug. 80. Ar, sell.
Cheese p lb.
14^17. r.uk i !*
Park for arranging this musical treat_
News.
grew, Newport
Plast*-!
Cotton Seed p ewt.. 1.
» s H\t- M*
Bangor, Aug. 20. Sld, soh. Menawa, New t’odtisli, dry. p It..
('apt. Ralph Morse arrived Saturday from
Ct.: July
1. Sluui' r
Cranberries p t[t.
Portland, for a brief visit at home. Mr. York; Sadie Corey, Bridgeport,
10a 14 StiL'ai t‘
Fourth, Boston; 80, ar, soli. Annie P. Chase, <'lover Seed.
Henry Moulton left Friday to join the Ellis, Perth Amboy; 81, ar, sell. Lillian, Flout P bid
1
e.OOn V4i Sail
.~»o SW.-.U
II.Seed pint..
Capt.'s vessel as engineer_Mrs. Manley Grindle, Beverly ; Sept. 1, ar, soils. Izatta, Lard
Wlioa1
It..
p
Lancaster of Bangor came Saturday to New York: Radient, Boston: 2, ar, soli.
Maud Briggs, Port Johnson; sld. sells.
spend a week with her husband’s mother, Levi Hart,
BORN.
Bridgeport; Edward Stewart,
Mrs. Harriet Lancaster.(apt, AVilhur do.; Sept. 4, ar, sells. George B. Ferguson
Cu
r.
mkn
In
Orland.
Josie
Port
is
and
Andrew
AA’est
at home for a visit....Mrs. Sprague
Aug
Reading;
Nebinger.
Whit- Mrs. Adalbert F. Clemeni. a dm
returned from sea last week
Mr. Frank Hook, Boston; Odell, Kittery; Henry
Dki.a.nu. In Buekspori. Aug
; sld, sells. Annie P. Chase,
ney,
Bueksport
Mrs.
he
a
mo,
daugliiAlpheus
AVillard Frye of Boston arrived Saturday
Ellis, New York ; Eagle, Trim, do.
Eaton. In Little Doer Isle.
for a short visit to his sister, Mrs. Everett
New Haven, Aug. 27. Ar, soh. Helen G. and Mrs Hosea B. Eaton. a dm.
a
Oka
In Bluehill, August
Staples, Jr., leaving by boat Monday- Moseley, Norfolk.
New London, Aug. 27. Sld, soli. Anna Otis \\ (it ay. a son.
Mrs. Olivia Ryder is visiting her mother,
Hopkins."
in Trenton, Augm
Pendleton, Noank for Jacksonville.
Mrs. 11. H. Hopkins, a daugnn
Miss David Berry
Mr. and Mrs. McKenProvidence, Aug. 27. Ar, soils. Levi An- died.
ney and Mrs. Cartwright and son left Satur- drews, Fernandina; R. Bowers, Brunswick,
Ga.
MARRIED
day for their homes in Massachusetts_A
Perth Amboy, Aug. 28. Sld, soh, 1). 1>.
telegram was received on Friday announc- Haskell, Boston.
Ap.HOTT-MoNKor.
In Bln- !
Brunswick, (4a., Aug. 20. Ar. soli. Her- Calvin ('. Abbott and Miss Add
ing the death of Mrs. Octavia Heagan, after
ald, New York; 81, ar, soh. Laura M. Lunt, of Sedgwick.
a brief illness of three days, at the resiBoston.
Hahdinu-Timm. In B«-lfa~: s
dence of her sister, .Mrs. 11. M. Noyes at
Rockland, Me., Aug. 27. Ar, brig Jennie Rev. (ieo. S. Mills, Edgar 1.. li
Elizabeth 11. Timm, both of R<
Vinalhaven. The funeral took place Sun- Hulbert, Leighton, Louisburg, C. B.
In
Ki ns ia
Tki n i*\
Blm
Port Townsend, Aug. 25. Sld, ship S. D.
day, from the home of her brother, (.apt.
Kenney of Sedgwick and
Carleton, Amsbury, Dutch Harbor not Henry
I
Trundy of Bluehill.
Frank Marden, the interment being at Pros- Honolulu).
New Haven, Ct., Sept. 1. Ar, soh. Mary
pect. A most kind and estimable woman,
I > 1 to l>.
L. Crosby, Augusta, Me.
her many friends in this vicinity extend
Perth Amboy, N. J., Sept. 1. Sld, soh.
deepest sympathy to her friends in their Gladys, Colson,
A rw
.i».
in burksport, A
Brunswick.
bereavement
Mrs. Edward Lafolley is
Alumni, ap'd TJ years. 11 month
Sail Francisco, Cal., Sept. 1. Ar, ship
In Rockland. Autiii"i
bim>
quite seriously ill_Miss Adella Frost is Dirigo, Goodwin, Honolulu.
bird, ap’d -11 years, months :.i
8.
soli.
MetheSld,
View,
Mass.,
Bay
Sept.
Dl l.ANi
111 \ < rolla. Aii.pls!
visiting her aunt, Mrs. Orilla Libby_ besee,
Snow, Jacksonville, Fla.
Delano, ap'd
years, to mon11 w
Mrs. ,1. F. Ryder left by Monday's boat en
Dome, in oiland. Anpist
Bueksport, Me., Sept. 1. Sld,soli.Thallium,
.1. I>orr. ap'd n.*» year-', s nioniii
route for her home in Liverpool, Eng.
(new) Greenland.
••
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fressing

and

Tuesday

Care must be taken to avoid baking powders made
from alum.
Such powders are sold cheap, because
Not only
they cost but a few cents per pound.
will they spoil the cake, but alum is a corrosive acid, which taken in food means injury to health.

was

Cooking Easy"

Mitchell & Trussell, Belfast,

was

Libebty. A Republican mass meeting
held in this place Tuesday evening,
Aug. 28th. The meeting w as called to order
hy G. H. Cargill, chairman of the Republican town committee, who called upon Arwill
give thur Ritcliie to act as chairman of
The ladies of the Congl. society
ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO., 100 WILLIAM ST., NEW YORK.
the meeta lawn party on the grounds of Capt. Geo.
ing. With a few well chosen words Mr.
afterA. Carver, at Moose Point, Friday
Swanvii.i.e. Mrs. Harry Applin has reMiss Sibelle CumEast Searsmont.
Ritchie introduced the speaker of the evenThe funds will be deturned to her home in Somerville.\. Ross !
noon from d.HO to 7.
the Ron. Victor B. Dolliver of Iowa,
mings left Aug. 31st for her home in New
ing,
Admishas gone to Somerville to attend York
voted to the church repair fund.
who discussed the issues of the present Nickerson
City....Marcellus Goddard and wife
X. C. Shute will run his buckschool.Hon. A. E. Nickerson has return- j of Camden spent last week with her sister,
sion i'»c.
campaign in an able and thorough manner.
schools began last Mrs. Arad
ed
from
boards from the hotel during the aftenoon.
Chicago—The
Mahoney—Mrs. John Cunningj
.George N. Stevens recently cut his leg
Monday morning.F. E. Nickerson has ham and two sons, George and John, reThe teachers for the schools in town are quite badly.The entertainment and fair
Mrs.
and
Mass.Mr.
returned to Everett,
turned to their home in Franklin, Mass.,
assigned as follows: High, Mr. Milton P. given hy “Ma Sweet” Friday evening, Aug. Henry Knox have a baby girl.Dr. Pliillip j
Aug. 27th— Arad Mahoney and wife were
Hutton; assistant, Miss Fastnet Erskine; 31st, was very successful. About §20 were
D. Greeley
in Liberty Aug. .list.Mrs. Abbie Marricleared.Frank Spaulding and mother of Greeley is slowly improving—S.
PriB.
Rice:
Miss
Jannette
Intermediate,
of Hampden was in town Sunday. Mrs. j ner has returned from
Howare
Xorthport
at L. F.
Somerville,
Mass.,
No.
visiting
1
1,
Katherine
Miss
Kneeland;
mary,
Oreeley and two children and her mother, ard Elms of Dedham, Mass., was at home
Miss Addie Crockett: No. ‘*, Fred Nicker- Hurd's—Mrs. Charles Rhoades of Belfast Mrs. G. T. Nickerson, returned with him.
Miss Mabel
j for a tew days last week
is in town for a few days.W. B. Chase,
son : No. 8, Mrs. Milton P. Dutton; No. 7,
....The W. C. T. U. mass meeting was held Mar liner
spent Aug. 27th in Xorthport, the
pastor in this place, preached at the session
Mrs Nellie Randall.
here Tuesday.Mrs. M. A. Pierce of
of the Quarterly meeting at Morrill Sept.
guest of her aunt, Mrs. Mark A. Wadlin—
Rhode Island is the guest of her sister, Mrs. Irvin E. Howard and wife of Belfast were
At the stated meeting of Mariners’ Hodge :
15*1. Several members of the church, with
in town Aug. 31st, the guests of his uncle,
Tuesday evening two visitors were in! the pastor, will attend the Baptist Associa- R. G. Royal.
attendance who were greeted very cordially tion
Monroe. Among recent visitors in town ,E. P. Mahoney.
at St. George this week_
meeting
1
by the members present, although most of Fires are doing much damage in the are Dr. and Mrs. J. J. Sewall and Miss
.south Montvtlle. Mr. and Mrs. C. W.
them were too young to remember the visitors woods around
Alice Bryant from Roxbury, Mass., Mrs.
here.
of Portland were guests of their
as members of the fraternity. One was James
Eliza Neally from Old Town and Mr. Noyes Dickey
Mokkill. The Baptist quarterly meeting
1. Johnson, now residing in Bridgeport, !
The latter joined his uncle, Parkman Woodman, last Saturday
from Massachusetts.
held here last Saturday and Sunday was
and Sunday
Walter Peavey arrived at
Alabama, a past master of the lodge, and j
wife, who has spent the summer here—
well attended.
Delegates were present Miss Linda Chase has gone to Pittsfield to his uncle’s, W. S. Pottle's, last Saturday
who ha.- retained his membership through
from the churches in Liberty, China and
a ! these wars, but had not visited his lodge j
attend the fall term at the M. C. 1.Leon- night, and left for home Monday.School
Mr.
other
was
The
for
Pillsbury Knox, and sermons were delivered by Miss ard Colson, who had his leg amputated at began Monday morning with Miss Hattie
years.
Miilett of Belfast, Rev. 11. IV. Abbott of
of Searsmont as teacher—Mrs. B.
I 'olliver, \ native of Searsport, though a
the Bangor hospital lias been brought to his Burgess
Palermo, Mr. \Y. 1!. ( base of Liberty and home here. Ilis daughter Esther, who has F. Knowles came home Sunday, for a week.
•i em.w «»f Augusta Lodge, who visited the
Dr. (I. K. Berry ol' New York. Excellent muMrs. Emma Leighr and son, who have
iodic in June, is*.'.
Mr. Dolliver was acso faithfully cared for him during all his
sic was furnished Sunday by several from the months of
visited for several weeks at her father’s,
sickness, accompanied him
uon.j allied by Li> son, Dr. L. L. Dolliver, a
The good people of this Frank
Liberty choir.
member of the same lodge.
Nye and wife returned from a visit John Q. Adams', start for their home in
place gave their visiting brethren a hearty to Pittsfield.... Edward Scribner and Charles Brighton, Mass., to-day. They will spend
«»i::
.xky.
Mrs. Emily R. Young died welcome to their homes.Mrs. Lottie
Ryder will attend the fall term at the E. M. a little time at her sister’s in Camden on the
mi b.-ard steamer Penobscot on the passage
March has arrived home from Belfast, and
Mrs. Wm. Morse went with her
C. s., Bucksport— The Monroe \V. C. T. way
fi'ci: Boston to Searsport l ist Sunday morn- we are glad to learn is
very much improved 1'. will attend the mass meeting at Swan- father to the funeral of her nephew, Wm
ing. '••on after tin* steamer left Camden. in health—Oscar storer, Esq. of Boston, ville
Sept. 7th—Braddie Webber has gone Nutt, in Freedom, Sunday—Miss Inez PeaMi '. Y oung was the oldest of nine children
Mass., returned to his business last Mon- to the Normal school at Castine.Mrs, ve\ continues very sick at her uncle’s, Oo.
ot "lie :ate
The seventh annual reunion
\pjdeton ami Lucinda Band) day— tiur people are getting home from Lizzie Parke Me Keen is at home from F. Randall's
Bo-then. Sin- was born in Thorndike, Nov. Nortliport Camp Ground, and we are glad
of the Norton family was held at the home
Waldoboro, where she spent the summer.
'ami was consequently nearly 74
tn see them around our streets again.
of O. W. Ripley last Saturday.
IVe
...Miss Gertrude Webber returned to
d.
\eai>
She married George W. Young learn that Supt. J. R. Mears lias been hav( enthe Mom vii.le.
The barn on the
Hattie
week.Miss
Lowell, Mass., this
and ill *y moved to Searsport in ISM, where
ing quite a sick spell down there_The
of New burg visited at Mrs. Clias. Fred Lucas farm on Ayer's Ridge was burnHumphrey
Mr. Young was employed in the shipyards speech here by Hon. V. B. Dolliver was
Johnson's last week-George and Arthur ed just at night, Sept. ls,t. There was hay in
until the fall of isr>.a. when lie enlisted in very much enjoyed by a large audience.
Wade returned to Boston last week, after a it. and no insurance. The tire is said to
tin* i>t Maine Heavy Artillery, war of the Our young Republicans erected a couple of
have been set b\ a little boy of John Boynbrief visit to their parents.
Mr. Young died May 20, 181*2. poles tire same day at the post otliee and
rebellion.
ton’s, who is the present tenant of the
to
the
sudbreeze
tile
news
of
the
Star
The
sad
whom
three
are
Wixtkkpoiit.
had
live
of
Hung
BanSpangled
children,
They
building—1L C. Averill of Boston is at
iivii.g —Harriet and Franklin, who lived ner, carrying the names of McKinley and den death of Lieut. Roy I,. Fernald, which
E. A. Sprowl’s
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
was received here last Sunday, was a crushwith their mother in Searsport, and Wel- Roosevelt.
Bowler of Bethel were at <>.
Cushman’s
blow to his family, and cast a gloom last week.... Mrs. Annie Cube and Miss
resides in Cambridge, Mass.
come. who
Appleton. Ben. Keller, Clarence Sim- ing
over the whole community.
Mrs. Young was a member of the M. E.
Roy was not Alice Barlow from Northport were at E.
mons, and Misses Eva Keller. Edith Gusliee,
a brave soldier, an honorable, upright
church, and Rev. H. W. Norton conducted Florence and Carrie Gushee
E. Sprowl’s a few days ago—Mr. and Mrs.
have returned only
the funeral services at her late residence to Castine to resume their studies at the young man in his private life, but was a Benj. Covven of Thorndike and Mrs. Bert
His
in
the
favorite
father,
village.
Leonard of Belfast were at Yolney ThompTuesday. The remains were taken to Normal School ...G. A. Page, Mrs. Page general
who is in a critical condition at a hospital in son’s last
Thorndike for interment.
and daughter, Mrs. Georgia Ripley, attended
Sunday... M. M. Wentworth and
New Vorn, his mother and sister at home, W. B.
the reunion of the loth Regiment at VinalJaquith put some new finish on ().
and his only brother, Charles, in Boston,
Cushman's house last week, and did some
haven, going from there to Blueliill, where have the heart-felt
SOUTH SKARSPORT ITEMS.
sympathy of a host of shingling. They are now
working for F. B.
The veterJoin. Murphy has returned to his home they remained until Aug. 21st.
friends. A dispatch from Washington was
Jackson, entirely remodeling the outside of
ans and their ladies were right royally enin llo>ton.
received by Mrs. Fernakl Monday morning, his house.Mrs. T.
A. Cushman and famtertained by the people of Vinalhaven, who
David Newcomb of Newburg was in tow n
continuing the sad news, and stating that ily are spending the week at their cottage
are known far and wide for. their hospitallast Minday.
the body had not been recovered. She also at the
Washington Campground.Miss
ity: and on this occasion they certainly received a letter from
Roy, written about Ella Frye has returned to Belfast after
Miss Margaret Merrithew has returned to sustained
their reputation for liberality
and
that
well
he
was
1st,
August
saying
Lynn, Mass.
a four weeks’
visit with her parents.
lien thieves are doing a thriving business
comfortably situated and telling her not to .Citizens from all parts of the town
Mi<> Nettie Prescott of Belfast is in town in this vicinity. (>ne night recently GO or 70
Mrs.
about
him
Octavia
Heagan, assembled in the town hall
worry
nice fat chickens were stolen from George
Thursday
visiting Mrs. K. G. Smart.
who died at Vinalhaven last week, has two
evening to listen to the address by Mr. J. M.
Mr>. Buth Smart is visiting her brother, Stewart’s hennery—II. C. Pease and wife daughters here—Mrs. Annie Tainter and
Harris
of
All
Pennsylvania.
pronounced it
were at N'orthport Camp Ground recently,
S. J. Cunningham, at Searsporl village.
Mrs. Heagan has
Mrs. Jennie Thayer.
an excellent presentation of the Republi—Miss Beatrice and Master Homer Smith
Hazel Smart is in Brooks visiting her j
spent most of her time for several years can side of the question.
of West Rockport are visiting their aunt,
with her daughters, and had many friends
grand-parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ezra Patch.
Mrs. Mary Ilanly—Mrs. F. J. Oakes of
North Stockton Springs. Mrs. Emto the
Quite a number from here attended the New York, who has just returned from here, who will extend their sympathy
ma Partridge lias some very interesting
were
sadhearts
bereaved
ones
Many
camp-meeting at Maple Grove last Sunday. Paris, is spending a few weeks at her sumsouvenirs sent by her son Eugene from the
dened on hearing of the sudden death of
Miss Clara Kyan, who has been in town as mer home, “Sullivan Farm.”—Sixteen lads
Islands. Among the curiosities
Mrs.
Charles E. Philippine
the only child of Mr. and
the guest of her aunt, Mrs. II. E. Bobbins, and lassies attended the hurdy gurdy dance
is an odd Chinese cabinet and a large fan
which occurred at their home in
Howe,
lias returned to her home in Liberty.
at Searsmont, Saturday night, Aug. 25th.
screen of very brilliant colors, a box of
i.iuto r.veiyn w uiaru
t oillaml Aug. --[ill.
shells of almost every shape and hue ami
Mi'S Edith Ladd, who has been in town It was a straw ride, with Albert Gushee as was
one year and a half old, but she
only
several pretty varieties of coral. Miss C.
for the past live weeks visiting her aunt, driver.
was an unusually bright and lovable child,
Mr- P. G. Warren, left by Monday's boat
Unity. Mrs. Kate Farwell is happy. It and the parents are almost crushed under Ada Partridge has a beautiful fan of white
for Attleboro, Mass.
is a nice 12-ponnd baby boy, born Aug. 27th. the sudden bereavement.
The remains feathers, hand-painted and tipped with peacock feathers. Mr. Partridge also sent a book
Th* Masses Maine and Annie Gallon and -liartlett A Chase have tinned the roof were brought here for burial and the funerof songs composed and sung by the soldiers
of
their
al
was
held
at
the
homeof
the
mill—l»rs.
,s.
W.
Johnson
Mr Frank Gallon, who have been boarding
of Belgrandmother,
and their friends and a book describing the
with Mr. and Mrs. Wm. J. Mathews, have fast, Hurd of Thorndike and Cook of this Mrs. M. L. Willard, Rev. J. W. Hatch ofislands, and photographs of his company.
town recently performed a successful oper- ficiating.
Masters Melvin Simpson, Harry
returned to their home in Boston.
Miss Hertha Partridge and S. li. Littlefield,
ation on Mrs. Melzer Stevens_Dr. Soule Hill, Karle Lougee and Harold Philbrick
also received interesting curiosities.
from Massachusetts, a former resilient of acted as pall bearers-A. L. Blaisdell,now Jr.,have
Mr. Partridge was ili with climactic fever
Pbospkct Vm.i.agk. The many friends this
town, has rented the Charles Mean's. of St. Mary’s, Pa., has arrived and is run- for
some time in the hospital at Cavite, and
of Mrs. Fred Karnes and daughter of Stock- stand and will move
very soon.Mrs. ning his corn factory at his farm. Mrs. with a hundred more sick
soldiers was
ton Springs were pained to learn of their
Hannah Hodgdon while out riding last Blaisdell and Miss Annie accompanied him
sent to California on a transport and is now
recent accident, and all wish them a speedy
week was tipped from her carriage, hurting here.Mrs. S. J. Chipntan of Houlton is
in the hospital in San Francisco. In a lettei
recovery. They were thrown from their her shoulder anil
bruising her face badly. visiting at the home of her brother, James from there Mr. P, states that two soldiers
carriage_Josiali Colson lost one of his She was
very fortunate to escape further Freeman.Mrs. Eliza Norton and daugh- committed suicide on the homeward
trip.
horses at Seal Harbor last week, and Fred
injuries—G. T. Whittaker and wife from ter, Mrs. Swift of New Bedford, and Mrs. At that time he had not heard of his brother
horse
1st_
lost
a
valuable
Sept.
Healey
Troy were the guests of .Mr. and Mrs. K. E. T. L. Keppler of Dorchester, who have Isaac’s death, killed at the battle of TienMany from here attended the Maple Grove McCauslin last Sunday.Mrs. Robert been visiting Mrs. John Sprowl, have reTsin, July 13, but a few days later a paper
eampmeeting last Sunday ...Master Gilbert Cookson, who has been stopping with her turned to their homes, and Mrs.
Sprowl ac- was receiveil from Eugene containing a
Williams of Boston, who has spent the
Mrs.
for
a
sister,
George Grant,
time, went companied them.Miss Agnes Morrill of notice of Isaac’s death.Mrs. Lizzie
II. Littlefield and family,
summer with c.
to Belfast Saturday and will return from Portland is the guest of Mrs. J. F. Hussey. Jacobs of
Clifton, Mass., is visiting at Mr.
Mr. Norton and there to
returns home this week
her home in Bangor_Ed. ReyMrs. Thomas Atwood has returned from James Jacobs’.Miss Helen Littlefield
daughter of Bangor were guests of Mr. and nolds lost a
good driving horse and a valua- her visit to lslesboro—Mrs. Nora Chaseof visited Miss Eva Phillips at her summer
The reand Mrs. James Haley last week
ble colt last week. It is thought they were Dedham, Mass., visited her mother, Mrs. home in
Mr. S. B.
Searsport last week
mains of Mrs. Octavia Ifeagan of Stockton
struck by lightning, as they were found Nathaniel Page, last week.Lizzie Gregg
Littlefield, Jr., is quite ill... The I’rospeot
Springs, who died in Vinalhaven, were dead within a few rods of each other in his Atwood is
visiting her grandparents, Fred ami North Stockton Springs mixed basebrought here and buried in our village
Mrs. Annie Walker of ball nine played against the Searsport nine
pasture after a severe thunder storm_ Atwood and wife
cemetery Sept. 2d.
Ben. Fogg and Will Fuller intend to move Gardiner has been visiting relatives in last
Thursday, and defeated them with a
Hr. and Mrs. J. E. Cook into their new houses this week.The town-Mrs. C. F. Jose and children re- score of to to 3. Herbert Porter
North Troy.
pitched for
and son, Master Sawyer M., of Unity call- rustieators who have been spending a week turned to their home iu Portland Saturday. the home nine with his usual good success.
ed on friends in town Sunday—Miss Caro in Noriliport returned the first of last week. .Percy Moody and wife are visiting his Mr. Porter
belongs in Salem, Mass., and he
Hoxie, who has been visiting her aunt, —The sudden death of Mrs. W. A. Luce, mother, Mrs. Rebeeca Moody_Mrs. Ed- left for home on the Boston boat after the
Mrs. O. B. Klioades, returned to her home which occurred recently, cast a deep gloom win Cook and three children of Charlesgame, Thursday. The heavy batting and
in Skowhegan Monday.Mrs. Ada Noble over the entire community.
Her husband, town are visiting relatives iu town... .Rufus double
plays were the features of the game
relatives
and
on
friends
called
Pittsfield
of
one daughter, aged 7, and one son, aged 4,
Nealley and wife of Monroe visited relatives on the Prospect side. The nine took teaafter
of
Etna
Getchell
in town Sunday.Mark
survive her. She was a woman of a lovable in town last week.Rev. I. H. W. Wharff the game at Mrs.
Phillip’s summer residence
and son Jesse were the guests of G. B. disposition, wearing with meekness the ster- and wife spent a day in town on their way in
Searsport and on Friday evening they
Cook and wife Sunday.Everett Myrick, ling qualities and Christian graces which home from Northport. ...Extensiveimprove- were
given a reception there—Mrs. Fred
who w ith his children, Guy and Merle, have daily adorned her life. She was a most de- ments, costing about $1,000, have been Eames
and little daughter Beatrice were
been visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs. voted wife and mother and in her death the made on the Blaisdell lot in the cemetery.
thrown from the carriage last Tuesday. The
Freeman Myrick, will return to their home church and community have met with a The stone work was done by Charles Mc- little
girl’s arm was broken and Mrs. Eames
in Massachusetts in a few days, taking in great loss.
As a teacher in the Sunday Dermott and the grading by Wrn. Baker was so
seriously injured that she is still unand Ernest Damon.Capt. John Philthe State fair at Lewiston on their way.... school her gentle, earnest manner won the
brook’s new house on Main street is pro- conscious—Mr. T. M. Lathrop is at home
Hr. J. K. N. Smith of Calais, who has been full love and respect of all her scholars and
rapidly. It will be a very pretty from Dark Harbor for a few days and is
the guest of O. B. Rhoades and wife for by them her death will be mourned and
ome when completed.... A prohibition lecfriends in this vicinity....Mrs.
on
ture
was
her
to
Pittsfield
cherished.
Brief
services were
Monday
given at Union Hall Saturday visiting
memory
several days, went
It was a Octavia Heagan died last week at VinalGrant
Hon.
Rogers.
held
at
the
in
the
evening
forenoon
of
by
conductparsonage
Hatch
A.
P.
his way home.... Rev.
Aug. 28th, by Rev. Jacob Crosby of Brewer, good lecture and was well attended.The haven and her remains were brought home
ed the services in Unity Sunday, in the after which the remains were taken to town schools, with the exception of the and the funeral was at the residence of her
last Monday.
Union, Me., for burial.
brother, Capt. Frank Marden, last Sunday.
place of the pastor, Rev. W. A. Luce.
| High school, began
Miss Edith B Pendleton left last week
for Boston, where she will take a course
in the training school for nurses in the
Massachusetts General Hospital.
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“Makes

killed and was burned, together
a number of
pigs and the season’s
crop of hay. A very few household articles
were saved from the house.
There was an
insurance of about 8700, and the total loss
will amount to over $'2,000.
Mr. McNalley
had made extensive repairs and improvements on the buildings ami the loss will be
a severe one for him.
The barn of Ed.
Rowe, who lives on the Troy road in Burnham, was also struck by lightning during
the same shower and was burned with all
its contents, liay, grain and one hog. There
was only $100 insurance on the barn, and
the loss is estimated at .8400.
It was with
the greatest difficulty that the house was
saved
barn
with

Bakes Twelve

—

The

Kind that Carries Conviction to
Every Belfast Reader.

Conviction must follow such emphatic proof as
is given here. The testimony of Belfast residents
should

satisfy the most skeptical.

Here is

a

Belfast case. Read it aud see if doubt can exist
in the face of this evidence:
Mr. Benjamin Robinson of No. 6]Waldo avenue,
corner of Bridge street, says:—"I caught cold,
it settled in my back and laid
weeks. The sharp pains were

up for several
at times
that I eould not straighten and finally I sent for a
doctor. He said I had kidney trouble and gave
me some medicine but it did not help me much.
My mother saw Doan’s Kidney Rills advertised
and got a box at Edmund Wilson’s drug store. I
used them

troubled

me

as

me

so severe

directed and my

baek

has

not

since.”

Sold for 50 cents per box at all dealers. Foster
Milburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole agents for the
United States.
Remember the
substitute.

name—DOAN’S—and take

no

PORTS.

Shanghai, Sept. 1. Ar, bark Puritan,
Amsbury, New York.
Sydney, N. S. \Y., Aug. 1. In port, ship
Shenandoah, for San Francisco.
Buenos Ayres, Aug. d. Ar, bark Mabel 1.
Meyers, Boston.
San Juan, P. It., Aug. 20.
Ar, sell. Hannah Coomer, Dorr, Turks Island.
MARINE MISCEIjT/ANY.

Ship State of Maine, Colcord,
New York for Hong Kong, July 11, lat. 0 S.,
Ion. 28 W.
Boston, Aug. 80. Sell. City of Augusta,
which put into this port Aug. 20, after having been in collision with sell. Hattie McG.
Buck, has completed repairs, and to-da\
proceeded on her voyage to Baltimore.
The three-masted
Bangor, Aug. 81.
schooner John Maxwell,built at Millbridge,
last year, while being towed from Rov-kland
to Damariscotta Tuesday by the Bangor
tug Bismarck, struck on the rocks in
Damariscotta River and was so badly dam
aged that it was found necessarj to tow her
back to Kockland for repairs.
Chatham, Mass., Sent., 8. The t wo-masted
schooner Lizzie Smith, ( apt. John Lane,
from Rockland, Me., for New York, with a
cargo of lime, ran ashore on Shovelful shoal
at 8 o'clock last night and vessel and cargo
will be a total loss. The crew remained
aboard all night but abandoned the vessel
soon after daylight this morning being resSpoken.
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(iray, ap*il r»4 years, it monthIn Deer Isl*
li in:i- n i. \u
Marpiret A. Hrcmlaw. ap d f-'.1

in buck-poii. An14 years, a montI;
Roi.kkts. In Belfast. Aupisl
months and
arts, need 7‘J years,
\Vi i.sn. In Yinalhavon, Aupi
ap’d 77 years.
HoI'kins

Hopkins, ap'd

Housekeepers
who want an easy and quick
daily question, ‘‘what shall

a

dinner, or for supper, or i
should take the Huston lhu
(ilobe.
Kvery day The (ilobe jiubi
inexpensive and nice iiill
breakfast, a dinner and a si.;

specially prepared by

anexpc

and economical housckecpci
In addition, the choicest reskilled cooks of tin* homes «»l Narc printed every day, and a
cipes wanted by any worn*

supplied.

In fact, The (ilobe is a da.
for the housekeepers of New I
The Housekeepers' Depaitn
(ilobe every day tells you ln»w t
pests, how to take care of pin'
and animals, how to do fancy "
etc., etc. Order The (ilobe at oio
newsdealer and try it.

J

